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KRISTIN A. BAIR

P ENNIES IN THE SOCK DRAWER

Christmas Eve at Gramma and Grampa Bozic's house bubbled-giddiness
whirling in golden puffs around me and my little sister Petunia (Tunia for
short)-Mom laughing her open-mouthed laughter and Dad playing the gallant
role of Sir Galahad, our kind and gentle knight. Every year it was the
same-me and Tunia slipping into holiday dresses that had been too sho11 the
year before; Mom pinning the glittering Cluistmas tree broach to her lapel; and
Dad dabbing sweet cologne on his neck. We'd scramble into Lizzy, our
mud-colored station wagon, and drive to Gramma and Grampa's house on Coal
Valley Hill. The front door of their square white house would be flung wide
open like a bright eye, and just over the hill you could see the flames of the
coke furnaces jittering above the smokestacks.
But in early December of my sixth year, the fust year I knew all the words
to our favorite Croatian song, "Marijana," Dad got fired.
All the other times it happened, the four of us-the Plumter family-stayed
together. But this time, me and Tunia and Mom moved in with Gram and
Grampa. Me and Tunia slept in the big double bed in Uncle Steve's old room,
and Mom slept across the hall in the same single bed she slept in growing up.
When Tunia asked, "Where's Daddy gonna sleep?" Mom said, "The backseat
of his car for all I care! "
Before we moved into Gram's, Mom was beautiful-with black hair and
thick, red lips and round eyes the shiny brown of a buckeye after the prickly
shell cracks off. But then she started nursing at a nearby old folks' home even
though she hadn't worked since just before I was born-even working double
shifts a couple of times a week. Me and Tunia hardly ever saw her and when we
did, her hair hung dull and shaggy around her face and there were black circles
under her eyes. Sometimes we'd be marching up the porch steps after school
just as she was coming out the door headed back to work in her white uniform
and stockings with runs down the backs of the calves. She'd lean down and
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whisper in our ears, "I'll kiss you good night when I get home."
During one Saturday breakfast before Christmas, while I nibbled at the butter-burnt edges of a fried egg and Grampa studied the day 's horse-race sheet,
Tunia asked, "Gram, today's Christmas tree day with Dad, right?"
"When I'm big," I butted in, 'T m gonna grow Christmas trees inside my
house and pin gold stars on the top of every single one:'
Gram turned on the cold water tap at the sink and stared out the window
into the back yard. A coolness gushed through the kitchen. Finally she turned to
face us at the table, tugging at the torn pocket of her housedress with one hand.
"Girls," she said, "there's not going to be no real Christmas tree thi s year. Pap
and me got ours downstairs. We' ll dress it up nice, just like we do every year."
Tunia cocked her head at me from across the table; Gram and Grampa had
the ugliest tree we'd ever seen. It wasn't any taller than Gram, and its silver iron
trunk wasn't any thicker than me and Tunia's big toes tied together! A dozen or
so silvery branches screwed into tiny holes that ran up and down the trunk, and
from them, flat, silver metal needles poked out. I hated when Dad was out of a
job-stuff like this always happened. Like the time we were supposed to go on
a train ride and just as we were getting in our car to drive there, Dad growled to
Mom, " You got any money?", which meant he didn ' t have a dime, and Mom's
face flushed and her eyes bulged out and she screamed at him to get the hell out
of our lives and dragged me and Tunia back into the house by the hoods of our
jackets. She locked the door and wouldn ' t let Dad in no matter how much hollering he did. Later on that night Dad kicked out the glass and unJocked the
door himself.
"Anna, wipe that sourness off your face," Grampa said without glancing up
from the paper.
I swallowed, shoved my plate to the center of the table, dropped my chin
onto folded hands. "How come we can't get a reaJ tree?"
"Nothin' but pennies in the sock drawer," Grampa said, spooning polenta
and black coffee from his white mug into his mouth. "No more chatter. Your
mum don ' t need more trouble than she's got."
On the night of Christmas Eve, me and Tunia dressed in Uncle Steve's old
room, and the green and violet dresses came aJmost up to our knees. Mom had
to work until eleven o' clock that night, but Dad got there just before eight. He
and Grampa and Uncle Janka and the rest of the men gathered like aJways in
the kitchen, nestling beer bottles close to their chests, passing shots of slivovitz.
Our cousins played on the stairs, sliding down on their bellies, giggling, but me

and Tunia spent most of the night peeking into the kitchen at Dad.
When Gram needed to restock the stuffed cabbage, me and Tunia raced to
the cellar door in the kitchen, but before we could open it, Dad called to us in a
grizzly voice, "Hey, girls, come give your old pop a big Christmas hug! " He
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leaned down, and me and Tunia walked slowly towards him. His eyes were
glossy and wet; his face bright red under his black hair. "Can' t wait to see that
mother of yours ," Dad added. "Brought her a present. A surprise."
"Merry Christmas, Dad," I said, reaching up, wrapping my arms around his
neck, kissing his cheek. His face was so hot it burned my lips. His crescendoing
chuckle and bellowing "Merry Christmas, my little Anna! " suffocated me. Finally me and Tunia slipped away and pushed through the cellar door, slid down
the steep, rail-less stairs on our bottoms, and called, "Hey, boy!" to Ru sty,
Grampa's sad, banished dog who was chained to a post in the center of the cavernous basement. At the bottom of the staircase, Tunia turned to me. "Annie,
I'm scared of Mom coming home." Her shoulders sagged; I couldn't look at
her. I turned to the fridge, opened it. The cool air from the fridge soothed me,
and for a moment I stared at the green bottles of Rolling Rock and silvery cans
of Schlitz, the boxes of cream-filled ladilocks and apricot rolls and nut clusters,
and the extra pans of sauerkraut and stuffed cabbage that Gram always needed
real late at night when the second and third rounds of visitors came knocking.
Mom slunk through the front door at midnight, slipped out of her coat,
keeping on the brown cardigan she always wore to work. A round yellow patch
stained the front of her uniform where some old man at the home had pissed on
her, and behind her glasses, the whites around her brown eyes were red and
bloodshot. Me and Tunia hid behind the coat rack in the hall.
"I thought you'd be too ashamed to show your face here," she seethed at
Dad, barely glancing at him as she passed through the kitchen. At the doorway
she turned and looked him right in the eye. "This isn' t your home, Maxwell.
You don't have a home anymore." And she strutted into the dining room, head
high, chin jutted out, shoulders back. Gram followed close behind, clucking and
looking over her shoulder at Dad. "Silvia, be nice tonight. It's Christmas Eve."
I watched Dad set hi s beer bottle on the counter and set his jaw.
Grampa squeezed his shoulder. "She's tired, Maxwell." Silently I prayed that
Dad would pass out or leave. "Can I get you another beer?" I asked, racing to
his side. He ignored me, keeping his eye on Mom who sat in the dining room
between Cousin Dell and Aunt Norma and gulped at a tall glass of Old Grandad
and ginger ale. My stomach swirled and my chest ached. I moved behind
Mom 's chair. "Mom, how was work tonight?" I asked. "Did Sam do anything
funny ?" Sometimes getting Mom to talk was the best thing; she'd tell a funny
story, like the one about Sam who snuck out the back door of the nursing home
every evening and did his business in the begonia pots. Then she'd laugh. But
this time she said, without even turning her head to look at me, "Anna, if you
don 't find something to entertain yourself with, it's bed for you! "
For the rest of the night Dad stayed in the kitchen, but after Mom told him
he didn't have a home he didn ' t speak to anyone, just stood at the back door,
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staring through the screen at the coke furnaces. I lurked around the doorway between Mom and Dad, feeling dizzy and scared. "Go away!" I silently chanted to
Dad, but he waited around until all the guests had left. Then he and Mom and
Gram and Grampa and Dad and Tunia and me gathered in the living room, all
lights off except the blue bulbs on the tree, a blue shadow cast over us. I sat on
the floor between Gram 's knees and she brushed my hair, her left palm cupping
the crown of my head and tipping it forward. With each tug, I rocked, my blue
nightgown tucked around my knees, under my toes. I barely breathed.
From the comer of my eye, I watch Dad leaning stiff into the back of the
Lazy-Boy, arms folded across his chest. And Mom, shrouded in a soft cloud of
blue beside the tree, kneels over the large, rectangular gift Dad had brought for
her. She fingers its comers, slides the flat of her hand along its edges, head bowed.
"Hurry up," Dad grunts in his deep, grizzly voice, and Mom swings him a
look. "I don 't want anything from you," she snarls.
" Too bad," Dad says, "the goddamn present fell down the chimney and
would have blocked up the furnace if I hadn't saved it when I did."
Tunia inchworms across the floor, plops a sleepy head on Mom 's knee. I
know what she's thinking, that maybe her smooth cheek will calm Mom down ,
that maybe Mom will look up and notice our scared, frozen faces.
With a fingernail, Mom pries a corner of the wrapping paper loose and
peels the tab along the top of the box like the husk of an ear of corn. Grampa
leans a hip to the door frame across from us. His glasses reflect blue. "There's
no money for a tree. No money for icicles. No goddamn money for gifts-not
for the girls ... and especially not for me," Mom hollers. Dad slides to the edge of
the chair, arms resting on his knees, hands clenching into fists. Mom swipes Tunia's head from her knee and with both hands claws the wrapping paper free. I
squint. In square, black letters, I read SEWING MACHINE on the side of the
box. Dad preens in the Lazy-Boy.
"Lardy!" Gramps yells.
"Maxwell!" Gram cries to Dad as she leans over my shoulder to get a
closer look; her sweet hairspray tickles my nose. I can't cry; I never cry until it's
all over.
The space between my parents shrinks. " How did you buy this when you
can 't even pay the goddamn rent?" Mom growls.
I tilt my head onto Gram's knee . Hold my breath . Tunia climbs onto the
couch and curls up against Gram.
"You're a goddamn bastard! " Mom yells, and then Dad pounces. Just a foot
or two from me and Tunia, he pins Morn 's shoulders against the floor with his
fists and jams one knee into her chest over and over again. She grunts at every
blow. He straddles her waist, leans back, raises a flat hand high in the air, wallops her across the face . His biceps flex, bulge under his shirt sleeves. He stares
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at me for a moment, but his eyes are glazed over. Clamping my hands over my
ears, I scream. Grampa springs onto Dad's back, wraps his hands around Dad 's
throat. But no one is stronger than Dad, and he twists free, stands, shoves both
hands into Grampa's chest, and hurls him against the wall. Grampa slides down
like paint and Mom crab-walks backwards, away from Dad. Gram stands,
presses me and Tunia together on the couch, crosses the room to Grampa, pulls
him onto his feet. "Stop it, Maxwell! " Gram screams at Dad. Mom jumps up,
grabs a glass ashtray from the coffee table, whines. She and Dad face each
other, like boxers, panting, sweating, blood streaming down Mom's chin onto
her uniform. "Why are you ruining our lives?" she screams, holding the ashtray
in front of her. "Leave us alone!"
"Running home to your goddamn mother! " Dad rasps. "Always running! "
Mom rai ses the ashtray with both hands, like a baseball bat, cracks it sideways to Dad's head. He groans. Teeters. Crouches. Tackles her at the knees.
Knocks the Christmas tree to the floor. The cord pulls from the outlet and the
blue bulbs flash once, then the room goes dark. I leap off the couch , swim
through the pitch black, cleave onto Dad's back with my fingernails. "Not my
mom! " I scream. I bite his ear, taste the blood, kick my stockinged feet into his
kidneys. He roars. Spins to face me. Tosses me butt first across the room, like
he used to at the swimming pool in the summertime. As I land, my temple
bounces off the sharp comer of the TV Blood from Dad 's ears, my temple,
dribbles on my lips. Sweet. My head stings. I lie on the floor, curled on my side,
can't cry yet. Someone flips on a light. Gram 's voice reaches me, "Maxwell,
stop it! Stop it! That's enough!" I'm on my knees, my feet, staggering. Dad
grips Mom's arms from behind, but she peels out of her cardigan, leaving Dad
holding the empty sleeves. Mom runs at me, trying to reach the front door,
bowls me over. I hit the wall. My head throbs. She slams the door open. "He's
gonna kill me! " she screams. Grampa wraps hi s arms around Dad's chest, holds
him. He wrenches free, races into the hallway, dashes Gram backwards into the
coat rack, shoves Grampa's head into the railing of the stairwell so that later
there is a blood-encrusted wound and even later a raised white scar. He's out the
door, after Mom. Gram sobs, hiccups, grabs the phone in the hallway. Each
slow purr of the rotary dial seems to last forever. Finally she pulls me and Tunia
up the stairs. ''They 're coming, Anna. The police are corning! "
A few minutes later, at the window opposite our bed, I kneel, resting my
chin on the cold wooden sill. "Stay in bed," I order Tunia, who slides across the
sheets towards me. I lift the pane, the screen, reach out, scrape my fingertips
across the rough , snowy shingles of the porch roof. The porch light bathes the
snowdrifts in a golden blaze. Mom has locked herself in the car and she cowers
in the front seat, curled around the steering wheel. Dad boxes around it, trampling a path in the deep snow from headlights to taillights. He yanks all the door
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handles, bellowing " Bitch! " over and over, punching the roof, punching the
windshield. A few doors up on the Greenlough's porch, a yellow light flashes
on. Old Mr. G 's round silhouette shuffles across the porch. Tears begin to soak
the neck of my nightgown. I squeeze my eyes shut. When I open them, the red
and blue lights of the police car flash into the room; the cold wind shuffles the
white sheers about me like a ghost, grazing my arms. I shiver. Tunia whimpers
behind me. One of the officers shadows Dad 's dance around the station wagon.
The other officer pounces on Dad from behind, wrestles him to the ground,
buries his face in the snow. Finally it's quiet. " Don 't hurt him," I whisper. My
chest heaves as I watch the car shiver from Mom's sobs. "All this 'cause I
bought you a goddamn present," I hear Dad say as he stumbles back into the
house between the officers. I hear their footsteps on the stairs and leap under the
covers, wrap an arm around my shivering sister, and yank the quilt to our chins.
The quilt is satiny, cool on my chin.
"Wish your daughters a Merry Christmas," one officer mutters to Dad,
shoving him into our room. They brought him upstairs to say good night. My
daddy flings himself width-wise across our bed and sobs, his head buried in our
knees, the quaking of hi s shoulders ramming the headboard against the wall,
banging like it does on other nights when me and Tunia tickle each other, giggle
too hard until Gram knocks from her side of the wall for us to quiet down and
get to sleep. But tonight Tunia and I don ' t giggle; our throats burn raw from all
that screaming. We don ' t move in the dark, just hold hands under Gram 's yellow quilt so tight we both have pink fingernail half-moons cut into the skin for
days after. We listen with closed eyes to Dad's mucousy moans and 'Tm
sorry.. .I' m sorry," all strung together. Then from the hallway Gram leans into
the room; she is backlit by the single bulb hung from the hall ceiling-all I see
is her outline, the rounded cap of hair, the straight hem of her skirt just below
her knees. I want to see her nose, her cheeks, her wrinkled forehead, her brown,
reassuring eyes, but her face is just a black oval. "Maxwell, it's time," she whispers. The two big-faced officers step out of the shadow, pull him off the bed,
cuff my daddy's blood-knuckled hands behind his back, shove him out the door.
Gram's padded steps follow. I step out of bed, grab my slippers from the
dresser, squat at the window.
When the police car drives off, whooping its siren, Mr. G's porch light
flicks off. Snowflakes drift down from the sky. Grampa stands next to the car
door, rubbing his hand in circles on the roof of the car, as if he is caressing
Mom 's head, smoothing back her hair. His voice floats up to me. "Silvia, come
out. It's all right. Come on out. He's gone." Sometimes, like when he barks at
Gram to bring him a cigarette, calling her stada baba, Grampa's voice flies out
pointy, sharp, but now, coaxing Mom back into our world, it feels smooth and
even, like rainwater. Mom steps out, stooped, crying. And before I can duck my
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head below the sill, Mom croaks, "Anna, get into bed," and I push the window shut,
ease away, crawl into the big double bed, and slip under the quilt next to Tunia.
That night I dreamt of a long, marble banquet table with white lilies looping
down from chandeliers. At the head of the table, Uncle Janko chewed on scallions, the ends poking from his closed lips like a row of frayed , green cigarettes.
Cousin Dell's bulbous laughter barreled down the table to greet me at the other
end, and I quivered as I caught it in cupped hands. Tunia fluttered her eyelashes.
Then as Grampa's calloused hand gripped mine, I stepped onto the table. "A
beautiful specimen," Cousin Dell whispered as I tiptoed along the table toward
the center. Mom and Gram marched in carrying a huge, silver platter between
them; on it...a giant steamed cabbage leaf, pale green, curled up slightly at the
edges. "Coming through! " Mom whistled brightly. They set it on the table, and
with Grampa's guiding hand I lay down on the leaf, flat-backed, straight-legged,
and stiff. On my left, from shoulder to ankle, Gram spooned ground pork; on my
right, Mom spooned ground ham. Grampa topped it off with a few handfuls of
dry rice and a sprinkling of salt and pepper.
"Bravo, bravo," Dad shouted, rolled me, the ham, the pork, and the dry rice
tightly into the cabbage leaf and canied me in his arms to the kitchen. Without a
word he lowered me onto a bed of sauerkraut in a huge pot that bubbled over a
fire . A warm, golden glow swallowed me, and just as the lid was snapped into
place, Gram said, "Don ' t nobody stir the stuffed cabbage."

The next morning the whole house ached, and as I tiptoed down the hallway to the kitchen, Grampa called out, "Anna? Anna? That you , child?"
I poked my tousled blond head in from the hallway. My eyes burned and
my head throbbed. "Yi ss, Gran1ps, it's me."
"Merry Christmas, child."
I didn 't answer.
Gram stood at the stove with her back to me turning bacon in the black iron
skillet with a fork. Grampa sat at the table in a white ribbed undershirt and a
pair of gray mill pants that he wore every morning before he shaved. As he
looked at me, mouth stretched into a sad, thin line, he scratched his fingertips
across his whiskers. Crossing the floor, Gram clanked a breakfast plate on the
table and nodded to me. "Anna, child, sit down and get some morning eat.
Where's that Petunia?"
"She's lying upstairs in the hallway, peeking under Mom's door. She's waiting for her to come out."
"Can she see your mother?" Grampa said, leaning across the table towards me.
"Just her feet and the chair legs."
Gram moved to the stove, her back to us. "Drago, go get that child. No
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chance of Silvia coming out of there today."
Grampa slid his chair out and stalked down the hallway. Then we heard a
scream so mean it would've scared a grizzly bear, and both of us looked down the
hallway. "Lordy!" Gram shouted. Then Grampa stomped in, carrying Tunia in his
arms. She twisted and kicked. "I want my mommy! Let me go! I hate you!"
I plugged my ears with my fingers for a second. "No more screaming," I whispered. Then I grabbed my glass of orange juice from the table and threw it right in
Tunia's face. She sputtered, juice dribbling everywhere, then she grew still.
"Anna!" Gram said.
"Leave her be, stada baba," Gramps said. "Girl got the job done." Then he
set Tunia silent and upright on her feet. She glared at me, wiped her sleeve
across her face, huffed, then marched to the door, tugged on her boots, yanked
on her jacket, and marched outside. When I finally got out to the yard, she was
sitting on the porch, licking a snowball.
"Mom tastes like snow," she said, closing her eyes. "How come she won't
talk to us ?"
"My fingers are freezing together," I said, pulling on my mittens. "Let 's
build a snowman." I knew that after a fight like this, Mom wouldn't talk to us
for three or four days, so Tunia might as well just stop talking about what Mom
tasted like. Mom would just curl in the corner of the couch or a chair, legs
tucked under, tears dribbling down her swollen cheeks. She'd smoke and stare.
When we lived in our own house, me and Tunia would have to fix our own
lunches after a fight and dress ourselves, even though Tunia always ended up
wearing her favorite flowery shirt with striped pants. Sometimes I'd catch Mom
watching me brush Tunia's curls, yanking at the knots and tying them up with a
ribbon, and I'd wish, wish, WISH she would take the brush from me and do it
herself.
After me and Tunia rolled the three fat snowballs and piled them one on top
of the other in the front yard, I told her to get a canot for the nose. She waddled
through the snowdrifts to the side of the house.
"Grarnma!" Tunia's voice bounced like a ball between Gram's house and
the one next-door. I heard the kitchen window slide open.
"No more carrots," Tunia mumbled when she returned. "Gram 's roastin'
them all for Christmas dinner."
"Who wants Christmas dinner?" [ asked, but instead we used a fat pine
cone for the nose and then dug into a snowdrift under the buckeye tree until we
found two blackened, brittle buckeye shells. We used them for the eyes. Tunja
always carried a tarnished half-dollar from Grampa in her pocket and once
stuck under the nose, it formed a perfectly rounded mouth, as if the snowman
were surprised. Then we stuck a bunch of twigs all over his head for hair.
"Tunia, look, Mr. Snowman stuck a finger in the ' lectric socket," I giggled,
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pointing a mittened hand, crunching backwards towards the house and plopping
on the front steps.
"Annie, what are we gonna name him?" Tunia said, sucking an icy wad of
snow from her mottled red and blue mitten. She flounced towards the snowman,
cocked her head, and examined him from head to toe. She marched around him,
patted his belly and then hi s behind with the flat of both hands.
I tilted my head to watch the blue-gray clouds whip and ripple between the
pine tree and the overhanging roof of the porch.
"Tunia, come on," I barked. "What's his name gonna be?"
Tunia circled one more time, then planted herself to the snowman's right,
facing me. A frosty moustache sprouted under her nose. "Herbert," she announced, spreading both arms wide at her sides.
I squealed. "Herbert?!!!"
"Yes, Herbert." When Tunia said his name, exaggerating it, her thick, purplish lips pursed way out in front of her like a duck 's bill.
"Herbert," I repeated, crossing the plain of snow to pat his rounded shoulder. "Hello, Herbert. Nice to meet you."
For the first time that day Tunia giggled, and I cocked my head to look up
at Mom 's bedroom window. She was there, behind the glass, staring out. Deep
piles of snow crystals framed her face and her nose pressed against the glass.
My insides soared. "She's looking at us!" I said to Tunia. "She's looking at us! "
Tunia waved her arms, leaped up and down in front of Herbert in her red, plastic boots. I jumped too, watching Morn moving in and out of my view as the
stiff brim of Grampa's cap flapped up and down on my head. I pumped my
hands over my head, crossing and recrossing them into an X.
"Mom! " we hollered. "Mom! Look at the snowman! Look at Herbert!"
But instead of pressing closer to the window, Mom disappear·ed, the foggy
puff from her breath fading fast. We dropped our arms to our sides, bowed our
heads, wilted against Herbert's strong middle. Tunia pressed close against me
and whispered, "Annie, why won ' t she look at us?"
Then I screamed. In shock, Tunia back-pedaled till she butted up against the
trunk of the pine tree. "Annie! " she cried. But I ran to the porch, grabbed the silver-headed snow shovel, raced back to Herbe11, and with a sideways slice,
lopped his head clean off. It tumbled to the ground with a soft thud, and when it
lay still, with twigs of hair scattered sadly around it, Herbe11's brittle eyes stared
up at me. I looked up at Mom 's window again . She'd heard me, pushed the
pane open, and the white sheers had blown out into the cold, gusty air. Her head
thrust out of the black window frame. "Annie! " she cried. Then her knee was on
the sill and her whole torso popped out. I let the shovel fall to the ground and
Tunja raced to my side and grabbed my hand. Crawling on all fours across the

slanted snowy porch roof, Mom poked her head over its edge. Her right cheek
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was swelled out like a bruised apple and she had a fat lip. Her glasses were
smeared with snow and fogged over from the cold; I don't think she could even
see us anymore. Then she flattened herself on her belly, sliding her legs and
arms back and forth like she was making an upside-down snow angel. "My
girls!" she cried, and clouds of snow rose up in puffs around her. "My girls,"
she cried, grabbing fistfuls of snow in her bare hands. "My little girls!"
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EARNED OUTS

The lily had lifted its bright yellow face right under the window and Emma
sighed, "Oh, it is beautiful."
Sam leaned over the sill so that he could look too. "Oh, well, it was open
more this morning. I should have told you earlier."
Emma shook her head. "Oh, that's OK." She glanced up to the western horizon as it darkened with rapidly growing thunderheads. "It must have started to
close up for the storm." She looked across the bed-as in her own room, a metal
bed bolted to the floor was the only furniture-at Sam, who stood hugging himself, his outsized hands grasping his upper arms. He nodded noncommittally.
"Yeah, looks like it's gonna be a big one."
Emma balanced her paperback and journal on her left arm and leaned her
butt on the upper railing of the headboard. She knew she shouldn't be in Sam's
room-shit, she thought, they won 't even let us write in ink-fraternization probably gets you the firing squad. She smiled a little at the thought. She could just
imagine Nicholas getting into directing that-not out of cruelty, but just because of his love of drama. "More smoke, more fire," he'd yell in his Greek accent. "Cue the chorus." Yeah, that's Nicholas. Fuck psychiatry. He needs one of
those T-shirts that says, "What I really want to do is direct. "
Sam slid onto the metal railing of the bed frame too, leaning his long body
forward so he could rest his arms on the windowsill , his chin in one upright
hand. Emma snuck a couple of peeks at his profile, which consisted entirely of
sharp angles-the razor cut of his jaw, the forty-five-degree pitch of his nose,
the high plane of his forehead-what a handsome kid, Emma thought.
They watched the storm gather, their faces taking on the greenish tint of the
sky. At this end of the hall, the river curved away into the distance, giving a
view more open than the dense overgrowth outside Emma's window.
"There's gonna be a termata," Emma said, unconsciously imitating the fearful predictions of her friend Maria's five-year-old daughter.
Sam chuckled. "A what?"

He turned to look at her, blue-gray eyes sparkling.
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Emma broke her gaze from the clouds and said, "I said, there's gonna be a
termata."
The hard planes of Sam's face dissolved and the caution evaporated from his
eyes as he laughed. For the first time Emma saw the fifteen-year-old under all the
wariness. "What the hell is a termata?" he asked, his tone teasing, appreciative.
Emma warmed to her audience for the second time that day. She took on a
little girl voice. "You know, big wind comes and blows us all off to Oz."
Sam cocked an eyebrow at me. "Toto too?"
I laughed. What a smait kid. "Toto too," I said in Glinda the Good Witch's
voice. I hummed "The Optimistic Voices" and then sang softly, "You're out of
the woods, you 're out of the dark, you 're out of the night."
"Hey, you can sing!" Sam said.
"No," I said. "I can imitate. There's a difference." The show tune made me
flash on to the bathroom at work, where I'd slit my wrist. I remembered looking
at the blade on the sink and thinking about "cold steel on ice"-the Blackhawks
slogan-which made me think, "clean and bright," and pretty soon I'd staited
singing "Edelweiss" from The Sound of Music and assorted other favoritesnothing like going out with a song in your heart ... or something. I tried to shrug
off the memory. I'd gotten pretty damn close to the edge of the precipice ... my
wrist began itching again, just to remind me.
I wondered how long we'd been gone from the dayroom and then realized it
had been neai·ly three o' clock and so near the shift change no one might have
noticed. They'd all been forgetting about me for days anyway. Forgetting I was
S-2 and letting me into the bathroom by myself-which, frankly, came in right
handy when changing my tampon-asking me for the time, forgetting my watch
had been taken away. With any luck, this time they 'd forgotten me completely.
Besides, I had to be the last person on ICS anyone expected to break the rules.
It began to rain. First in large individual drops that splatted on the dry
ground, kicking up dust, then hai·der. Thunder crashed and lightning blasted
across our faces.
"I love storms," Sam breathed softly.
"Me too." I wished I could hug him then, tell him everything would be all
right, but hell, I didn't even know that for myself, much less for a kid whose
reasons for being in TreeLane were a lot less specific than mine.
"When I was a kid," Sam began, and I smiled to myself. Now that you 're a
grownup you mean, I thought. " My little sister and I would run out in the field

behind the stable with our heads thrown back and mouths open to taste the rain.
We'd heai·d that chickens drown themselves that way."
San1 watched the storm, his eyes far away.
I sighed. "Yeah, my brothers used to run after me yelling, 'Thunder and
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lightning coming to get you, Emmie!' and laugh like mani acs when I'd hide under
the dining room table. It didn 't matter how many times my dad told me we were
too close to Lake Michigan-six blocks-for there to be a tornado. I always
thought there was a funnel cloud somewhere with my name on it." I felt less giddy
than I had all day. Since the hair-pulling incident this morning, I'd simply sat
around thinking about how great it was to be off S-2, and asking to get into the
bathroom a lot. I'd conveniently forgotten the first rule of depression: it gets really
bad and scary-and depressing-when you figure out you 're going to live after all.
Another five minutes of thunder crashed around Emma and Sam before the
rapid-fire pelting of hail began on the window and the roof above them. Emma
kept quiet, afraid to break the spell of the storm, of this time away from the dayroom. Then she felt rather than heard someone in the doorway behind them , and
knew, with the radar sense she'd developed since coming to TreeLane, that it
was Nicholas.
His long, dark green raincoat rustled as he walked up to the window. "Pretty
scary out there," Nicholas said, without looking at either of them. Then he half
turned, holding out his hand to Emma, his fingers curled around something.
Even as Emma automatically stretched out her right hand, palm open and trusting, she noticed he had a Styrofoam coffee cup in the other hand and thought,
man, isn't he ever without a damn cup ? and then, wistfully, because caffeine was
prohibited on ICS , a cup of coffee would really taste great right now.
Emma couldn't figure out what tingled more, the touch of Nicholas 's fingertips on her hand or the chill of the melting hail stones he put there. "Hey,
cool," Sam said, leaning over, and Nicholas poured more of the marble-sized
stones out of the cup and into Sam 's waiting hand. They glowed milky white in
the storm light. Emma dropped her books behind her onto the bed and fingered
the stones, feeling the nubbiness of each misshapen bump.
"I thought you 'd like those," Nicholas said, and Emma looked up to meet
his gray eyes, serious under his thin brows.
"I do ," she said, and asked, with a smile corning and going, "How much
hail is there in Greece?"
Nicholas fought his own smile, which transformed his face into something resembling an elf's. "Not much, Emma, not much," and Emma wanted the moment
to go on forever.
Of course, it would not. "How much time do you have, Sam?" Nicholas
asked, turning towards the storm again.
Sam looked at him sharply, but Emma saw the affection softening his eyes.
"Three hours."
Nicholas shook his head. "Hmmm. That 's an awful lot. Almost sounds like
too much. We may have to do something about that tonight."
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"Whaddya mean?" Sam said indignantly but then couldn't help laughing.
"I mean if you 're going to be so bold as to invite women into your room, I
may just have to cut your time a bit so that you can't socialize quite so much in
the dayroom."
Sam flushed and ducked his head away from them. Nicholas had turned
away from the storm again. "I just told her there was a cool flower outside my
window," Sam said, in the general direction of his tight sleeve.
Nicholas nodded, grasping his hands behind his back. "Hmmm. Well, I
imagine you should get back out to the dayroom . Dinner will be here soon."
Sam scuttled across the room , his head still bent.
"Thanks for showing me the lily, Sam," Emma said to his retreating back.
The hailstones were almost melted in her hand. She felt very aware of
Nicholas 's proximity, and felt her own face become warm. "I don't think-,"
she began. Emma forced herself to look up into his face. "I don ' t think Sam
should lose any time-he was just being nice. Besides, I'm sure you know this
was perfectly innocent."
Nicholas's eyebrow shot up. "Emma, I don 't think you're aware of the impact you have on people."
Emma raised the cool wetness of her hands to her face, which she knew
must be bright red now. "Not that way, Nicholas. Not the way you're implying."
She looked only at the floor.
"I' m not implying anything. You just should be aware-your presence acts
as a catalyst sometimes."
"What are you talking about? Me?" Emma, who liked to think she faded
into every room's paint and wallpaper, felt genuine shock. Why would anyone
care if I were here or not? she thought, and her knee went a bit loose.
"Think about it. We ' ll talk about it later-maybe after the adolescents have
gone to bed, OK?"
"I guess." A furrow of consternation etched Emma's face, but then she
caught his eye deliberately. "Are you going to take away Sam's time out?" She
saw something flit across Nicholas's face and then understood that they were
themselves breaking the rules.
He knew too. "Let's go back to the dayroom, Emma. After all, you and I
have no time to lose, do we?"
After dinner, Emma sat down on one of the couches and opened her composition book.
Dear Maria,
Thanks for your letter. I'm sony that 1 upset you by what 1 didthe pressure really got to me-
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Emma ripped the page out and crumpled it, drawing a look from Frank, one
of the psych techs. Nicholas was on his dinner break.
Dear Maria,
Well , I guess you've heard that I didn ' t even get the fucking suicide
right-

No, Emma thought. That's pretty mean, I guess.
Hey Maria,
Fucked any cute guys lately? Not me-been crazy for a
while, and now the pickings are mighty slim-

Emma laughed. Tempting, but no.
Hey Maria,
Just finished another goum1et meal on Intensive Care Services.
Chicken potpie, salad, and a nectarine, served special tonight, not precut, and with my own knife and fork. Nifty, eh?
My father said something about you flying in next week for a
visit. I hope it isn ' t just on my account-stupid pretentious acts (and
unsuccessful ones at that) shouldn ' t wa1rnnt a trip from New York.
Remember how we used to walk home from school wondering if it
would be better to remain smait, as we thought of ourselves, knowing that we would question everything, or to be dumb--hell, blond
maybe, yuk, yuk-but not to worry about things? Yeah, well , I've
changed my mind. I'm renewing my effo1t to become dumb--it has
got to be easier.
I suppose I should say that this place really isn't too bad. Not a
Nurse Ratched in sight, although the head nurse, Lana, is a bit of a
tight-ass. Actually, they don ' t even wear uniforms, which kind of mellows the atmosphere a bit. Actually, it fiightened me when the beautiful
blond nurse on the unit came in one day last week weaiing the exact
same sky-blue cotton dress I bought last year at Charles A Stevens. I
don 't think she quite believed me when I told her- but then, that's a
common problem here. The first night I got to TreeLane, they had me
in the "Quiet Room" (kinda like in Miss Ca1TOll 's fou1th grade-remember?) because there were no beds available on intensive care.
Damn if this woman didn ' t come in to see me and insist that we'd met
before, and I must have been in the hospital earlier. And she was a staff
member! Anyway, besides the nurses, there are a lot of earnest young
grad students in psych hanging around-their title is "Psych Tech"who are mostly here to baby-sit, you know, make sure the crazies don 't
eat their own shit or something. Anyway, a couple of those are real
dicks-on power trips and shit...

Emma glanced up at Frank, who rarely spoke to any of the patients except
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to reprimand or demand. He was engrossed in the newspaper.
- but there are a couple of good ones. Thjs guy Nicholas, in particular. He's Greek, been in the States for twenty years or so-somewhere in his thirties, kjnda blond, not very tall, very kjnd.
Luckjly, the first night I met him , I didn ' t say where I thought his
accent was from-Russia. Guess my dumb lessons are workjng.
There 's also a woman named Shelly who's been decent with me.
Anyway, they gave me back some of my privacy today, which
supposedly means I'm getting better-

The Dutch door opened and one of the doctors stepped onto the unit, followed by a woman in sweatpants and a flowered shirt. Her close-cropped hair
looked stiffly hair-sprayed even from across the room.
"Staff," the doctor said, "where is Sam? His mother wants to talk to him."
Emma's shin cramped and she kicked her foot off the couch to shake it out.
She bent her head down to her letter again, but out of the comer of her eye saw
Sam striding down the hall towards the dayroom, his gowns flying behind him.
"Hey, Ma," he said, trying to hug the woman, who turned her head away
from the kiss. What a bitch, Emma thought.
- so there's this kjd here who just breaks my heart sometimes. 1
really don ' t know what his story is- there 's a rule, "No war stories,"
which l guess is really to prevent the kjds from exchanging drug experiences (like I couldn ' t contribute to that, right)-but you know,
he's fifteen, and he tried to escape from the hospital, so now he has to
wear "gowns"- blue pants and a white gown as a shirt, to make him
easily recognizable if he tried to leave again. He's also on trus very
weird program called "Earned Outs"-for every hour he spends
alone in his room (which is very barren), he earns five mjnutes in the
dayroom. Fuck, at fifteen , I would have rejoiced in sometrung like
that. Here, they call it being "Removed From Reinforcement," and
any mjsbehavior in the dayroom can get you "RFRed" and you 're
sent to your room. No, they haven't found my dope stash, yuk, yuk,
so I'm stuck being reinforced constantly.
J guess I would really like to see you Marinuska. I' m sony I
fucked up so badly and scared people. The funny trung is, I think I
know truly how stupid I've been--ever since I first swallowed all
those aspirin in the fifth grade- I'm going to have to find a way to
actually like being on the planet.
Tell no one what I've revealed--eat this letter after you read itthose kjnds of statements tend to come back to haunt me.
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Kiss the kid for me-we had an amazing thunderstorm earlier today, and I thought of herLove,
Emmie
As Emma closed her notebook and opened the paperback novel , the evenjng
began its long easy slide towards group therapy at eight o'clock, snacks at rune,
and bedtime- nine-thirty for the kids , ten for the adults. Released from restraints,
Katie gathered her shower stuff together and disappeared into the bathroom.
Cyndi, who had to stay in public for forty-five minutes after she ate, chewed on a
hunk of blond hair and scribbled furiou sly in a book, ducking her head away
from Katie, who passed by oblivious. Some of the teenage boys jostled each
other at the front table, working on homework assignments from their tutor.
The structure of the days appealed to Emma, even though she saw through
the "therapeutic" value. She loved not having to make any decisions, even in
many ways loved that no matter what demands she put on time, it would still
pass exactly as it always had. All she needed was patience. When she got out of
the hospital , for a long while Emma would feel no irritation at waiting in lines,
crawling to a stoplight-she had learned that no matter how much energy she
put into it, she couldn't change certain rhythms. Often she would think that trus
was the most important thing she had gotten for her twenty-five-thousand-dollarplus bill from TreeLane.
Some nights, of course, worked differently.
Sam still sat at one of the back tables with his mother and doctor. The doctors
at TreeLane seemed to be of two types: (A) sarcastic and arbitrary, and (B)
friendly and arbitrary. Both seemed equally ineffective. One red-headed boy in
gowns who clearly had a Type B doctor had complained to Nicholas with a
laugh, "My doctor says I don ' t believe my mother can teach me anything. He
made her show me how to wash socks, and I have to write an essay about it. Now,
is that what a doctor is supposed to do?" Nicholas wisely reserved comment.
The two doctors on the unit this rught both appeared to be Type A. While
Sam slouched in his chair, his chin grazing his chest as his doctor encouraged
the mother to laugh with him at her son, a very heavy-set couple in their forties
sat at the other table with their daughter, Janet, and her doctor.
Janet's mother raised her voice. "Li sten , if you want to be the way they had
you the other day-spread-eagled on your bed and strapped down-if you want
to be that way all the time, we'll just take you someplace where they ' ll do that
for you."
"Shut up, Mom." Janet had a permanent sneer on her face and contempt for
a nyone who smiled or knew a reason to smj]e .

The doctor, a mild-looking man with sandy hair, snapped the metal cover to
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Janet's chart shut. "Cue on language, Janet. Do you really think your mother
deserves to be talked to that way?"
Janet crossed her arms over her chest. "Do you really think I deserve to be
talked to in that way?"
Things were no more pleasant at the other table.
"Sam," the doctor began, with a broad smile at Sam's mother, "when are
you going to start working your program?"
Sam mumbled something.
"What? I can' t hear you, young man."
"I said, I am working my program! "
"I see no evidence of that-no one does."
Sam had his face bent towards the floor. "What do you mean, no one does?"
At this point, Emma abandoned all pretense of continuing to read, but left
the book open, the words blutTing in front of her. She could feel the pulse of her
throat, which signaled the helpless feeling of living with her mother, as she listened to Sam's humiliation.
"Well, Sam, if the staff on the unit doesn ' t tell me that you 're working your
program, and I clearly see no change in your attitude-"
"I am working my program-I'm up to three hours. I do every stupid thing
they tell me to, when they tell me to."
"Cut the abusive tone, Sam." The doctor smiled widely again. "I think
you 're just playing along until you get out of here. You 're going to do everything right and hope we fall for it, and then you ' ll go back home and start the
same old destructive behavior over again. You remind me of a steamroller, destroying everything in its path."
"No, I won't-I've changed."
"Come on! You ' ll be out there stealing another car, won 't you-"
"I didn ' t steal it-it belonged to the other guy's mother-"
" You ' ll be looking for another car to steal and roll over-maybe from your
own parents this time."
Sam looked up then, partly because Janet jumped out of her chair and
slammed it under the table. "I don' t want to talk to you anymore! I hate you
both! You treat me like crap and then say it's my fault!" she shrieked, and then
stomped across the dayroom.
"Janet, you can expect to be leaving here just as soon as we can atTange for
a permanent place to leave you," her mother called after her. The couple and the
doctor got up to leave, all shaking their heads.
Sam's voice shook. "I have changed. I am working. I want things to be different:'
The doctor laughed and pointed to Sam's mother's head. "Sam, do you see
a gun pointed at your mother's head now? Do you think she's going to fall for
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the same old excuses you've always given her?" He nodded to the woman.
"Tum your head," he instructed, and when she did the doctor pointed to the
sheared back. "I don ' t see a gun there, Sam, do you?"
Emma could see the pained smile on the mother's face. Say something, say
something, you bitch! Defend him, rescue him, love him, goddamn it!
Sam shook his head, his lower lip jutting out as he fought tears. Emma understood part of what Nicholas had said then, and she knew the last thing Sam
wanted was for her to see him cry.
"I can ' t hear you ," the doctor intoned.
"No, I don ' t see a gun," Sam said, his voice cracking.
"No, I bet you don't." The doctor tapped San1 's mother's arm. She turned
her head back with a grimace and automatically reached up to massage her
neck. "There's no gun to her head, Sam, so I suggest you get to work on your
program. Your mother won ' t be forced to do anything by you anymore."
Tears spilled down Sam's cheeks and he swiped at them. "Shut up! You
don ' t know anything about me! Just keep your nose out of my shit, man!" He
stood up, kicking the chair back. " Keep your goddamn nose out of my shit!"
"I don ' t want to put my nose in your shit, Sam," the doctor said in the
smug, I'm-so-superior, shrinky voice Emma hated. He rose out of his chair and
said beyond San1, "Staff, this patient needs to be removed from reinforcement.
He 's being very abusive."
Sam had already turned to go, but now he turned back. "Just keep your
nose out of my shit! I mean it!" He did not look at Emma as he stalked by.
Just as the doctor and Sam's mother stepped off the unit, Nicholas returned
from dinner. "Hi, Nicholas, how are you? I was at my group when you came on
duty," Cyndi called out with a sunny smile.
Nicholas nodded to her. "Just fine, Cyndi. And how are you today?" Cyndi
sat silent as she tried to think of the proper [' m-working-so-hard-on-my-recovery
response. Nicholas sat in the armchair next to Emma's.
" Did you have a good dinner, Emma?"
She nodded. She did not look up, afraid she would cry.
"What's wrong-has something happened?"
Emma shook her head and sighed, tamping down the tears. "I just don ' t like
the way some of the doctors act around here. And I'm sure glad my mother isn't
around to take advantage of some of their tactics. You know, she wanted me institutionalized when I was a teenager." She straightened in her chair, leaning back.
"Hmmm. Well," said Nicholas, "I think you need to remember that these
kids have a lot of stuff going on with them, and the doctors-"
A crash sounded from the bathroom and then Katie's scream .
"Excuse me, Emma," Nicholas said and got up, fishing in his shirt pocket
for his keys. Two other staffers beat him to the door.
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Emma heard someone say with wonder, "My God, she's broken the shower
door," and then a blanket passed between them out of Katie's room. "Let 's clear
the dayroom, come on, everybody to their rooms," the student nurse clapped her
hands together, and just as Emma stepped through the doorway, she saw Katie,
hair dripping water onto the blanket wrapped around her, being led from the
bathroom still screaming.
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HERB JACKSON

FISH KILL: DEE'S MISTAKE

It was curious ... Papa Street's invitation to go fishing. Dee had been sure the
old man had been trying to bust his cover, had been watching him, studying
him. He was just as sure the invitation was some type of ploy.
"Pack some potted meat, crackers, and cookies. Pick me up early, 'round
four o'clock. I'll get the bait. You got a pole?"
Dee had a pole. He loved fishing because it was the one thing that took him
away from his role as an undercover agent inside the Black Panther party. Being
on the bank fishing also took him back to the jungles of Vietnam. Whenever he
sat on the banks his thoughts wandered back to Nam, back to the jungle heat,
back to the heavy scents of fi sh and rice cooking in the nearby villages; back to
thick moistness of jungle foliage, fat bugs, stinging mosquitoes, and rustling
men moving quietly but not silent in a midnight ambush. He waited for the fish
to bite the way he waited to kill the VC. Now when he fished the tree-lined
banks of rivers and small ponds, it made him rub and grip hi s palms and
thumbs. Made hi s fingers press hard against the trigger that he could sti ll feel.
This "Nam feeling" came through him in waves; hi s shoulder could feel the recoil of the gun. He saw flashes and images of bullets tearing through tree
branches and twigs, ripping flesh from running shadows in the night. Sometimes he would suddenly duck or move his head quickly to dodge returning fire.
Then he would come back, back to the bank, back to the fishing. Sweat and
chills would pour over him, no matter how cool or hot the day. But somehow
peace would eventually come to him when he sat at the water's edge. Normally
he would go fishing alone to find that peace of mind.
So after the political education meeting for new members at the West Side
A. M . E. Church, he told old Papa Street he 'd go fishing with him. They were
riding alone in Dee's old Ford station wagon. It was late, well after ten that
night when they got to Papa Street's apartment. Papa Street lived in an old, dilapidated, brownstone building where a gray, weathered, "For Rent: Single
Rooms Only" sign hung precaiiously over an upstairs balcony. The building
was just a glorified flophouse. Dee had been inside once; the one room was
filled with piles and stacks of magazines, newspapers , and books that lined the
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walls, covered the floor, and circled the bed, leaving only a narrow path to a tiny
sink and mirrored dresser top full of canned food and a hot plate. All his reading
material was political and radical. He quoted from it the way a preacher quoted
the Bible, with an exact and certain interpretation.
The old man was excited and smjled when he leaned into the car window
after he had gotten out.
"I ain't got no phone, but I'll be in front at four o'clock sharp. Don't be
late." Dee watched the old man shuffle up the concrete steps, past a crowd of
worn-out drunken men who sat or stood huddled on the porch, passing around a
bottle wrapped in a curled brown paper bag. Papa Street turned in the rrudst of
the crowded porch and waved at Dee. Dee yelled back through the window.
"Don't worry, I'll be on time."
Dee thought he saw the old man do a little slow, dragging jig step on the
stoop just before he went inside.
Papa Street slept during most of the two-hour drive to Starved Rock. The
state park was only about sixty miles south of Chicago, but the wilderness and
the river made it seem worlds away.
Dee drove in the darkness down the interstate, wondering why the old man
had asked him to go fishjng. As soon as they reached the river he shook the old
man, who was instantly awake and pointed to a gravel road and a place to park.
Papa Street got out of the car, gripping his tackle box, two poles, and a canteen.
Dee followed a few feet behind. He watched the old man move ahead with a
long gait, moving like a deer down the grassy slope, grabbing overgrown trees
and stepping high through the underbrush. He moved like a shadow in the dim,
early morning light. They didn't speak until Papa Street reached an openjng at
the riverside. Soft mud, a few large boulders, and broken tree branches marked
a clearing. He turned to Dee, who was still corrung down the grassy incline.
Papa Street smiled and spread his arms out, holding the fishing poles together in
one hand like a long pointer.
" This is my secret spot. Plenty of catfish and bass, if you know what you 're
doin'. " He srruled and winked.
His old eyes squinted in the early morning light as he looked out over the
water. A couple of hundred yards on the other side of the swift-moving cun-ent
and silver reflections, only the sounds of late-rising crickets could be heard.
They were alone on the banks of the Illinois River.
Papa Street laid his box and canteen to one side; his leathery, brown, wrinkled hands took on a workman attitude as he fumbled with the long, splintered
cane pole. He quickly attached a hook, worm, and bobber to his line. A faint
glimpse of sun and a warm morning breeze rustled through the leafy treetops
carrying the tweet, whistle, and cawing of nearby birds. Papa Street looked over
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at Dee. Dee squatted down, balanced on his toes, piercing the slimy skin of the
wiggly worm and pushing it onto the hook. The twilight turned the faint darkness into new day. Papa Street cast his line into the water. A few feet in front of
him, the tiny, red and white bobber settled on the surface.
He turned to Dee, who had picked a spot a few feet to his left.
"Dee, why did you join the party? What makes you want to be in the Black
Panther party? What 's your motivation?"
The question took Dee off guard. The sharp hook pricked his thumb, and
his shoes sank a little in the soft muddy bank.
"Huh ?" was the only word Dee could muster.
"What made you join the Black Panther party?" Papa Street repeated the
question while he struck the butt of his pole into the soft bank at the water's
edge, leaning the pole forward a little to take the slack out of the line.
Dee stood up, ready to cast his rod out into the open expanse of water. The
question, riding a gentle gust of wind, seemed to hold Dee motionless for an instant. The gray-haired man turned and reached into his tackle box to fix another
rod. Dee's stomach fluttered . He pointed his elbow to the sky with the tip of his
fishing rod well behind him. He flipped his arm out like a whip and snapped his
wrist at just the right moment, sending the line out into the water twenty yards or so.
Papa Street looked up from his rambling search inside the box, beaming.
"N ice cast! So you are a fisherman." A little surprise was noticeable in his
voice. Then he said something that bothered Dee, something no one working
undercover ever wants to hear.
"Everybody ain't what they seem to be."
The old man narrowed his eyes some as he turned his attention back to
search inside the tackle box.
Dee decided to turn the question back to the old man to check him out, to
see where he was corning from.
"Why did you join, Papa Street? I mean, you the oldest person in the party.
Somebody like you ought to be following Dr. King. Most older people think
everybody in the party is crazy."
Papa Street cast hi s other line over the water; he sent it flying thirty yards or
so, the heavy sinker hitting the water like a big rock. He stood with his feet
apart, reeling in the slack in the line. Dee sat on a smooth, three-foot-high boulder; he felt the seat of his pants getting a little soggy from the dampness of the
rock. The old man talked to Dee but looked out into the water.
"Dr. King and them silly-ass niggers ain't nothin ' but a bunch of kissified
bastards!" He said it hissing, like it was a curse. "My daddy was an old country
man and I grew up an old country boy. Down South I know them white folks for
what they are. In the country, if you got hit, you'd better hit back. It don 't matter
if you white or black, big or little. If you don 't, you can't get no self-respect. Dr.
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King and all his fancy jaw-jacking and marching ain't goin' to get him nothing
but kill't. Down in Louisiana where I grew up, I was in the Deacons for Defense and Justice. We weren't no revolutionaries. All we really did was to defend them civil rights workers. Well, one day I had to kill an old peckerwood
who happened to be a sheriff. The rednecked bastard and hi s cronies musta'
lynched four of them civil rights workers. Buried 'em where they couldn't be
found. FBI still lookin ' for 'em. Ain't found 'em yet. All them sorry-ass Deacons
rode around with guns, but none of them sapsuckers had the nerve to use 'em
when the time come. I did. Because of that I had to git out of Louisiana and
leave them Cajuns, white folks, and scary-ass Deacons. If them civil rights folks
had they own guns, them peckerwoods wouldna been so quick to jump 'em.
You youngsters got the right idea, the power is in the gun." Papa Street cleared
his throat and spat.
Dee stood up and reeled his line in some. The old man started up again.
" Dr. King is wrong and pretty soon he gonna be dead wrong. You gotta
change them honkies ' perception. One big perception is, if a nigger git outta
line you can kill him and ain't nothin' goin' to happen. Dr. King's trying to
change things without violence is stupid. And them young niggers fightin' in
Vietnam is plain silly. What they fightin' for? They just a bunch of white-man
niggers, a bunch of house niggers dying for Masta Charlie. They should be here
dying for our people. We better be trying to change perceptions, let them white
folks know that we will fight for what we want. Dr. King talkin ' like the Panthers are communist. So what! Revolution is about change, not kissing somebody 's ass. Them Communists in Vietnam and China know about revolution.
Know about the power in the gun. If the Black Panther party is communist, then
I'm proud to be a CClmmunist 'cause it's goin' to change things. We gonna bring
this country to a violent stop so they ain 't no question the perception is broken.
So all them southern rednecks and these up-North peckerwoods will know we
ain't gonna take no more shit." The old man spat again, sending a glob floating
on the water's edge.
Dee turned square to Papa Street, his stomach nervous, hi s mind racing, hi s
pole trembling in hi s hand. He didn't want to believe what he was hearing, the
way Papa Street talked about Dr. King and Vietnam. Dee wanted to give him a
lecture. He wanted to tell him about courage and bravery, about the bleeding
and dying in the rice paddies in Nam. He wanted to tell Papa Street to go to hell
and sit on the hot pitchfork of the devil until the prongs fried his asshole and
charred his mouth shut. Instead, he reeled hi s line in, pulled the empty hook out
of the water, and mumbled, "But I like Dr. King."
Papa Street's bobber disappeared under the quiet expanse of water, violently submerging, pulling the cane pole down. Papa Street dropped the rod in
hi s hand and with two quick steps he picked up the pole.
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"I gotta bite." He hoisted his pole quickly out of the water. A flipping, twofoot long, gray-speckled catfish fought and dangled from the line.
Papa Street smiled broadly and looked over his shoulder at Dee. "Just like
Dr. King," he said waving the fish. "The white folks got him on the hook. He
ain't gonna change nothin ' , you better believe that!"
The old man knelt down on both knees. Holding the fish in one hand he
reached into the gaping mouth of the slick-skinned, bug-eyed fish to clear the hook.
"Look at the size of this old catfish. He gain ' to fry up nice tonight! "
Papa Street never saw Dee slightly behind him , never saw the younger man
reach into his tackle box, never saw him pull out his .45-caliber pistol-the one
he had smuggled home from Nam. Dee walked behind the bending man until
he was standing over him. Papa Street was giggling, holding the two feet of
flipping fish, trying to wrest the hook from its mouth. The feeling, the "Nam
feeling ," moved through Dee. His arms stiffened straight, his eyes blinked once,
just like the time he caught the gook coming under the wire in Da Nang. He
looked down on the nappy white head of hair. For an instant he saw Papa
Street's hair tum shiny and black like a raven 's wing and the nightmares of flying bullets clogged hi s head. In that instant the old man felt the chill of the cold
metal against his ear just as he freed the hook. He turned or tried to look up.
Dee stood stiff and erect and pushed the gun ban·el against the bone behind
Papa Street's ear and squeezed the t1igger. The recoil of the gun kicked hard
against his hand. The bullet ripped through the batTel and into Papa Street's
brain, tearing a hole the size of a teacup in the old man 's forehead. A deafening
blast exploded across the river and up through the trees, pushing swarms of
squawking, screaming birds into the sky. A small, clean, soggy, red hole painted
his gray woolen hair before his face fell hard onto the catfish that had wiggled
from his grasp. Blood spurted freely from his face. The catfish lay trapped between the old man's chin and throat, thrashing and flipping in the flowing
blood. Papa Street still clutched hi s fishing pole in one hand , hi s legs stretched
out, his heels clicked together in an involuntary twitch . A familiar surge of
power swelled Dee 's chest as he watched the dead man's blood ebb away on the
riverbank. He didn ' t realize that he had shot Papa Street until moments later
when the sound of the flipping catfish brmight him back from Nam.
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JILL POLLOCK

INSIDE THE WALLS: THE
TELEPHONE MONSTER

On the second floor of the Chicago & North Western Station, to the far
right of the escalators, there is a little room . Two rows of shiny public telephones run down either side, down the left wall and back up the right. In this
room, lurking inside the walls behind the telephones, there lived an odd
creature-a monster-from another place and time. It wa short, only a few
inches tall, but very long and narrow, and it sidled back and forth inside the
walls like a mutant crab.
Commuters swarmed up the escalators in the evenings, and it was then that
the phone monster sprang to life. Waving its tentacles with glee, it sidestepped
from phone to phone, tormenting people. Its first victim of the evening was a
middle-aged businessman who appeared to be in a great hurry. He picked up a
telephone and rapidly dialed a number, then consulted hi s watch.
"Please deposit forty cents," the computerized voice of the operator said.
The man thrust a quarter, a dime, and a nickel through the coin slot, tapping
hi s foot impatiently. The monster extended a jaundiced tongue and gulped down
the quarter with evident relish.
"Please deposit twenty-five cents," the voice said.
"What?" exclaimed the man, his face clouding up. He pulled a handful of
change from hi s pocket and inserted two more dimes and a nickel , then visibly
relaxed as the phone began to ring. The monster trembled in anticipation.
" Hello?" a woman's voice said.
"Hello, honey ? I'll be on the 6: I5. See you at the stati on."
"Hello? I'm sorry, you must have the wrong number."
"Susan? Oh, I'm sony." He scowled and put the receiver down with a resounding bang. He glanced at hi s watch again and, with a muffled curse, picked
up hi s briefcase and ran to catch hi s train .
The monster rubbed its tentacles together and giggled, making sounds like
a choking bullfrog. Then it extended an optical tentacle and peeped through the
coin return slot. Its bumpy eyeball twitched to the left and to the right in search
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of its next victim, the pe1fect caller, with that harried, harassed look that made
the monster's tentacles quiver.
There! There came a young woman, a student. It had seen her before and
had managed to play several enjoyable games with her, for she never had very
much money. She was in a hurry this time; she was practically running.
The woman hurriedly plucked change from her coat pocket and dialed a
number. The monster sidled down the right-hand wall , chirping happily, its horny
toe-pads clicking on the cement floor of its lair. It stopped directly behind the
woman 's telephone, latched a tentacle onto the wire, and intercepted the operator.
" Thirteen dollars and forty cents, please. Please deposit thir-"
"Shit." The girl pushed the disconnect lever with her hand and dialed again,
jingling the remaining change in the palm of her hand.
" Your number cannot be completed as dialed. Please check your number
and dial again. "
"What is wrong with this thing?" she wailed. She crossed the room to try a
different telephone, then looked at her watch and ran from the room with a panicked yelp.
The monster, however, had ceased paying attention to the woman. It was
staring, its ocular tentacle nearly poking all the way out of the change return slot,
focusing on a young man in a well-cut suit who was approaching. Was he coming
in to make a call? Yes-after a short pause, the man entered. The monster's long,
tubular body skittered back and forth in agitated joy. This was its fav01ite victim
an10ng all the people who came to use the telephones. He was always short on
time, short on change, and especially, delightfully, short on patience. The puffy
veins that stood out on his temples when the monster swallowed his coins were a
vision the monster dreamed of at night.
The young man paused after entering the room, and the monster's eye tentacle withdrew. The return slot clicked back into place behind it.
The man did not approach a telephone immediately. He stood in the middle
of the room, rubbing the stubble on his chin, observing each of the pay phones
with close attention.
The monster began to bounce up and down on its calloused toes. The man
had to choose a telephone, and whichever one he chose, the monster would be
there, ready. The man finally moved to the farthest phone on the right wall. He
pulled out his wallet and extracted a plastic card. The monster suddenly grew
still. A calling card? No more coins to swallow? It froze in place, then suddenly
waved its tentacles over its head, as if in response to a challenge.
The man lifted the receiver and rapidly pushed a sequence of numbers. The
monster extended two tentacles this time, wrapping each one around a separate
wire. When the man punched in hi s access code, the monster intercepted the
tone for "6" and inserted "8" instead. It bounced on its toes again , delighted at
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its own cleverness.
"Please dial your authorization code again," the metallic voice requested.
The man complied. His face was taut, his movements sho1t and sharp. He
waited. The monster's tentacles twitched.
"Please dial your authorization code again."
"Damn!" He slammed the receiver down with all his strength. The monster
extended a tentacle to the phone next to his. It rang.
The man glared at the ringing telephone suspiciously, then glanced around
at the phone room. It was completely empty except for an elderly woman near
the doorway. She laughed and smiled as she talked. The man looked away.
The phone rang again and the man turned and picked it up.
"Hello?" he said.
"Please dial your authorization code again. Your call cannot be completed
as dialed."
The knuckles of the hand gripping the phone turned white. "You bastards!"
he growled. And then, as if embarrassed, he dropped the phone and strode out
of the room. The monster could feel the wall vibrate as the telephone receiver,
dangling from its metal cord, bounced again and again against the wall.
It croaked its dismal laugh and peeped through the coin return slot at the
angry man's departing back. The monster had been singling the young man out
for months now, ever since the first time it had given him its attenti on. It had
swallowed up one of the man's dimes, and the man had called up the operator
and screamed into the receiver for a long time. The obscenities he knew! The
monster chuckled in satisfaction and began making plans for the following
evening.
The rush-hour crowd was much the same as usual the next day, and the
monster enjoyed itself greatly. It swallowed nickels and dimes in enthusiastic
gulps, it disconnected people seconds after their calls had gone through, it connected calls to the wrong numbers, and had an exhilarating evening. As it
worked, however, it kept the young man in the back of its mind, and every free
moment it popped its ocular tentacle through a coin return slot and looked to
see if he was corning.
Time passed, and the rush-hour crowd began to thin out. Finally, there were
only one or two people placing calls at a time. The monster ignored them, waiting and wondering where its favorite victim could be.
A teenager came running into the room , coat flapping, tripping over his
oversized sneakers. "She's gonna kill me! " he panted, and fumbled for the
phone. Normally the monster would have immediately been drooling, but it
merely twitched its bumpy, yellowish eyeball and remained where it was. It
sighed, emitting a noise like a mo1tally wounded bull.
Then, suddenly, it sprang to life. Up and down it bounced on its calloused
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gray toes, its entire misshapen body trembling with excitement. There he was!
The man did not seem to be in any particular rush today. In fact, he was practically sauntering. He took long, leisurely steps, swinging his briefcase up and
down in a jolly, carefree manner. The monster thrust its eyeball through the return
slot to gaze further at this wonder. Never before had the man been so relaxed.
He walked into the phone room and simply stood there, waiting for the
teenager to finish placing hi s call and leave. When the room was empty, the
man squatted down and opened his briefcase. He glanced around the room, as if
to make certain it was still empty, and then pulled out an object in a black cloth
case. He stood and unzipped the case. Then he looked back and forth at each
row of phones with a big, wide grin.
He reached into the case and pulled out a rectangular object with glowing
buttons. He pushed at the buttons-he was making a telephone call, the monster
realized.
The monster sidled up and down its lair inside the walls in frustration and
panic. The man 's call was going through, and he was powerless to prevent it! In
vain it grasped at the wires of surrounding phones, ripping them from the wall
in its anguish.
'"Hello, honey! " the man said, still smili ng. "Yes, yes, I got through this time,
no problem. [' II be on the 7: 15 tonight. Wi II you meet me at the station?" He
paused. "Mexican? Sounds wonde1ful. See you then. I love you, too. Good-bye."
The man looked around at the telephones again. "Ha! " he said in evident
satisfaction. "I will never have to put up with you again, do you hear me? You
bastards! Never again!" Still laughing, he picked up his briefcase and sauntered
out of the room.
The monster slumped in place behind the ruined telephones, a huddled yellow heap of dejection. Its tentacles drooped limply around its body. It sighed
again, a bigger sigh that turned the heads of two elderly men passing by.
It did not notice. Life was terrible. There was no reason to live. It had failed.
It raised all its ocular tentacles towards the ceiling and moaned a monster
prayer. [t did not speak in words, but its meaning was clear:

Oh, Creator, hear my plea!
Oh, Creator, who spawned us in the black swamps of the bayou,
Who nurtured us on the flesh of decomposing amphibians,
Who chortles in delight at our successes,
And who sighs in dismay at our failures,
Oh, most powe,ful One, whose tentacles see eve1ything,
Hear everything, touch everything, taste everything,
And exude the musty, odoriferous smell that covers a ll,

Please, hear my plea!
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Do not let this arrogant one slip through my tentacles.
I am willing to dedicate my life to him.
He is my reason for being.
Please, hear me and help me.'
Amen.
The monster waited, motionless and silent, for some word, some message
from above. Moments passed, but nothing happened. The man would be far
away by now.
It popped its eyebaJI through the change return slot; the man was nowhere
in sight.
Just as its tentacles began to droop once more, it felt itself changing ever so
slightly. Flesh that had been firm and unyielding suddenly grew soft and malleable. After a moment 's panic that it had been smitten by the angry tentacle of
the Creator, to die in a puddle of yellow slime, it realized that it had simply
changed.
This time, when it pushed its eye tentacle through the change return slot, its
entire body was able to follow. It flowed through the small opening and slowly
oozed to the floor like molasses being poured from a jar.
The moment it was completely on the floor it felt its various body parts becomjng firm once again. It scuttled over to a shadowy corner and peered around
the edge of the doorway. Where was the man?
People passed by and pushed through a revolving door on their way outside
to the train platform. That must be where the man was, it thought. But how to
get through?
It waited, and waited, until it heard a passing woman remark to her friend
that it was almost 7: 15. In a panic it rushed straight out into the open, following
close behind her, and pushed right into the revolving door with her.
It narrowly missed being skewered by the high heels of the woman's shoes.
She stepped out, but the door hit the distracted monster from behind, sending it
sailing through the air outside and onto the platform. It sat for a moment,
stunned, but the sight of its favorite victim boarding the nearby train sent it
surging to its gray toes at once.
People rushed past, hurrying to jump onto the train before it left the station.
None of them happened to glance down at the misshapen form sidling up the
edge of the platform. Even if they had, it would have been difficult to spot the
monster; the hue of its nubbly body almost exactl y matched the brig ht yellow

stripe painted along the edge of the platform.
The step up into the train was high above its head. It wrapped a tentacle
around the umbrella of the next person who boarded and was pulled up into the
train . From there it did not take long to spot the man who had become the very
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reason for its existence. As the train moved out of the station, the monster was
gently opening the man's briefcase and crawling inside.
It did not doubt that the Creator who had answered its prayer would enable
it to create a new lair inside the cellular telephone-from which it could sneak
out and play with the telephones inside the man 's house. Perhaps there would
be other electronic devices it could learn to manipulate as well. The possibilities
of the new games it could play were endless. The briefcase closed with a slight
click that was disguised by the noise of the train.
It was not long thereafter that the man reached down, opened the briefcase,
and pulled out his phone. He smiled at it, pressed the "power" button, and dialed a number. His face was serene and he smiled gently at his reflection in the
window.
Suddenly the man 's face turned a deathly white. The hand holding the
phone began to shake ever so slightly. Veins popped out on his forehead.
"You bastards!" he shouted into the telephone. "YOU BASTARDS!" The
woman sitting next to him stood up and moved to a different seat.
The man looked at his anguished reflection and tried to control his shaking
hands. He could hear noises emanating from the receiver of the cellular phone,
the croaking noises of a choking bullfrog.
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DARA AYANNA PRESSLEY

THE STORYTELLER

As is usual on holidays such a this, the house is warm and closely comfortable against the rainy night. Freshly baked bread, sweet-honeyed ham , and
callaloo are among the aromas that float from the kitchen, while laughter from
five generations of grandparents, uncles, aunts, parents, cousins, siblings, children, grandchildren, and adopted friends shakes the house.
An older, light-skinned man sits in the center of the family room. It is a
rather large room. Its wallpapered walls are patterned with little mauve flowers
that pick up the mauve threads in the beige couches. One sits firmly against the
wall, whi le the other is used to divide the space from the dining area. The television that usually pollutes the air has been turned off and a rocking chair has
been placed in front of it-under the window-for him to sit in.
He is the patriarch of the family and is filled with pride as he looks over the
many faces of hi s family. The toddlers mix in with the teenagers on the
couches, the small-children sit cross-legged on the floor, while the adults claim
the chairs in the dining area or stand---crowded-against the walls. And in all
of them-if one looked hard enough-a trace of him could be detected. One of
the teenagers, a boy, had mimicked him so much through the years that when
seeing the grandson one cannot help but think of the grandfather.
The grandfather's hair is gray with age and curly at the ends, yet thin from
Spanish influence. His eyes are small, lined, so that when he smiles or laughs
they disappear completely. Often he is mistaken for Filipino, which has most to
do with the Carib Indian in hi s bloodline. A nd the rhythms of French patois
weigh heavily on his singsong Trini voice.
He is the storyteller, and as he stands the family becomes instantly quiet.
The adults have heard all of hi s stories, but they feel youthful again, renewed
through the spark in their children's eyes. It is always they who ask the storyteller to speak, and on nights such as these, it is not hard for the children to convince him. Everyone from two to seventy is anxious to hear hi s tales.
He moves to the center of the room and eyes each of the children in turn.
"Crick! " he suddenly shouts to make sure he has their attention.
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"Crack!" they shout back enthusiastically, as a tone of adoration sets in the
room.
"'ave I told ti story of how ti Goatie lose ' is tail?"
Most of them have heard it and they are all familiar with the trickster
Goatie, yet they all shake their heads no, prodding the storyteller to continue.
"Ahh! yes, nuh. T'at is a good one!" He moves closer to the children, almost
dancing, as he begins to recite the story for them.
"Carnjval was comin' and everybody was 'eaded off to Trinidad for the big
fete. Everybody except Goatie and Dog, t' at is. For you see, Goatie didn't 'ave
any money and Dog was 'aving problems of he own.
"Dog head off to ti 'arbor to catch a boat. But the police snatch he up quick.
'No dogs allowed; t'ey yell and t'row he to ti ground.
"Crick!"
Quickly the children answer, "Crack!"
"Dog gettin' mad now and frustrated. He could 'ear the pan good-good and
Sparrow callin' to he singing about ti sun so hot and all the wining goin on. And
at Carnival t'ere was food for days!
"Crick!"
"Crack! " the children answer.
"So he start looking for some way to get to Trinidad.
"Goatie was at ti harbor too, try in' to sneak on a boat. He wait behind a big
bamboo tree. When he see a crowd of people, he rush up and try to sneak on wit
t' em. But as he walkin ' up ti plank, pobce see him. Quickly they snatch he up
and t'row he to ti ground. 'If you can ' t pay, you can 't ride,' they yellin'.
"Eh, but who you t'ink walkin ' by when Goatie fall?" The storyteller
pauses for effect. Just as the children are about to answer, he yells out with such
force that they jump from their seats and squeal with laughter.
"DOG! Dog tell Goatie all he trouble. Goatie smile bright-bright as he get
an idea. 'If you give me all you money,' Goatie tell he, 'I get you on boat.'
" 'But how?'
"'Trust me.' Dog nod and Goatie run off. Soon he come back 'oldin ' a mask
in he 'and. ' Put this on,' he say, 'an t'ey won ' t know you dog.'
"Dog smile bright, 'Ah, yes.' So Dog give Goatie all he money and Goatie
give Dog mask.
"Crick! "
"Crack! "
"They head off to the 'arbor. When t' ey get to boat, police look at Goatie
suspiciously, 'What? Back again! I tole you already, if you don ' t 'ave money.. .'
"'Eh, but I do nuh ,' Goatie say and show he money. Police nod and let
Goatie pass. Then Dog walk up under he mask. Police about to let Dog pass
WHEN ...
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"Crick!"
"Crack!"
" Ti mask break and fall off he face. Police snatch he up and yell , ' No dogs
allowed! '
"And I tellin' you , when Dog see Goatie wavin' as ti ship pull out, an
holdin ' all hi s money, he get mad for so! 'Ay,' he say, 'I gonna get t'at Goatie
good when he come 'ome.'
"Crick! "
"Crack! "
"So Dog wait t'ree week for Goalie. And de 'hole time he have not ' ing to
eat, losin ' weight for so and t'in-t'in like a pancake. When t'at fool Goatie come
'ome, Dog lay out in de street like he dead. Crick!"
"Crack!"
"Goatie come off ship and see Dog layin ' in ti street. And he laugh t'inking
what a fool Dog is to wait all t'at time."
The storyteller begins to laugh and dance in increas ingly smaller circles as
he sings. All the while, hi s accent gets stronger in his excitement.
"'Me Goatie kill Dog, yamup-a-yamup! Me Goatie kill Dog, yamup-a-yamup! '
An ' he gettin' closer, an' closer to Dog singin ' and dancin '. 'Me Goatie kill Dog,
yamup-a-yamup.' An ' Dog open 'is eye a little. Crick! "
"Crack! " the children answer feverishly.
"Goatie keep dancin ' closer, closer. 'Me Goatie kill Dog.' When Dog jump,
Crick!"
"Crack! "
"But Goatie too fast. He nm, run for so ! Dog straight behind ' im. Crick!"
"Crack! "
"Goatie dive into hi s hole, swish. But Dog grab ' is tail tight-tight and yank
it out."
The children are almost relieved that the suspense is over. Two of the
small-children run into hi s outstretched arms. And everyone laughs as they say
with him, "And t'at is how ti Coatie lose his tail."
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CHRISTINA LINNEA JOLY

IN DARKNESS

Part I
Pheebe sat on the couch staring directly into the TV. Her eyes followed the
movements of each character on the screen as she tried to escape the reality of
what was taking place there in the living room . The TV was not big enough to
fill her view or her thoughts. Right in front of her, Ron wrestled Norma to the
living room floor, taking her down with one sweep of his leg. He forced his
knee into her back and pushed her head down into the dingy green carpet. He
grabbed both of her tiny wrists with one hand and with the other pinched and
twisted the skin on her neck. A small laugh would occasionally come out of his
smiling mouth as if he was surprised yet amused that Norma was struggling. He
looked like a lion on top of a rabbit as he hovered over her. Her small thin body
was almost hidden under his mass. His arms and legs weren't bulging but were
strong and thick. His stomach emerged just below his chest and went back in
right above his penis. It wasn 't a flabby, hanging stomach, it was solid and firm
as if he were pregnant. Pheebe often wondered if she stuck a knife in it, would
it pop? Ron stared down at Nonna intently and his body jerkily bobbed around
as if he were on a horse. His wife's struggling kept him determined to make this
situation difficult for her. Norma's short legs kicked up and down. Her brown
and gray frizzy curls bounced limply back and forth as her head shook wildly.
Even though Norma was crying she had a blank expression on her round face .
Pheebe held back her tears as best she could and kept her silence, just the
way she had been taught. She knew that if there were any interference in Ron's
doings, she would be on the floor under her stepfather, and her mother would be
the one watching. Just a few feet away from her Ron began to pull and twist one
of Norma's arms back until it would not go any further. Norma let out a loud
cry that didn ' t even sound human. The sounds burst forth out of her mouth in
small spurts because Ron was crushing her under his massive weight. Suddenly
Ron got up and walked into the dining room. Pheebe let out a sigh of relief and
relaxed her tense body, thinking that this episode of Ron having his kind of fun
was finally going to be over. Norma lay on the floor for a minute and then
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slowly began to get up. Ron came back into the living room carrying a shiny
object. Returning to his position on top of Norma, he thrust his hand into her
back so she would lie flat once again. He grabbed one of her red arms and
twisted it back. In his free hand was a pair of handcuffs which he quickly fastened around Norma's wrist. Norma screamed out, but it didn ' t matter; within
seconds her hands were cuffed behind her back.
"Wake me up at eight," Ron said as he got up and went into his bedroom,
which was right off the dining room. He didn't look back. It was l 1:00 A.M.
now and Ron was going to bed for the day because he was a security guard who
worked the night shift. Norma finally managed to get up on her knees and then
to her feet. She sat down on the opposite end of the couch from her daughter,
acting as if her hands were not secured behind her back. Nonna sat and began
to stare at the TV. Neither one of them said anything. Pheebe, a twelve-year-old,
got up and went to her room.
A couple of hours and a few sitcoms had passed when Norma called her
daughter.
"Come here," she said, standing at Pheebe's door.
"What?"
"I need you to help me."
Pheebe got up and walked over to her mother.
"What?" Pheebe whined.
N01ma walked into the bathroom and Pheebe followed.
"I need you to unbutton my pants," Norma said.
Pheebe sighed and undid the button of her mother's jeans as she stood in
front of the toilet. Next she undid the zipper.
"Help me pull them down ," Norma said.
Pheebe grabbed the sides of her mother's pants and pulled down , keeping
her eyes focused on Norma 's arms. The arms that di sappeared behind her back.
Norma carefully lowered herself onto the toilet and went to the bathroom.
"OK, I'm done," Norma said as she stood up. The smell of urine and her
mother's body odor filled Pheebe's nose. She yanked the tight pants up Norma 's
bulky thighs, pulled up the zipper, and fastened the button.
Pheebe was told to go to the grocery store almost every day. If it wasn 't for
a gallon of milk, it was for a loaf of bread. Her parents could not grasp the concept of taking the car and buying groceries once a week. So when she was at the
store one day in the check-out line, she saw a package of brand new sparkling
razor blades. She pulled it off the shelf and laid it down next to the milk. When
she was handed the receipt, she crumpled it up and dropped it on the ground.
She would tell her mother that she lost it.
Pheebe waited until everyone went to bed and then pulled out the package
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of blades. She took one of them and lightly slid it across her wrist, just scratching the surface. It hurt like a paper cut, but didn ' t do enough damage. Emotions
built up inside of her and she gathered all the bad things that ever happened to
her in her head and put the blade once again on her wrist. The point of it poked
into her skin. She pulled the blade lightly across her wrist again and again until
droplets of blood began to rise. Once a neat row of red formed she went to the
other wrist. Then she went to bed. Pheebe knew she wouldn't bleed to death,
she just wanted someone to see her pain. She felt like dying, the pain she was
going through was too much to take, but at the same time, she didn 't want to
give her stepfather the satisfaction.
Pheebe looked through the clothes in her closet and finally pulled out an
oversized red sweatshirt. This will cover the scabs, she thought. After getting
dressed she grabbed her pile of school books. As she walked out of her bedroom door she saw her mother in the kitchen washing dishes. Her shoulderlength curls jumped about as she scrubbed a frying pan.
"I'm leaving," Pheebe said.
"All tight, 'bye," Norma replied without turning around.
Pheebe headed out the front door and saw her best friend Jackie sitting on
the front steps.
The girls walked down the street side by side. They only lived two blocks
away from each other. Jackie would come by every morning and pick up
Pheebe to walk to the bus stop. Jackie wasn ' t allowed to ring the doorbell because it would disturb Ron's sleep.
The girls reached the bus stop and sat down on the bench. "If I tell you
something, do you promise not to tell anyone?" Pheebe asked her blond-haired
friend.
"Sure," Jackie replied. The curls on top of her head bounced up and down
as she nodded.
Pheebe pulled up her sleeves to reveal the cuts.
"Why'd you do that?" Jackie asked with her nose scrunched up.
''I'm just tired of Ron's shit."
"It's that bad?"
"Yeah."
Later that day at lunch Pheebe sat with the usual crowd. Jackie was there, of
course; then there were Kirk and Alan. They were sophomores and they seemed
so much older, even though it was only by a year. Kirk was short and thin with
spiked brown hair. Alan was taller, and he had brown, layered, shoulder-length
hair. Neither one of them was especially cute, but they were fun to be around.
"What did you do there?" Kirk asked, pointing to Pheebe's wrist.
"I cut myself," she said, shrugging her shoulders.
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"On purpose?"
"Yeah'.' She was nervously moving the spaghetti around on her plate with a fork.
"Why?" he asked, shaking his head.
"Because I don ' t like my life," she said quickly. "All right?"
"Whatever."
Pheebe was sitting in her Spanish class when a girl walked into the classroom and handed the teacher a note.
"Pheebe," the teacher called out. She stood and walked to the front of the
room. "They need to see you in the office."
"Follow me," the girl said.
Pheebe walked through the halls behind the girl. "Do you know what this is
about?"
"Nope." The girl stopped at a doorway. "In there," she said.
Pheebe entered the office. A man in his forties stood before her. He was
balding and wore glasses. He had a light brown moustache. She didn 't trust
men with moustaches. She was nervous because she was never in trouble and
she never did anything wrong. Authority figures were always frightening.
"Hello, Pheebe, my name is Mr. Gradey. I'm one of the school counselors."
Pheebe just nodded.
"Please, have a seat," he said.
She looked behind her to see the yellow padded chair. She sat on the rough
tweed surface.
"Do you know why you're here?" Mr. Gradey asked.
" No."
"Well, I've been informed that you've tried to hurt yourself."
"Who told you that?"
"I can't tell you that. Now just tell me what's going on."
Pheebe grabbed the cuffs of her sweatshirt into her hands. She didn ' t want
Mr. Gradey to see the scratches. She racked her brain for who could have told.
She knew it couldn't be Jackie, she trusted her. Maybe it was her stepbrother,
Andy. He was living at her house and they went to the same school, but how did
he find out, and why would he tell? She looked up at Mr. Gradey and saw him
staring at her.
"Nothing 's going on," she finally said.
"Well, obviously someone is concerned about you. How is everything at
home?"
"Fine," she replied automatically.
"Well, is there anything making you feel sad?"
Pheebe stared at the picture of the man 's family that sat on his desk. It was
so pretty-a smooth-finished wood frame, a middle-aged blond woman and two
young boys, all smiling with shiny white teeth. The boys' blond hair glistened
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from the reflection of the fluorescent lighting. How she wished she was one of
those smiling faces in that picture.
"Well?" Mr. Grodey said impatiently.
Pheebe tried to think of something, anything, that she could say so thi s
flake would get off her back. She thought back to over the weekend. She'd
thrown a party on Friday and this guy, Pete, who she didn ' t know, came with
one of her friends. He had been running a wooden-handled brush through his
hair all night. He had forgotten that brush. Sunday he showed up at her front
door. She saw him through the screen door. Just as he was about to talk she
said, " Yeah, you left your brush here. Hold on a minute, I'll go get it." She ran
to her room and got the brush. She was about to go into the hallway when Ron 's
voice stopped her.
"Who 's that?" he asked. Norma had answered the door. She must have told
Ron it was a boy.
"It's Pete. He was at my party and he forgot his brush." She held up the brush.
"OK, don ' t go outside, come right back."
"Fine." / wasn't going out anyway. She returned to the front door and
opened it. "Here you go."
"Thanks." He took the brush and just stood there. He shifted from foot to
foot and kept looking behind him.
"I can' t come out or anything," Pheebe finally said. A car stopped in the
street behind him and a guy carrying a two-by-four jumped out and ran up the
stairs of the hou se. Pheebe saw the board swing and Pete putting his arms over
his head. "Oh, my God! " Pheebe yelled. She ran into the living room. "They're
hitting him! "
Ron got up and headed toward the front door. Pheebe followed until he
turned around and yelled, "Stay inside."
She looked out the front door and saw the car speed away. Ron came back
in. "Is he all right?" she a ked.
"He's fine ," Ron replied. "I don ' t want you to hang around with him . He's a
troublemaker."
"He didn 't do anything," Pheebe pleaded, "he was just standing there."
"He had to do something," Ron said. He started laughing. "He didn ' t get
the shit beat out of him for nothing."
Pheebe ran to her room and cried. She had seen that Pete was distressed
about something. She should have let him in .
Pheebe conveyed some of this story to Mr. Grodey. She said that a friend of
hers got beat up. It was upsetting to her but not enough to make her want to kill
herself. She convinced thi s coun selor that she was saddened by this incident,
but that she was OK now. Mr. Grodey was sati sfied with her explanation, so he
sent her back to class. She was glad that she hadn ' t told him the truth. Someone
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so guUjb[e couldn't be trusted with that kind of information.
After school she told Jackie everything that had happened. "Did you tell
about what I did?" Pheebe asked.
"No," Jackie replied in shock.
"You swear?"
"Yeah, I swear. I wou ldn't tell anyone."
"I wonder who it was ."
The next day at the lunch table Pheebe asked Kirk and Alan if they knew
anytrung about someone going to the school counselor about her. Right away,
Alan said, "No." Kirk was silent.
"Was it you?" Pheebe asked him.
After a minute Kirk replied, "Yeah, I did it."
"Why ? It's none of your business. It doesn ' t matter, anyway." She laughed.
"I just told Mr. Grodey that I didn't do trus." She stuck her cut wrists out. "He
didn 't even ask to see my wrists. He completely believed me."
Kirk stood up and left the table. "I don't care if he's mad;' Pheebe said to
Jackie. "I'm the one that should be mad. He has no right telling my private
business."
Drning Spanish class Pheebe was once again called to the office. What now ?
she thought. She sat down in the same yellow chair.
Mr. Grodey looked directly at her. "Can I see your wrists, please?"
Pheebe looked down at her long sleeves. She couldn ' t get out of trus one.
She slowly turned her hands over and revealed the scabs from the cuts she had
made two days before. The counselor exhaled loudly and shook his head.
"Now why did you do that?" he asked.
She still wasn't going to tell hjm the truth. "It's because of what I told you
yesterday, about my friend."
"Why did you rude it yesterday?"
"It wasn 't a big deal, my friend's OK now and I'm not so upset about it anymore," she replied.
"So you don ' t feel that you have to hurt yourself anymore?"
Hurt myself? she thought. I wanted to kill myself, I wanted to get away from my
mother and Ron and the rest of his fucked-up family. I want someone to help me.
But this wasn ' t the person. This guy was a flake; he didn 't understand anything. He would believe anything she said.
"No, I'm fine now. I've talked with some of my friends about it and I'm OK
now. I was just really upset this weekend but I'm over it. It was just a shock at
the time." She stared again at the picture of the man's family. What secrets lay
beyond their smiles? Pheebe smiled and said, "I'm really fine ."
"Well, if everything is OK, I don ' t believe we need to call your parents
about this."
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"OK," she said. She hadn't even thought of that. They'd have a fit if they
found out about this.
"I am going to ask you to come back in a week so I can see how you're doing."
"OK."
He never called her back.
When Ron would ask his stepdaughter if she wanted to have sex with him,
he was never forceful or mean about it. Pheebe would be in her room doing
homework or watching TV and he would lean against her doorway and say in a
quiet voice, "Can we get together tonight?" Pheebe wanted to disappear at the
sound of that question. He asked it so innocently and hopefully. With his eyebrows raised and a hint of a smile, he looked like a school boy asking a girl out
for the first time. But this wasn't the first time he had asked, and at thirty-six he
was far from being a boy, while Pheebe was just twelve. Pheebe would shift her
eyes back and forth from the floor to his face. She knew what she had to say.
Pheebe had said no a couple of times, but she paid for it by seeing her mother
and brother being beaten until Ron found it in his heart to give her another
chance to say yes. That word yes would have given Ron total absolution for
what he was doing; that 's why Pheebe never said it. A shrug of the shoulders or
"I don't care" was what she used. Ron accepted that and would say "OK" as he
left her room. Pheebe went back to what she was doing and tried with all her
soul to forget what just took place.
Pheebe slept facing the wall. It was a barrier that protected her, but only
from ghosts and the bogeyman. She would usually be falling asleep when the
strip of light appeared on the wall before her. She would open her eyes to see it
grow wider and she would hear the creaking of the door. Not already , she
thought.
Ron would sit on the edge of the bed and Pheebe would instinctively move
closer to the wall. Next came the familiar clank of his belt buckle. Then he
pulled up the sheet and a cold waft of air would seize Pheebe's body. He would
lie down next to her and try to turn her over by pushing down on her shoulder.
Her arms tightened around her Raggedy Ann blanket and her legs squeezed desperately together. Ron would flip her over as if he were turning over a stone.
Pheebe felt the blanket being yanked from her. She would hug herself tightly,
trying to provide some sort of barrier against him. He would pry her arms apart,
lift up her nightgown, and try to pull down her underpants. "Loosen up," he
would say. Pheebe would relax her legs only the slightest bit. He eventually
wriggled the underpants off her body. She lay there motionless, not making a
sound. He moved down toward the end of the bed and pulled her leg over to the
side . She stiffened. His face then disappeared down between her legs. Pheebe

felt coldness and a slimy wetness. She didn ' t understand what pleasure he could
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possibly get from this. This would continue until Pheebe could not take it anymore. It became painful-not a hurting painful, but a bothersome painful, like
when the tag in your shirt keeps rubbing against your neck and you get so sick
of it that you finally cut it off. She'd pull herself up slowly moving away from
his mouth. He would move up with her. When she twisted and turned her body
around he would finally stop. He'd creep up over her and kiss her on the lips.
His moustache scraped against her face and his mouth was always wet and
soggy. She kept her mouth tightly closed. He squeezed and rubbed her breasts
as he kissed her.
"Playing with them makes them grow bigger," he would say. Then he 'd
laugh and move to the other breast saying, "We don ' t want one to be bigger
than the other."
Pheebe just lay there, still.
Is this true ? Pheebe thought. I don 't mind getting bigger. The guys will definitely like me then. He knows a lot about sex, so it must be true. So when she
was alone she'd squeeze her breasts, hoping they would get bigger so she would
have one asset that others would like.
After what seemed like forever, Pheebe felt the painful intrusion of Ron's
dick. He had to hold it while he pushed it in.
"Why aren ' t you wet?" he would ask. "You have to get wet."
How do you get wet?
Ron would push until it finally went in. And it hurt. God, did it hurt. She
could no longer feel the other parts of her body, it was as if her whole body had
become a vagina. It felt like it was being stabbed, poked with an iron rod,
beaten again and again.
"Put your arms around me," he would say.
Pheebe would just put her arms against his sides and clench her fists real
tight so she wouldn ' t have to touch him with her hands. She would imagine that
she had a knife in her hand and she'd just stab him and stab him again and again
in the back. Each time he pumped into her she would stab him again. She hoped
that some day she would have the courage to have that knife in her hand, but
then she was always afraid that he wouldn't die right away, that he would be
able to kill her before she ki lied him.
Ron barely made any noise while he pounded Pheebe. He would let out a
sigh when he orgasmed. Sometimes he would say, "You're so good." And she
would hear the belt buckle again. And then he would slip money under the base
of her pink elephant lamp and leave her room, closing the door behind him. She

would lie there until she heard the front door open and close and knew that he
had gone back to work. Pheebe would get out of bed and hold her legs tightly
together. She can-ied her underpants scrunched up in her hand and put them on
as she sat on the toilet. She would pee and let the cum drain out of her. The
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bathroom was always filled with a soft orange glow coming from the nightlight
above the sink. This light comforted Pheebe, it signaled the end of the torture
for the night. She'd return to bed and peek to see how much he had left her.
Holding the bill up to the light of the open door, she would see that it was sometimes a twenty, but usually it was a ten. That also absolved him from any blame;
she was his whore.
Pheebe would lie once again facing the wall and clench her legs together
because her vagina still hurt. It throbbed with pain. She would grab her blanket
tightly and try to fall asleep. And in the morning it would never cross her mind
that she had been raped the night before. She'd get up and go to school and
laugh and smile and never cry and never talk about it and never, ever think
about it.
May 9, 1988
Dear Diary,
I know I haven't written in a long time but I have something very
important to tell you. I' ll stait at the beginning:
I consider Veronica my friend even though she's my stepbrother's
girlfriend. She always comes around to see Andy and she hangs out
with me when he isn ' t home. She's a year younger than me so we get
along really well. I kind of admire her. Veronica is popular, everyone
likes her. She's beautiful too . Her body is thin and she has long shiny
brown hair. She always seems to have it together. I once told Ron
how great I thought Veronica was. He said he didn't like the way she
looked. He said her body was like a board and she was flat-chested .
He said he liked my curves and big tits. I was flattered, but no one
else seems to feel that way. Otherwise I'd have a boyftiend now.
Anyway, I always thought Veronica had a good life. She has an older
sister who is beautiful and a mother who is hip. Her stepfather's a little mean. He won ' t let her go out sometimes, but otherwise everything seems OK. I thought about telling her about what Ron was doing to me, but I was afraid she would tell Andy.
I'm close to Andy in a weird sort of way. He's two years older
than me. We lie in bed together and I rub his back. He reads out loud
to me from dirty books. Sometimes he tries to grab my private parts.
Part of the time l really like him . He's cute, with blond hair and blue
eyes, and he can be really nice. Sometimes he's just a total asshole.
He'll make fun of me and just torture me with insults. I can't stop
him. He 's bigger and stronger than me. Ron said that he wanted me
to sleep with Andy. l guess it was because Veronica wouldn't do it. It
never happened. I'm glad about that. So I came close to telling him . I
even planned out what I was going to say. "Andy, your father has sex
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with me." I could never bring myself to do it, and with Andy's mood
swings, I couldn ' t trust him . Andy and Ron were really close and I
was afraid Andy would beat me up if I told him because he would
want to protect his fa ther.
So I never told Andy, and I never told Veronica because I thought
she would tell Andy. Well , this is the big news: one day Veronica and
I were talking in my bedroom. She said to me, "Pheebe, I want to tell
you something, but you have to promise not to tell anyone."
"OK," I said.
"My stepfather touched me sexually when I was yo unger. I remember his doing it since I was three. He stopped when I was six. Pheebe,
I don ' t even know if I' m a virgin."
The whole time she was talking the sides of my mouth were curling up. I couldn't help it. I was sm iling! I felt so bad about it and I
couldn't control it, so I tried to act like I was surprised and said. "Really ?"
" Yeah. My mom threw him out of the house when she found out,
but he said he would never do it again so she let him back in. I have
to see him every day. I can't stand him. I just told Andy about this
and I wanted to tell you."
She looked up at me. sad. I had to put my hand over my mouth to
cover the sm ile. All I could say was, "Oh, that's really bad." I wanted
to scream, THE SAME THING IS HAPPENfNG TO ME! but it wouldn't
come out. I thought Veronica would have thought I was saying it just
because she did. I was afraid she wou ldn 't believe me. I was shocked
that she was telling me this, but I wasn't shocked by what she said . I
wonder what she thought about the way I reacted. At least I don ' t feel
so alone anymore.

Part II: The First Time
A ragged old witch came out of her house dressed only in a garter belt and
stockings. Her body was wrinkled and crooked, and her bare breasts sagged to
her stomach. She stepped into her front yard where she had a row of large
peach-colored dicks planted in the grou nd. They a11 stood tall and erect. The
witch hopped on top of each one and pumped herself up and down until the
dick squirted white liquid and fell over limp.
The doorbell rang, the pizza was here. Norma got up, pressed "pause" on
the VCR, and answered the door. Emerging with a large cardboard box in her
hands, she closed the hallway door with her foot and headed toward the kitchen.
Pheebe followed her mother through the living room and dining room, the smell
of pizza filling her nose. She opened the cabinet door and pulled out four plates.
Nonna took two, one for her and one for her husband, Ron. Marlene, Ron 's
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girlfriend, entered the kitchen and put four pieces of pizza on her plate. The
women returned to the living room and sat down. On her way to the couch,
Norma pushed the "play" button on the VCR. It was their usual Friday night ritual , pizza and movies.
Pheebe sat on the love seat with her legs pulled up onto the soft cushion,
her plate resting on the arm of the sofa. On the small wooden end table next to
her was a glass of creamy white liquid, a pifia colada. On the couch at an angle
from the girl lay her stepfather Ron . Next to him under his legs sat Norma, and
at his feet sat Marlene. They too all had drinks at their sides. A warm yellow
glow from the table lamps filled the room. They resumed watching the TV,
laughing at the video that was playing while they ate. It was a cartoon porno
making fun of fairy tales. Pheebe laughed at the movie. She had always been allowed to watch these movies with the family, but she had never been allowed to
drink before. Her parents rarely drank, and she was happy to be included in this
special occasion. Her younger brother Mikey would never be allowed to do this.
He was spending the night at a friend's house, and when he found out, he would
be so jealous. Pheebe picked up the cold glass and took a sip. It tasted like a
milk shake. Norma wasn't too thrilled about her daughter drinking, but Ron had
said it was OK.
"She mi ght as well do it with us if she's going to do it," he had said. Norma
didn 't argue; she never argued.
Pheebe drank the liquor as quickly as Ron offered it to her. She had never
tasted alcohol before and this was great. No wonder all the popular kids did it.
She couldn't wait to tell her friends on Monday. Everyone would be so envious
that she had such cool parents. Sixth grade was almost over for the year and
Pheebe had vowed to change her nerdy image. Now she was on her way.
Usually she would be grossed out by the pornos, but tonight they were amazingly funny. In fact, just about everything was funny. Every so often Ron grabbed
Norma 's breast and twisted it. She cried out and he would laugh. Pheebe also
laughed but tried to control it when her mother began to cry. She just couldn't
help herself, and when she did hold the laughter in, it can1e bursting forth from
her mouth in a spray of spit.
"What 's so funny ?" Norma asked in a whine.
"Nothing;' Pheebe replied, holding her hand over her mouth. "Ron's laughing'.'
"What if I laugh when he does it to you?"
"He 's not going to do it to me."
" That's right," Ron said and then took a lunge at one of Marlene 's large
breasts.
"Stop it," she cried out. She had an easier time getting away from him than
Norma did. While sticking her tongue o ut, she slid off the couch and sat on the

floor.
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"Go put that other tape in," Ron said to Marlene. She crawled over to the
TV, opened the cassette box, and slipped the tape into the VCR. It was another
cartoon porno. This one took place in outer space. The bad guys were trying to
capture the last virgin so they could take over the universe. One of the women
who was protecting the virgin was captured and given to an evil monster. It was
a big blob with a whole bunch of long dicks coming out of it. The prisoner was
suspended from the dicks: one was in her mouth, one was in her vagina, and
one was in her ass. It was kind of gross.
Pheebe lay her head down on the arm of the love seat. She was tired and
fell asleep without realizing it. She awoke to her stepfather lifting her off the
couch. The living room had become dark and silent, only a soft orange glow
from the streetlight entered the room.
"Where's my mom?" Pheebe asked.
"She's in bed sleeping. Everyone's sleeping," he replied.
"Can' t I sleep here?" she asked. Her body felt as if she had no muscles as
Ron pulled her up off the couch. Her head swayed from side to side, her knees
wouldn't stay straight, and her arms flopped around in the air.
"No."
Ron put one of his arms around her waist and grabbed her shoulder with hi s
other hand. He dragged her to the staircase in the dining room.
"We have to go downstairs," he said.
Pheebe felt her bare feet touch the cold metal of the spiral stairs. They descended into the darkness of the basement. The light from the streetlamps cast a
reddish glow through the thin line of the maroon-draped front windows. Her
legs would barely move and Ron was practically holding her in the air. They
went in through the doorway of her room-there was no door. Blackness filled
the room. He let her down on her bed.
"I don 't feel good," she said. The black, mixed with streams of light coming
through the door, swirled before her eyes. "I feel sick," she said. She could
barely feel her body. She felt suspended in the middle of a hazy spinning black
hole. She leaned over the side of her bed and began to vomit. The liquid poured
from her mouth and tears rolled down her face. ''I'm sorry, I'm sorry," she cried,
"I want my mommy."
"Sh, sh," he whispered to her, "your mother's sleeping."
Pheebe rocked back and forth over the edge of the bed. "Mommy,
Mommy," she sobbed.
" Be quiet," he said more forcefully in her ear.

She stopped talking, but the tears wouldn ' t stop.
''I' ll be right back," Ron said. He returned a minute later and wiped
Pheebe's face with a wet rag. "Lie back," he said.
She did . Her body was numb, her mind unfocused. He continued to wipe
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her mouth. The rag was coarse and her mouth became sore. Pheebe turned her
head and he stopped. Ron pushed her body over to make room for himself on
the bed. She moved over in response to the force of his hand. Only a slight buzz
was penetrating Pheebe's ears. Ron put his arm around her waist and slid his
hand up her shirt. The adult-sized hand moved to the top of her chest where it
was able to touch both of her small breasts. She moaned and grabbed at his
hand. She felt so weak. It was as if she were trying to move a house off of its
foundation. She tried to turn to her side, but only the lower half of her body
turned, the top being held down by his hand. Her limbs would not respond to
her commands. He finally moved his hand and sat motionless. She opened her
eyes and attempted to focus on her stepfather. It was just so dark and she was so
tired. Her eyes refused to stay open. Pheebe saw his bulky outline against the
doorway. Her eyes pulled shut and she d1ifted off to sleep only to be awakened
by Ron looming over her. A chill ran up her legs; her underpants had been taken
off. She couldn ' t understand what was going on. What was happening to her?
"I'm cold," Pheebe said in a hoarse voice.
"Shh," Ron replied. He was lying on his side, the top half of his body hovering over her. He reached down to the bottom of the bed and pulled up a crocheted blanket that her grandmother had made. He covered both of their bodies.
He lay down and put his face next to her ear. She felt his naked legs against her
bare side and his T-shirt against her arm. The sensations seemed to come and
go. Sometimes she felt the coarseness of his hairy legs and sometimes the softness of his shi11.
"Will you let me do anything I want to you?" he whispered in her ear. She
moaned and turned her head away. He repeated the question. She wasn 't sure
what he was saying. The words twisted and turned in her head. The buzzing became louder. Was she asleep or awake? The two were dancing round and round in
her head. "Will you let me do anything I want to you?" he repeated one last time.
"I don 't care," she mumbled. Sleep was all she wanted. What was he saying? She turned on her side and fell asleep again. When she woke up her legs
were spread and he was between them. She felt his naked outer thighs against
her bare inner thighs. He was holding himself up with one arm, and with the
other he was fumbling with something below his firm round belly. He moved
his pelvis back and forth against her. Each time she felt the soft, squishy dick
push at her.
He leaned over to her and whispered, 'Tm too nervous. I can't get hard."
She lay there, unable to move. What was he doing? Was she having a nightmare? It never seemed to end . How could she be thinking something like this?
Pheebe fell asleep again, this time passing out because the next time she woke
up it was morning and she was alone. The daylight had slightly illuminated the
room from the small window above her. Her mouth was dry and sticky and had
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a horrible taste in it. Her head ached. She heard laughter upstairs. Everyone
mu st be up. Looking over the side of her bed she saw a vomit-soaked towel on
the cement floor. She remembered throwing up. She heard footsteps coming
down the stairs. Ron entered her room with a glass of orange juice.
"My head hurts," she said.
"Drink this, it'll make you feel better."
She took the glass, sat up a little, and sipped the juice.
"Take these," he said and handed her two Tylenols.
She swallowed the pills.
"Next time you can't drink so much. Your mother threw up too."
"Really ?" She felt better knowing this. She thought she might be in trouble.
"There 's donuts and more juice upstairs when you get up."
" OK."

Ron left and Pheebe lay back in the bed. She thought about her evening with
her family. It had been fun. Suddenly she had flashes of a dark room and her
naked stepfather. She questioned these thoughts. Bits and pieces of flesh, coldness, and whispers floated through her head. Was she dreaming? She couldn't
remember. She must have been dreaming. She was so drunk. Slowly she got out
of bed and walked to the bathroom that was down the hall from her room. She
pulled up her nightgown and pulled down her underpants and noticed that they
were twisted on her body. As she sat down on the toilet she felt pain in her inner
thighs. It must have been a dream.
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IRIS E. WEBB

FERN STREET

A early as spring of 1955, when Bonnie and Montana Mason moved the
family from Flatsville to Junction City, their daughter Vy's dreams seemed realized, fixed in firmament and of a size and solidity that could be grasped, surrounded by outstretched arms. There was the new house, the new neighborhood , and a new life in Junction City, Kansas , which promised to be different
from Flatsville. So what if the whites in the neighborhood and the kids at the
white school Vy attended didn't seem friendly ?
Flush with cash from newly acquired well-paying jobs on aircraft and other
assembly lines, the blacks who bought houses in and around Fern Street simply
wanted somewhere decent to live. But the real estate brokers whispered evil into
the ears of the white neighbors and urged them to sell or risk everything. And
the brokers and agents, with fat commission checks, rubbed their greedy palms
in delight.
A self-fulfilling prophecy, the whites ' worst fears came true. The neighborhood took on a new shade and sound, thickened by all of this black blood: the
aroma of fatback and greens on kitchen stoves, Negro spirituals drifting from
the houses on Sunday mornings, little girls and boys with dark, rusty skins instead of rosy complexions. These armies of kids weruing the wrong color skins
skated and jump-roped ru1d hopscotched up the sidewalks and streets. All of this
blackness calling the neighborhood "home" unsettled the white people's feelings of separateness and security. So they fled .
One summer evening when fireflies dotted the lawn with phosphorescent
light, Vy, now eleven years old, poked two of them onto her eru·s for earrings.
The fireflies and the wafting aroma of honeysuckle made magic in their front
yard in Junction City. Vy sat on the front porch with Shoop and Charlene. The
three girls were telling each other ghost stories when Charlene said, "Oh, oh.
Here she comes. Be quiet and maybe she won ' t see us."
It was the ancient black lady who walked the streets of their neighborhood.
Few people knew her name, but she walked the streets day and night looking like
she meant business. She never smiled. Although she walked with a stick for a cane
and looked to be a hundred, she strode as if steely, flexed muscles guided her steps.
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"Shhh. Don't say anything," said Shoop, elbowing Charlene in the ribs.
From across the street the girls' gaze and hushed silence attracted Miss Fallah
(for that was her name). She stopped and turned towards the Masons' house and
caught sight of them sitting on the front stoop, "looking like three little pickaninnies," she mused. She could see that the girls were on the verge of adolescence.
Miss Fallah's heart softened and she forgot about feeling mean. As she crossed
the street she saw their scrawny, green-bean-skinny arms and their six cottonball eyes peering at her from the porch. They reminded her of what she must
have looked like when she was young. She had never even flirted with being
pretty and as a young woman had given up on men. They 'd always wanted
some yellow-meat woman or some red bone.
Miss Fallah saw that the two brown-skinned girls on either end of the porch
wore braids, typical of girls their age; but the girl sitting in the middle was coal
black, with hair straightened and curled like she was grown. A white bow was
stuck sideways in her done-up hair. "Now, she's the kind to get in trouble," Miss
Fallah thought. " Tryin ' too hard and too soon to prove she's desirable." Miss
Fallah decided all of the girls needed what she had most of, a piece of her mind.
Vy, Shoop, and Charlene froze, petrified, as they watched the old lady cross
the street and stride towards the Masons' front yard. When she headed up Vy's
d1iveway and faced them on the front step, the girls leaned together, hoping to
merge into one defensible piece. She stopped a foot from the steps and waved
her finger at them. Up close, the old lady's leathery skin was the color of walnuts. Her stare-hard, bright, and intelligent-seemed to pierce right through
their skin. Vy was so surprised and fearful of what the old lady might say or do
that at first she didn't hear what the woman was saying. Despite the heat, Miss
Fallah's head was covered in a turban and she wore a wool shawl around her
shoulders. She had on a long, brown wool dress which reached almost down to
her weathered brown lace-up shoes.
" ... and, don 't y'all be 'shamed of being black," was where Vy picked up the
old lady 's speech. And pointing to Shoop in the middle, who was black as soot,
she said, " You is beautiful."
The old lady 's finger, long and sheathed in weathered skin, sliced
through the dark, emphasizing each word: "You are black as this here night, but
don't let no one tell you, you is ugly. 'Cause you is beautiful." She wagged her
forefinger vigorously in Shoop's face, then waved it at them. "And all you girls
is beautiful," the woman said. " Do you hear me ?"
"Yes, Ma'am," they said cringing, afraid to disagree.
"Say it," she demanded. Her face, pinched and tight, was now inches from
theirs. Her garments were thick about her despite the summer heat, but clean. The
girls were surprised that she didn ' t stink and that her eyes were so clear. No one
had told them they were beautiful before, yet here was this crazy old lady...
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"We know we is ... We know ... We are beautiful," they stammered.
" That's right, and don' t you forget it," she said. She gave each of them a
long hard look and turned without further ado and walked down the driveway.
Watching her purposeful stride, the girls held their breath for fear she would
sense doubt in their minds and hearts and tum back. But she continued down
the street with her unflagging gait.
They sat on the porch as if captured by the old lady 's words long after she
disappeared down Fern Street, and none of them stirred. They chanced a glance
at each other, their eyes all round and white in the dark, and they let out a
whoop of relieved and incredulous laughter at how they looked so much like
scared fools. Pointing at Shoop like the old lady had done, Vy and Charlene
howled, "You is black. But don 't be ashamed." Then they doubled over with
laughter, barely able to choke out, "You is beautiful." Charlene stood up and then
dropped to the ground, her legs pumping the air like she was riding a bicycle.
Shoop pushed Vy off the porch and Vy spun, dancing to keep her balance,
yelping on the front lawn. "You is beautiful." Vy and Charlene were hysterical
with laughter.
Shoop's eyes filled with tears and she hunched forward, sitting mute on the
cement step. Vy, no longer laughing but suppressing a giggle, approached
Shoop to inspect her mood. Charlene, seeing that something was wrong, let her
laughter trail off. Shoop ave1ted her eyes to hide the hurt on her face.
"Shoop?" Vy said, lifting Shoop's chin. "What 's wrong with you, girl?" Vy
saw Shoop in this new way, not just as a playmate, but in some way she couldn't
explain. She saw Shoop's heart-shaped face and almond-shaped eyes, which
looked so hurt. "Shoop is beautiful," Vy thought, amazed by her discovery. Shoop
was actually pretty. Shoop, who was at least ten shades darker than she, was truly
pretty. But how could that be? Vy thought. If Shoop, as black as she was, was
pretty, the whole world must be crazy.
Vy sat down next to Shoop on the porch and Charlene joined them. There
wasn 't much they could talk about now with Shoop so full of hurt and their
thoughts so full of the old crazy lady's words. They sat still until their behinds
dug into the grainy cement porch. Vy shifted her weight and eased the pain by
sitting on her hands. There was nothing to do, but still they sat. Then Vy, who
was bent over, her chin in her hands, glanced over at Shoop. "You really are
pretty, Shoop," she said softly.
"Shut up," Shoop yelled, her voice so loud you could have heard her way
down the street.
"But you really are," Vy yelled back. But Shoop would have none of it and
she continued to sulk. As the evening passed, the girls kept talking but without
the same fun as before.
Vy recognized the outlines of her sisters Carla and Christa on the corner of
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Fern Street, their tall , slim, teenage bodies strolling in the dark. Her brother Syl
ambled behind them.
"So whattaya all been doing?" Carla asked, as they approached the porch. The
porch light was off, but the moonlight revealed the sad faces of the younger girls.
"Why so glum, Igor?" Syl said, batting his hands playfully around Vy's head.
"Oh, we had a visit from the crazy lady," Charlene answered, rolling her eyes.
"N' kidding?" Syl said, stilJ shadowboxing at Vy. "So what's to be so sad
about?"
"Quit it, Syl," Vy ducked and waved at hi s hands.
Carla and Christa kept at Vy to coax the story out of her. Unable to resist
her audience, Vy was soon out of her serious mood. "Yeah, she just walked
ri ght up to the porch and gave us a lecture ' bout how we shouldn ' t be 'shamed
of being black."
Saving the best for last and relishing the anticipated laughter, Vy added,
"Yeah, and she said to Shoop, ' You is black, little black girl, but don ' be
ashamed. You is beautiful."'
Whoops and howls erupted around the porch, and Syl and Christa started
horsing around. Then Syl showed them a new dance step that he had learned at
the paity. As the others joined him dancing about the yard, none of them noticed Shoop as she slipped away with tears in her eyes, or that the magical fireflies were gone.
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LYNN K. PURPLE

EDNA MAE FROBISHER

I have reached the midpoint of my life, and with the encroaching moss of
old age creeping into my joints, I feel compelled to record for my heirs certain
events in the singularly interesting life that I have led. This singularity is due in
part to a group of people, mostly women, who toil day in and day out, planning
the movement of people and goods by means of plane, train, ship, and
camper-I mean the travel agent. Twenty years of both social and professional
exchange with these women have given me such knowledge that the stories I
could tell would make a sad man laugh and a hardhearted man cry. I suppose it
is because of the confidential nature of their work that they are, to a woman, incapable of keeping secrets, and I have been p1ivy to the uttermost delicate intimacies of their lives. I would trade all that I know for just a glimpse into the life
of Edna Mae Frobisher, one of the most extraordinary travel agents to have
passed by my computer terminal. Edna Mae was an enigma of the first order.
Search as I might, I found no one who had even fleeting acquaintance with her.
This narration, to my knowledge, is the sum of what is known about her, since
certainly nothing was forthcoming from the travel agent under di scussion.
It is efficacious that here I stop my discourse on Edna Mae Frobisher and
introduce myself and my offices, so that you can better understand my reliability and sobriety in all things: the better to understand the exactitude of the personality portrait that I ain about to present. Ergo: I am a woman who from my
salad days was raised under the edict that the place of a woman is at home or
having lunch at Marshall Field's. My father, a dear, albeit old-fashioned man,
insisted that, because of its verisimilitude to life, I should be subjected to advanced education, and I was duly sent off to learn something approp1iate. My
father was of the persuasion that the only professions open to ladies of the highest sensibilities were teaching or nursing. Since neither held sway over the
other, in his opinion, I was left to choose the one which would please me the
most. This, alas, I must confess, is when the only flaw in my otherwise compliant nature rose to the surface and was exposed, for I wanted to do neither. I
found that I could not abide the sound of chalk or the sight of blood, and took
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instead a course that would prepare me for a career in business. This unnatural
aversion to the professions chosen by my father produced in me such an overwhelming feeling of guilt that I decided to immerse myself in an occupation
that would be of benefit to the greatest number of people, especially my family,
and upon further contemplation of opportunities open to me, I entered the world
of travel.
I was an unambitious sort who was content to let the business come to me
and eschewed all sorts and kinds of public advertising. You would not find the
name of my firm on the back of the cash register tape of the Cub Foods store;
neither would it be emblazoned across a hot air balloon scudding across the
summer skies. I did, however, do a comfortable business that grew by word of
mouth, more for the hjgh quality of service than for any circus an advertising
magnate might devise. One person who appreciated just such qualities was
Henry Ford, who frequented my establishment. Through his good offices I
found myself in possession of a refreshingly remunerative contract to provide
his agents, employees, minions, family, and household pets the high caliber of
travel appointments that he had come to enjoy from my establishment. I am a
very calm sort and rarely see the need to expend energy on hostile resentment at
wrongs wrought agajnst me, but I must note here, for the record, that I consider
the incredulous bankruptcy and subsequent cessation of flights by Pan Am,
Eastern, and Midway airlines to be exceedingly mean and petty-acts that were
a total inconveruence for me and the agents in my employ. But that is beyond
the facts that I wjsh to set before you now.
My offices were upstairs at 5 Corporateum Drive. They were not large, but
had the decided attraction of being in the correct location. It was a square space
divided into adequate rooms where we could do the daily work of travel. The
walls were of wallboard pajnted a soothing gray and displaying some paintings
left by the previous occupant, and I had added to this collection with bright,
cheery, travel posters. While these offices did not lend themselves to dreamy
contemplation of the world outside, all who worked within agreed that they
were as light and comfo1table as any offices could be.
Prior to the appearance of Edna Mae, I had in my employ two persons as
reservatiorusts and a promising young girl from the local high school. The first,
Wanda; the second, Baby Cakes; and the third, Titmouse. These names, I dare
say, would not be found in a book of the most popular names for baby. They
were, in fact, rucknames bestowed on each by the other and carried more than a
germ of truth. Wanda was a short woman of middle age who wore her graysalted dark hair jn a tightly braided bun. She had a ready smile and bright blue
eyes. Between the morning openjng and the lunch closing she was better than
most, with the quickest fingers on a computer keyboard that I have ever trained.
Her morrung clients adored her and no fault could be found with her work. She
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left for her midday meal promptly as the clock on my desk chimed twelve. This
hour seemed, for her, to be the witching hour, as her delightfully pleasant, professional mien was transformed into the countenance of a Cheshire cat: a dimwitted creamre with a bemused grin and wildly dilated eyes. The problem was
that, unlike the Cheshire cat, she did not disappear after lunch. On the contrary,
she was most insistent that the medicinal powder in her inhaler made her senses
sharper than usual, and nothing that I did or said would convince her otherwise.
Throughout the afternoon her journeys to the ladies ' lounge came with more
frequency and the stays were of longer duration, resulting in behavior more
bizarre and incautious. Once a client who wanted to go to Greenville, North
Carolina, had the misfortune to purchase his tickets from Wanda in the afternoon and upon disembarking found that he, his wife, two children, assorted
cases, and a pet were standing in Greenville, Mississippi.
Baby Cakes was the second on my list, a woman in her late twenties who,
if she took off her spike-heeled shoes, would have reached six feet easily, and,
since she always wore stiletto-heeled shoes, towered well above most of the
population. She brought unfortunate attention to her height by wearing the
shortest of Lycra skirts which uncovered the fact that luck had dealt her a pair
of limbs decidedly masculine. As her years in my service grew, so did her penchant for spangles and sparkles. She fairly glittered with each mrn of her rather
wonderfully endowed torso, this endowment often changing location as to its
vertical and horizontal positioning. All of this, plus a whiskey unde1tone to her
alto voice, chemically treated hair spiked to the full extent of its six inches, and
a rather curious mottling that appeared on her face at around four o'clock, produced a personage so spectacular and bizarre in countenance that people viewing
her for the first time felt their mouths involuntarily drop. Baby Cakes had two passions-evening entertainment and exotic destinations.
These nocturnal frolics would have taken a toll from a lesser woman, but
for Baby Cakes, they served only to make the morning and anyone encountered
during these hours , an unwelcome irritation. I would have found myself in a
wholly untenable position if it were not for the fact that the aberrant behavior of
Wanda occmTed in the afternoon and the irascible aggression of Baby Cakes
was evident only in the morning. Since I really could never find a convenient
time in either the morning or the afternoon to terminate the services of these
two agents, and because their off-cycles ran in opposition, I contrived a method
of allocating jobs that kept Wanda away from clients in the afternoon and isolated Baby Cakes in the morning.
The local trade school approached me and requested that I employ one of
their honor travel students for the duration of the school year. They pointed out
that at the end of the term, if her services were sati sfactory, I could then make
her a permanent offer. As I was in need of a clerk, a general dogsbody, I agreed
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with alacrity to this proposal and the next afternoon found Titmouse ensconced
in the brochure room listening with rapt attention as Wanda explained to her the
intricacies of filing brochures alphabetically by destination. Titmouse was a giJl
of about seventeen who was, to her teenage horror, thin in all parts of her body.
Her straight, nondescript, brown hair was parted in the middle and, owing to its
lack of substance, fell on either side of her face, making visible half of each eye,
a rather thin, pointy nose that extended well beyond a pair of thin lips covering
a detectable overbite, and a chin which all but disappeared. The unfortunate effect was to produce an image reminiscent of a large, thin , brown mouse who, as
Baby Cakes pointed out in stentorian tones one morning, had no tits. She was a
pleasant girl and most willing to run errands, deliver tickets, and keep the desk
supplies of us all replenished. The only disadvantage in Titmouse was her profoundly skewed view of world geography. Try as I might, I was unable to keep her
from filing the travel brochures in a wholly unique manner. We found Indianapolis
material placed carefully in a file containing Jaipur, Calcutta, and Banaras; Tahiti
part of the Caribbean; Hawaii, unbeknownst to the Hawaiians, no longer a state
among our fifty ; and Glacier National Park an attraction found in the Disney
World complex. These misfilings, while showing imagination on the part of Titmouse, made tedious work out of helping clients with their requested information. When I took Wanda to task for not assuring that the efforts of Titmouse
were accurate, she patted her gray hair as a reminder of our history and said,
"Might l point out, Madame, that I have seen to it that she filed the large piles
of brochures and they no longer clutter the office."
" Yes, but, Wanda, we can't find them," retorted I.
"Might I point out, Madame, that we must not be looking in the right places."
So, the office continued for some time in relatively smooth accommodation. I then became the recipient of another large and lucrative corporate contract and found myself in urgent need of an additional agent. I duly submitted
the advertising copy to the local paper, where r stressed that I wished to engage
only an experienced, sober, conservative reservationist. For several days I held
interviews with a collection of applicants that made me seriously question the
efficacy of our educational system and its ability to teach our population to
read. Through the door of my office trndged petitioners who had rainbow hair
or who had never seen a computer or who had the assistance of their girlfriend
to read them the ad on visiting day. One morning when I found myself sunk in
despair of ever finding a reservationist who would meet my modest requirements, I found calJnly waiting at the door of the office a woman of middle age.
I can still see her standing there-dressed in an inexpensive, but conservative,
navy blue suit and white blouse; her hair a normal shade of brown, worn in a
neat, clean bob; smiling a pleasant smile with pupils dilated by the light and not
by a medicinal powder. It was Edna Mae Frobisher.
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After a few minutes of conversation about her experience and a short
demonstration of her abilities on a reservation computer terminal, I engaged her
services. I must admit that I hoped her calm, capable manner might have an
ameliorating effect on the behavior of Wanda and Baby Cakes and when, upon
inquiring, I found that she knew that both Indianapolis and Hawaii were parts of
the U.S. , I told her she was most welcome.
While I have given some account as to the pleasantness of the offices, I
have neglected to describe them so that you are fully conversant with their
arrangement. They are fronted by a glass wall to allow anyone exiting the elevator opposite a full view of the interior. There are four desks, set two by two, and
in front of each are two chairs for the convenience of clients being served.
These chairs, while comfortable, are designed to discourage clients from overstaying the conclusion of their business. The chairs behind the desks are designed for the opposite, since their purpose is to encourage the agents to stay by
their phones and computer terminals and not wander off to the coffee machine.
Near to the front door are two easy chairs for those times when the office is
busy and clients must wait. Between these two chairs, in an effort to add an exotic atmosphere that one expects to find in an establishment given over to the
planning of travel, there is an eight-foot palm tree from which Baby Cakes cleverly hung a stuffed, plush monkey. In the rear of this room are the doors to my
office and that of the conference room, and beyond these, the ladies' lounge and
the brochure room. I had first thought to put Edna Mae at the first desk but,
upon further thought, assigned to her the largest desk by the brick wall , whjch
was closest to my office and made communicating with her much easier. In an
effort to make this a pleasant area and to give Edna Mae a sense of having her
own appointments in which to work, I commissioned Wanda to open and set up,
in front of Edna Mae's desk, a cardboard display from the Las Vegas Tourist
Board. In short order and-as this fabrication took place during the morrungwith a mirumum of trouble, Wanda had erected in front of Edna Mae's desk an
ingenious, full-color, five-by-five-foot photo display of a Las Vegas chorus line,
replete with flashing lights and a positionable leg on the lead showgirl. Thus
there was privacy afforded without sacrificing the agent 's ability to converse
with the others in the room.
For the first several months that Edna Mae was with us, everyone agreed
that she was, indeed, a marvel. She could do everything with the reservation
computer that one could expect. She was the first one to arrive in the morning
and the last one to leave the offices at njght. When the clock chimed the lunch
hour and Wanda went for her medicinal powders, Edna Mae steadfastly remained at her desk. I should have been delighted with her presence in our offices but for the fact that all client contact she made was with a doleful mien
amid great sighing, and thi s dolor even seemed to deepen with each day.
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It is, of course, an indispensable part of a travel agent's job to travel. Only
by going to the places clients frequent can an agent be prepared to counsel with
any sort of veracity and, while we must necessarily travel to these places when
others would not, this off-season travel does have its professional benefits. How
else but by firsthand account would any agent be able to know that a trip to
Sitka would be better postponed to July, and that Florida in July is a reminder of
the wages of sin given to the human race by the Lord and the sand flies? Be that
as it may, the policy of my office is that as travel offerings are presented, they
should be meted out in a revolving order so that all should have an equal chance
to enjoy these professional opportunities. In fact, if the truth be told, I have
never met a professional agent who was not willing, especially if someone else
was paying, to go home, pick up their permanently packed suitcase, passport
wallet, traveler's checks, bottle of Lomotil, and head for the airport. After aperiod of particular stress, these travel assignments are greeted with positive
cheers and, in the case of Baby Cakes, bear hugs. So as I was sitting at my desk
reviewing the day 's mail, I came across a travel opportunity I felt would be just
the thing for Edna Mae. Nothing up until this time, not even Wanda's gifts of
chocolate confections from that most estimable of chocolatiers, Fannie May,
had been able to break the ever-tightening grip that a blue funk seemed to have
upon her. I reasoned that in most cases of ennui a change in scenery is enough
to bring one's constitution back into harmony and up to the pink. So sitting at
my desk sorting the daily mail, I called to Edna Mae, telling her my reason for
inten-upting her efforts to send the O'Bromowitz family to Disney World and,
holding up the literature so that she could review the trip, continued with my
sorting. You can imagine my astonishment when, without moving from her
desk and without missing a key on the computer, she calmly, and with a degree
of conviction I had hitherto not heard in her voice, replied, "I don ' t travel."
I sat for a long moment, a very long moment indeed, head cocked and ears
straining, convinced that my looking at the empty doorway to my office would
make Edna Mae appear and pronounce her earlier reply merely an ill-timed witticism. When she was not forthcoming , I surmised that as her term in my employment was not overlong, she had misunderstood and assumed that she personally would have to pay for the trip. Since that was not the case, I called again
and assured her that the total cost of this trip would be borne by the agency and
that none of her personal fund s were required. Again, in the clearest of soprano
tones, a reply echoing the first came through my office door, "I don 't travel."
"You don ' t travel?" I said, my incredulity raising the pitch of my voice half
an octave. "You don't travel ? How can you not travel ? All travel agents travel.
It's what we do." I stuck my head around the door. "Here, look at this brochure,
it's a wonderful trip to a delightful place." I thrust the material toward her.
"I don ' t travel," she said and put her hands in her lap.
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I looked at this woman who had calmly gone back to a.ITanging the seating
assignments for the five members of the O'Bromowitz family. There she sat,
serene, unfazed, expressionless, typing on her terminal, ordering one vegetarian
meal, one seafood salad, and three kiddie burgers. If she had indicated through
smirk or eye bat the slightest look or attitude of belligerence or insubordination ,
I would have had Baby Cakes bodily pitch her out of the office along with her
Rolodex. But there she sat, as if there had been no submission from me nor rejection from her. So I was greatly puzzled and returned to my desk to contemplate what I should do with a travel agent who didn 't travel. I concluded that the
business demands on my time were such that I would postpone a decision until
later when I had the luxury to be able to give this conundrum full attention. In
the meantime, I called Wanda into my office and gave her this travel plum.
A few weeks after this incident, and with the return of Wanda, we gathered
in the conference room to assemble the tour packages for a group of fifty clients
who had reached their golden, albeit demanding, years. Due to the lateness of
the hour that we finished checking the documentation and the completeness of
each packet, there loomed the necessity of quickly delivering these documents
by hand so as to assure their arrival at the retirement home by noon. I turned to
find that Edna Mae, at the completion of boxing these credentials, had returned
to her desk. I called to her to deliver the lot to the Whispering Pines Senior Citizen
Home. There was no response, not even a sniffle.
I had to repeat my call, "Edna Mae, I'm waiting."
There was a rumble of her chair casters on the chair mat and soon I observed her standing, silently and morosely, in the doorway.
"What is it you want?" she said in a mild, uninflected voice.
"The documents, the documents," said I, pointing to the box of tickets and
tour vouchers. "I want you to take them to the clients. Quickly! They need them at
the home before Bingo is over"-and I pointed to the boxes yet a second time.
"I don't travel," she said and disappeared back to her desk.
For a few moments I was like unto a stone, standing in front of my agents,
mouth agape, unable to move from the sheer shock of Edna Mae's response.
Recovering myself, I bore down on her desk as a locomotive under a full head
of steam and demanded an explanation of her bizarre behavior.
"And just why do you refuse to deliver these documents?"
"I don't travel."
With anyone else I would have flown into a ranting passion at thi s flagrant
dereliction to duty and thrown the transgressor into the hall along with her personalized coffee mug and out of my life. However, Edna Mae was of a different
sort. There was a certain aura of otherworldliness about her that made me stay
any such action. I began to reason with her.
"Edna Mae, this is not, technically, traveling. This is merely a matter of
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delivering documents. You are the logical person to make the delivery since you
are the agent in charge of this group. The clients know and respect you." I was under control and my argument was well-founded in logic as I continued to press my
point. "We all, in tum, deliver documents to one place or another in and around
the city. It is now your tum. You do see that, don 't you? Well, do you?"
"I don't travel." Her voice was that of an idiot savant, yet I had observed
Edna Mae throughout the explanation as to the necessity and logic of having
her deliver the documents. She appeared comprehending, had visually followed
my agitated gesticulations so that I knew she was mentally processing all that I
said, yet some force of thought made her reply as she did. "You are absolutely
resolute in your refusal to comply with my request-a request perfectly proper
made of an employee by an employer?"
She assured me that I had not in any way misconstrued her response and
that there was no event or plea that would effect a change of heart.
There are times when faced with an overwhelming opposition to a reasonable request, a request championed not only by the test of time but by the
weight of convention, that a woman feels a nugget of doubt as to the efficacy of
her request. To wit: was I the unreasonable party? To help settle in my mind this
question as to whether justice and logic were on my side, I turned to independent opinions for corroboration.
"Wanda," I said, "what is your opinion on this matter? Am I not right in my
request?"
"If I might point out, Madame," said Wanda in her perkiest voice, "I think
that you are."
"Baby Cakes," I queried, turning to the towering vision in purple pearls and
sequins, "what do you think of this situation?"
" I think that you should throw her raggedy ass out of here," came the baritone
snarl.
(The reader has, undoubtedly, discerned that the agents' responses resembled
those of a Jekyll and a Hyde, owing to the fact that this confrontation had taken
place during a morning hour. In other words, Wanda was on her best behavior and
Baby Cakes was off.)
"Titmouse," I called as she tried to avoid the contretemps by scuttling into
the brochure room , "what do you think about Edna Mae's refusal?"
"I think that she 's a dweeb, Madame." Titmouse's reply, though muffled by
her straight hair that fell in front of her face as she lowered her head, was the
last verification needed to convince me that I was not losing my faculties , and
that I did , indeed, have a right to make such a request.
"There, you see," I indicated the three jurors, righteous indignation making my
inclusive gesture majestic. "Everyone is in agreement. Do your duty and deliver
these documents."
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There was silence as Edna Mae turned toward the w all. I paused in profo und perplexity. However, the necess iti es of bu iness call ed my attention , and
Wanda, Baby Cakes, and Titmouse ass isted me in hurriedl y loading the documents into Wanda's car. Amid sotto voce complaints from Wanda about the inconvenience of hav ing to do someone e lse's job and the vociferati ons coming
fro m Baby Cakes as to what she would like to do to that tattered porti on of
Edna M ae 's anatomy upon which she sits, I calmly decided to take up the que tion of thi s most bi zarre of travel agents at a later date, w hen I would be more
emotional ly equipped to handle thi s vex ing problem.
Edna Mae sat at her computer through all and attended to the business that
had been assigned her, as if obli vious to the maelstrom of negati ve fee lings
sw irling around the agency and affecting the good offices of everyone who
toiled here.
The days wore on and Edna Mae continued to sit passively at her computer
and complete reservation after reservation. However, her previous refu sals to
compl y with my mild requests had such an effect, that I watched her a one
would a viper in one's midst. I made myself more than usually aware of her
movements. As I observed her passivity of personality and dili gence in work. I
fo und my pity overtalci ng my ire. There was nothing in her demeanor that
would suggest her refusals came fro m such a wish as to harm me or my bu iness. There seemed to be no mean bone in her body and her mulishness, in this
one respect, appeared to be instincti ve, almost as one cannot help flin ching at
the sight of a garden snake. So I was determined to make friends with Edna
Mae and g ive her ease. She was useful to me and my business; in all other
things she did not pre ent an insolent nature. After all , I reasoned, if I terminated her employ, where in the worl d would she end ? The po ibilities came
fl ooding into my very imaginative mind and I pi ctured her alternately chained
to a chair in the offices of a Simon Legree and sleeping under a viaduct with a
piece of cardboard fo r a blanket. o. congratul ating myself on feeling charity
toward my fellow woman , I woul d let well enough alone. This self-congratul atory mood was not immutable. The pass iveness of Ed na Mae, at times, prodded
my long-tamped ire, and I then fo und myself under a strange compul sion to
goad her into some sort of passion. Ah, well , l would have wasted less of my
time and made more progress if l had tried to strike a match agai nst a marshmallow. One afternoo n, fo r example, the ev il imp prevailed and the fo llow ing i
w hat transpired:
"Edna Mae, will you please come in here?" l call ed in my sweetest, most
reasonable voice. "I would li ke yo u to take thi s letter to the Federal Express box
in the lobby of our building."
"1 don' t travel."
"What? That's not travel. Surely you will not continue th is insane charade
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that acquiescing to my requests constitutes travel?"
No answer.
I threw the letter on my desk and stalked into the main office.
"Did you hear that? Did you? Edna Mae will not go downstairs to the lobby
because she won't travel. What do you think of that, Wanda?"
It must be remembered that it was afternoon, late afternoon, and Wanda had
been tripping to the ladies ' lounge with more than her u ual degree of frequency. She was sitting at her desk examining, with wild and dilated eyes, her
sculptured fingernails that she had just finished filing to one-inch talons. With a
screech of "lyee!" she leaped from her chair, swung her foot up, and kicked her
computer off the desk as she took an aggressive martial art position of attack.
"Think of it?" snarled Wanda. " l think that I'll go over there and rip off her
face ." So saying, he proceeded to move in the direction of Edna Mae in a
unique, crablike manner: toes turned out, knees bent, and hands alternately
clawing the air.
"Be quiet. Wanda. do! I want to hear what Baby Cakes has to say about all
this. Well , Baby Cakes, do you think that Edna Mae should be sent off with a
bug in her ear and no references ?" I asked as Baby Cake tackled Wanda before
he could reach Edna Mae. It took us both to restrain Wanda on the floor until
her strnggles ceased.
"Well, Madame, that, I must think, is something not within the scope of my
job description. However, I feel that I can comment that her refusal to accept
other duties places a hardship upon Wanda and myself. Though, in all fairness,
she is helpful with travel planning."
"My, my, Baby Cakes, thi is a departure from your previous opinions," I
said. "What has softened your heart in this matter?"
" It's the ameliorating effect of a hearty lunch," Wanda replied from the floor
where we still had her re trained. "Just look at me. My heart is as soft as a kitten.
If you'll just release me, I will have a word with her before I rip off her face."
"Oh, I think not today, Wanda," I said as we released her. "Just go back to
your desk and finish that reservation on which you were working."
With that I left Baby Cakes to help Wanda readjust her clothing in the
ladies ' lounge. It was during the melee with our chemically enhanced Wanda
that I realized I had never seen Edna Mae leave the office. Tempting fate once
more, I looked at her with a stem gaze.
"Edna Mae, Titmouse is not here today. I want you to go to the stamp dispenser by the elevators and buy me a book of twenty-nine cent stamps." So saying, I held out the required funds.
"I don ' t travel."
"You won't travel?"
"I don ' t."
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I staggered into my office, flopped into my chair, dumbfounded, astounded
that perfectly reasonable requests from a benevolent employer-me-should be
refused by a middle-aged, mentally challenged Milquetoast of an agent-Edna
Mae. And what evil spirit made me continue with this exercise in futility, I cannot ay. But challenge her I did.
"Edna Mae."
There was no answer.
"Edna Mae.' ' My voice was louder.
Still no move or acknowledgment.
"Edna Mae. Have you suddenly gone deaf?" I was reduced to shouting.
"Ye ?" came the serene reply, two bright eyes peeking at me from around
the corner of the door and appearing unclouded by the fact that my voice had
risen in pitch and in volume.
"Edna Mae, go into the ladies' lounge and ask Baby Cakes to get the stamps."
"I don ' t travel ," was the re pectful reply as he ghosted out of my office and
in the direction of her showgirl sanctuary.
"OK. OK, Edna Mae, OK." I was repeating myself as I bobbed my head up
and down , clutching the edge of my desk to make sure that I would not lose
what purchase I had on earthly rea on. Thoughts of grisly retribution sped at
hundreds of miles per hour through my mind, but gradually they slowed until I
was capable, again, of clear thought. Since it was nearing the dinner hour, I got
my coat and purse and left the office. Surely a leisurely drive home , I reasoned,
would have a salubrious effect on my mental condition and would allow me to
make a sensible deci sion about this most vexi ng problem.
It is always painful for a clea.r·headed. reasonably intelligent person to admit
to a defeat in the face of an inferior force, but that is what I hereby confess. The
result of those hours of si lent monologue was a mental shrug. I would allow
Edna Mae Frobisher to continue in my employ and would cease any insistence
that she better her professional abilities with the aid of broadening travel. So for
some months, Edna Mae continued to silently process air, rail, and ship reservations, reserve cars, and do the accounting needed for her client files; but she did
not travel. T1ips to Las Vegas, Vienna, Beijing, and Australia made available to
the agency were accepted by Wanda, Baby Cakes, myself; and even Titmouse
went to Disney World with her mother. Edna Mae remained at her computer
and I became reconciled to her dour, si lent presence. I was absolutely assured of
her honesty and steadfastness. She was never a penny short in her accounting of
monies; she was the first one in the office, and the last one to leave. Thus we
continued in this accommodating fashion.
One Sunday I returned to the agency, something I did only on rare occasions. This particular trip to the office was caused by the pressure from my eldest son who wished to spend the Easter hi atus from university endeavors-
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thereby regammg his enthusiasm for the sciences-by absorbing ultraviolet
rays of a type found only, he assured me, in Cancun. I exited the elevator and
approached the office door where I was more than a little astounded to find that
my key was unable to turn the lock. The door was securely closed against my
entry. I jiggled the door and knocked upon the glass pane with as much force as
I dared. I heard a fa int voice comi ng from the inside.
"Who are you?"
"Who am I? Who are you?" I cupped my hands around my eyes to prevent
any glare from distorting my sight into the shadowed office. As my eyes grew
accustomed to the darkened interior, I could discern the ghostly form of Edna
Mae, in what appeared to be a pink cheni ll e housecoat, peaking at me from behind the palm tree.
"Edna Mae," I commanded, "you open this door right this minute."
"You'll have to come back in an hour," was her reply as she disappeared
into the shadows of the office. As it was apparent that she would not give me
access, there was nothing left but to follow her directives. When I returned in
due course, Edna Mae was nowhere to be seen, though the closing of the door
to the public washroom down the corridor belied my hope that she had left the
building.
The office was neat and tidy. A brief search revealed the housecoat, which
indeed was chenille, and a bag of pink foam hair curlers rolled together and
hurriedly shoved under her desk. In one of the desk drawers I found three individual serving boxes of Sugar Pops and a plastic spoon. In the cabinet which
provides storage for little-used office supplies, I found a purple leeping bag. a
towel, washcloth, and a bar of damp soap in a lavender soap box. In the ladies'
lounge were her brush, comb, and mirror, and the coffee in the pot was freshly
brewed and hot. In short, there were all the appearances that Edna Mae was living in my offices.
I was determined that on the following day I would offer Edna Mae her last
chance to overcome her aversion to travel. If she resolutely refused, I would inform her that I could no longer afford the luxury of employing a travel agent
that would not travel. I would pay her the wages owed, with an additional
month 's salary, and give any rquired aid in finding another position.
The next morning, with a heavy heart, I called Edna Mae Frobisher into my
chamber. Slowly, she eased into the room and stood, doleful, still, at the end of
my desk.
"Edna Mae, l wou ld like to tell you something. We all appreciate your abilities on the computer, your honesty, and accuracy, but a travel agent must travel."
"I don ' t travel," came her whispered reply.
Baby Cakes, who was passing by and heard this, marched into my office.
"Don't travel, huh!" she growled. "I'd give her a Don't Travel! " She was
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now addressing me. "Just where is it that she won ' t take her raggedy ass this
time, huh?"
Edna Mae flinched at this outbreak but said nothing.
"Miz Baby Cakes," I said, pointing to the door, "I would like you to travel
right back to your desk." Lately, I had been thinking of all locomotion and
movement in terms of trave]jng, and I had an insistent and nagging fear that the
close proximity to Edna Mae was affecting my reasoning powers.
As Baby Cakes stalked and stamped out of my office, her place was taken
by Wanda.
"Might I point out, Madame," she said, "that I was thinking of Edna Mae's
problem and I have arrived at the solution. If she but took a sniff of the medicinal powders which do me so much good, under their influence, I am assured
that she would be quite contented to fly."
"I don 't travel," said Edna Mae as if the suggestion from Wanda were offensive.
"That's it. Now you've done it, Wanda," I said, becoming agitated.
"Might I point out, Madame, that I have done nothing but point to a possible cure for Edna Mae's refusal to globe-trot."
"Wanda, globe-trot out the way you came in, if you please." I was quite firm .
She left, followed by Edna Mae. I sat aJone in my office and silently vowed
that I would not back down from the dismissal of this deranged travel agent.
The next day, full of brave resolution , I arrived at my offices to find Edna
Mae Frobisher again behind the palm, contemplating the plush monkey, and
Wanda and Baby Cakes in extreme agitation.
"Edna Mae, the phones are ringing and as you can see, Wanda and Baby
Cakes are engaged in other transactions. Answer a phone," said I, hurrying toward my office and the coatrack. With one arm still in a sleeve of my outer garment, I was stopped in midstride by her reply.
"I don 't travel."
"Do you mean to tell me that you have decided that answering the phone is
travel?"
"Yes."
"And what about using the computer to make reservations for our clients?"
My vocal cords were tightening and I could hear my voice creeping up the treble scale.
"I have given up making reservations. I don ' t do travel," was the placid reply.
This utterance had the effect of a dousing under water, for cold reality
washed over me. There, standing behind a palm tree, was a millstone and it was
clinging to my corporate neck. I could feel the anger welling up in me at the injustice of it all. Yet, in all truth , I felt pity for Edna Mae. She remained mute as
to the reason she had chosen a profession which terrified her, yet it was obvious
that the woman was in need of help. Had I but known of a relative or f1iend, I
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gladly would have called them to come to her assistance. Edna Mae Frobisher
was a lost soul , but pity puts neither bean nor butter on the table and Edna Mae
would have to go. I called her into my office yet once again. Again she peered
around the doorjan1b as if to check to see what lurked in wait for her.
"Come, come," I said, and a sweep of my arm indicated that we were the
only occupants. "Edna Mae, I cannot afford a travel agent who neither travels
nor makes travel arrangements. I know that you must agree I have done all that
is possible, gone the extra mile, as it were, to no avail. Here is what I owe you
for the rest of the month. Have your desk cleared out and vacate the premises
by closing time this evening."
I felt twinges of guilt, as if I had kicked a puppy or made the cat go out in
the rain. There was no reason for these feelings except that the love of my fellow woman was deeply etched in my soul and I felt true compassion for such a
one as Edna Mae Frobisher. Given the bizarre nature of the agent in question, I
do not know why I felt the slightest surprise when the following morning I
found she had refused my orders and was still in the office, standing behind the
palm. We went on about our business-Wan da, Baby Cakes, and I-as if Edna
Mae were not present. I suspected that thjs was the case in regards to her mind ,
too. Clients came to recognize that it was useless to request her aid, as the reply
was always those same three words. She became more silent, morose, disheveled,
and still she would neither leave nor work. This situation would have continued
indefinitely as I did not possess the heart to have her forcibly removed-and then
Divine Guidance intervened. r was requested by a famous socialite family to accompany them, their friends , business acquaintances, and those sycophants they
could not shake, to act as their major-domo while they cruised the Caiibbean. If
I was in agreement, I could bring with me all persons on my staff that r would
require. In view of the fact that they had not excluded Wanda, I surmised that
there would be no objection to Edna Mae Frobisher. What a perfect oppo11unjty
for Edna Mae to overcome, once and for all, her baseless fear of travel.
Arrangements were made for the four of us to arrive at the ship and be settled and weII rested before our clients and their party. I felt this early arrival a
needed precaution in view of the fact that we could not predict how Edna Mae
would react to travel. On the fated day, Edna Mae was surprisingly docile and,
even though she kept repeating the words of her mantra, she allowed Baby
Cakes to carry her out of the office, mannequin-like , and place her in the airport
limo. At each change of travel conveyance-li mo, plane, taxi, ship-I was
heartened to note the slackening of her rigidity and quick to perceive this as
conclusive evidence that the coerced travel was, indeed, effecting her cure.
The embarkation of the socialite group went smoothly and without hjtch.
Edna Mae was safely in her cabin, where she would be out of the way. Champagne flowed and confetti, balloons, ai1d streamers were flying as I watched the
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captain slcillfully maneuver his ship out of port and head toward the warm, calm
waters of the Caribbean.
Reaching this age, I should have mastered the life lesson that premature rejoicing angers Fate. As I was engaged in my nightly ablutions prior to retiring, I
commended my mirrored self on how extraordinarily clever was my solution to
Edna Mae 's problem and how without trauma the departure was. I viewed this
day as the last hurdle and was assured that the remaining journey would be
smooth sailing. Baslcing in this self-congratulation, I had just put down my
toothbrush when I heard a faint but insistent knoclcing on the door of my stateroom . I huniedly opened it to find the ship's first officer facing me.
"We need your assistance on the Embarcadero Deck;' he said without preamble.
"I' ll come immediately," I responded, an omen of dread enfolding me like
an oversized bath towel. I threw on my clothes in a most haphazard fashion and
hunied up the four flights of stairs to find the captain, the purser, and the first
officer clustered around a deck chair.
"Do you know this person?" The captain was not pleased. "She refuses to
leave the deck chair and go to her stateroom." Quite obviously, he had never
faced anyone who refused his commands. "S he won't even tell us her name," he
continued, with the purser and the first officer nodding their agreement.
"Edna Mae?" I gently tapped her on a pink chenille shoulder.
"I know you." This accusation was said with a barely discernible squinting
of her eyes. " You are the one who forced me to travel." She turned her head
away. Before she had effected thi s dismissal, I could see in the dim light of the
deck that her eyes were as agitated as her body was slack.
"Well , there is nothing to do but leave her here. It is plain she has no
thought of returning to her cabin," I told the others.
The captain clearly was unhappy with the arrangements but could see that further entreaty would be an exercise in futility. The purser covered an unacknowledging Edna Mae with a warm deck rug, and we all returned to our staterooms.
I was up early the next morning to watch the sunrise. It is soul-lightening to
watch the scarlet and rose and golden rays of the sun dance across the blue
waves along with the diving, turning gulls. I was standing at the rail throwing
bits of my morning muffin to the swooping sea birds when suddenly, almost in
slow motion , as if the world itself had slowed down, Edna Mae, in pink chenille
bathrobe and pink foam curlers, fell past where I was standing. I was quite certain then , as I am now, that she looked me in the eye and mouthed, " I don't
travel ," and then disappeared through the claclcing swarm of gulls into the
foamy churn of the ship. Echoing calls of "Woman Overboard" brought a hooting of sirens and a scurrying of feet to the rail. A shower of white life rings
arced up and over the fantail, followed by the fluorescent marker buoys, to
come to their rocking rest in the place where Edna Mae was seen to have gone
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down. Slowly, I detected a modification of course as the captain turned the ship
back in the direction we had come. For the next hour he proceeded on a zigzag
course in the vicinity of the marker buoys, but to our great sadness, to no avail.
The captain informed me that he would notify the appropriate authorities and
file the necessary papers. Owing to the fact that Edna Mae was not to be found
and had no known relatives, we decided to keep the knowledge of this incident
away from the guests so as not to spoil their delights in the Caribbean.
"Might I point out, Madame, that it is nine o' clock and I and Baby Cakes
and obviously yourself are ready to resume our duties. But where is Edna
Mae?" said Wanda in her calm and rational morning voice.
"Is that raggedy-assed bimbo asleep?" There was no question that it was a
usual morning for Baby Cakes.
"Actually, she is. Edna Mae Frobisher is asleep with the fish ," I murmured.
There is certainly no point in beating a dead horse by continuing to discuss
what moved this poor demented agent to throw herself over the rail. Her story
dies here and her memory will fade with no relatives to care. If my account of
this singular person has piqued your interest and you find yourself yearning to
know more about the life she must have led before joining my establishment,
you join me in perplexity. I hesitate to mention that not long after this incident, I
heard the merest whisper of a rumor. I hesitate because I have no way to corroborate its veracity and would caution those who may have a continuing interest
to receive this intelligence with the respect that rumors should be afforded. The
account that has come to my attention is this: Edna Mae Frobisher worked for
years as an assistant to an assistant in the Lost Baggage Depaitment at O ' Hare.
Through no fault of hers, but rather a change in the political party in power, she
lost her position. I cannot express the feeling of sadness that swept over me
upon hearing this rumor. Lost Baggage! It has the timbre of lost souls. Can you
conceive a more destructive position for a woman who has lost all sense of
hopefulness? Continuing to handle the truckloads of luggage, lost and unclaimed, being collected for the garbage dump. Nameless cases that travel
through the air system with no hope of being claimed or finding a place of rest
until, at last, rough hands snatch them off of the endless carousel and throw
them into a sea of flotsam. Symbols of a hopeless collection of lives ending in
some reviled landfill. Is it any wonder the very thought of travel brought back
visions of loss to the mind of our deranged agent and rendered her incapable of
finding help in hands outstretched to her?
Ah, Edna Mae! Ah, humanity!
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HARVEY L. WILCOX

HOW I CONTEMPLATED THE WORLD
FROM THE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF
PHYSICS AND BEGAN MY LIFE OVER AGAIN

I. EVE TS

l. The kid (that's me) is strolling through Jew Town, that 's Maxwell Street,
ca e ya don't know nothing, and he's taking it all in and being real cool, ya
know, 'cause hj old lady ' II wanna see what he lifted and will get pissed if he
don ' t come home with nothing. A cool rack of books beside a pile of used tires
sorta sneaks up on him and he makes like he's just browsing. One of the books
looks real neat; it's got a motif of levers and pulleys on a sky blue cover and it's
about elementary physics. He checks around and sees that everyone's in a hurry,
not really looking at notrung. But then he ees Mr. Woods, who lives across the alley. He's the owner of the books and the kid don't wanna swipe notrung from hjm_
2. The kid is sitting at home in a cramped kitchen of grimy walls of yellowi h rotting wood infested with roaches. llis mother is throwing a shjt fit ; she's
got a whiny bitchy voice that he can't stand and he goes to cover his ear .
"Don't you do that with me. Why didn 't you just slip the book into your bag if
you wanted it? Why give away your father's hard-earned money when it ain ' t
necessary?" "Aw, Ma .. .I wanna study trus and get educated." "Well, you 're not.
I never got to go to school and neither did your father." They live on West Jackson across the alley from Mr. Woods. He's a middle-aged black man with a scar
from a broken wine bottle running across his forehead. Dad stands on the unpainted wooden porch with the floor's widening hole with splintered edges. The
floor is rotting through and he gotta be careful like on thin ice, so that he don ' t
fall through it. The old man is yelling at Mr. Woods-that ten bucks for a
physics book is a goddamn rip-off and that he should take the book back and refund the money. Mr. Woods is sitting in the kitchen window of his apartment in a
strapped undersrurt. He yell s back, telling the old man to go masturbate hjmself.
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The kid's father is a stickup artist, but he don't do business with the neighbors.
lnstead he refers them to his friends on the South Side. They refer their neighbors to him.
3. Ma strolls through a neighbor's muddy backyard of hot furniture and
household goods during a sale given by our neighborhood fence. I wear a black
stocking cap and an old raincoat of Dad's that's dragging the ground and that she
insi ted I use. She wears a loose-fitting bodice strung tight around her waist, so
that silverware and such thrown down her cleavage will stay secure above her
belt of rawhide. "Pssst, look at these, just your size, lip them under your coat and
walk out the back gate casual-like. What 's wrong with you? You know you need
underwear." I want to buy but not steal. That's 'cause I wanna be educated, you
know, and not act like that. But I don't tell her that. She'd have a shit fit. So I go
follow along behind her, going through the motions, you know, between tables of
worn shoes and hosiery, all the time eyeing the scrawny, one-eyed German hepherd barking at the people from the other side of a neighbor's wire fence.
4. Weeks later the kid is applying for a student loan at the downstate university and forging his parents ' signatures. His old lady and old man are out on a
heist and won't be back for a couple of days, so they don 't know nothing about
it. A month later he boards the Illinois Central and heads downstate with a suitcase packed with all his stuff. He write his parents that he got busted but not to
worry about making bail.
5. He 's sitting in a physics class, fascinated with the lecture. How could he
learn more about this beyond what the teacher is telling them ? That" what he 'd
like to know.
II. CHARACTERS

I. The boy stands five feet ten inches tall, a normal height, but six feet when
he occasionally takes his hands out of his jeans pockets and straightens up, his
neck rising like a turtle emerging from its shell. Hi nose is acned and bulbous,
his hair is jet black and long and greasy and combed back in a 1955 DA. He constantly studies his course and is the top student in all his classes. His two brothers are twins and are retards who never went to school or even left the house.
They sit in front of the TV all day. Occasionally their old lady lectures them
about how evil the President of the United States is or how the State Department
is a bunch of Communi ts. She's grateful they 're dumb enough to listen to her.
They got gaping and drooling mouths and they believe every word she tells
them. She hates the son who has enough sense not to listen to or believe any-
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thing she says. Without her knowledge he's majoring in physics at the university
instead of being out on a big heist like he 'd told her. She'd murder him if she
ever got wind of his academic exploits. She never got to go to school and she'd
be damned before she'd ever let her son get such a chance. He might get
smarter than her. Then what?
2. The mother. A Chicago woman who lived within the city all her life. She
goes to a shoplifting club that got their own newsletter; it tells of hot spots and
stores that are applying tighter security measures. She takes courses in pickpocketing and attends lectures on the latest scams. Her face is long and nan-ow, and
she got a short V-shaped mouth and a long nose. She tries to make her black hair
bushy to frame her face and make it look fuller, but it don ' t do no good.
3. The father. He belongs to the same club as in #2, except that he don't go
in for no pickpocketing; he prefers armed holdups on loners in dark alleys, or
occasional diners in the wee hours of the morning. He gives lessons to disadvantaged kids on how to stick people up, then he bills the welfare mother for his
instruction and time. He always wears a Jong black raincoat, and he pulls a fedora down over his face. He looks like someone you 'd expect to see creeping
out the back door of an adult bookstore with stolen merchandise under his arm.
4. Professor Jenkins. He's a young guy in his late twenties. He 's always got
on white coveralls and thick-rimmed glasses, and he's always in his laboratory
thinking over some chemistry experiment or peering into a microscope. His
eyes show real huge behind the magnification of his heavily framed glasses. He
told him, "How you keep all those formulas within your head without writing
them down is truly amazing." He 's always eager to see him when he comes in:
"Hello there, C___ ." He never greets anyone else like that.
5. Professor Spaulding. Professor of physics. He's a monstrous balding guy
in his late fifties ; his head 's like a balloon and the remaining whitish black hair
falls down to curl and brush his upper back. He's always got his mind on equations or some problem. He tells the kid that he got a brilliant career ahead of him.
III. WORLD EVENTS

Last night the old man got busted when his mark started screaming in the
alley and neighbors called the cops.
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IV PEOPLE & CIRCUMSTANCES CONTRIBUTING TO THIS
UNNERSITY AFFAIR

Nothing.
V. JACKSON BOULEVARD

All the buildings look like shoe boxes. They're two- or three-story flats built
right after the Chicago Fire. There ain't enough space to squeeze a razor blade
between them or to muffle the farts or altercations between the couple living next
door. They all got crooked wooden stairs and black iron railings leading up to the
front door that's high above the street. And they got postage-stan1p-sized plots of
weeds between them and the broken-up sidewalks. The weeds grow like crazy
and cover up the iron-meshed windows at ground level. Kids run barefoot
through mud puddles on the treeless street, yelling in Spanish. Packs of dogs amble from the vacant lots and abandoned buildings across the boulevard in front of
traffic. So lots a times you hear the squealing of rnbber on concrete. Mothers yell
out upper windows, holding conversations with other mothers across the boulevard while people hang out on the stoops in front. And all the time downtown
lawyers and aldermen fight to either raze the block or keep it from being razed by
making it a city landmark because of its old-style appearance. Down below us in
the basement Ma rents to a gay guy who keeps half a dozen mongrels inside with
him. They set to howling every time the gay guy and his lovers go out and leave
them behind. They don ' t stop until someone comes back. I bitch about it to Ma,
but she says she don ' t hear nothing. The old man ain't never around, so I'm the
only one bothered by them. The twins don't care whether they howl or not; they
just sit staring into the TV, even when I tum the sound down on them so they
can ' t hear nothing. I never tried turning off the picture to see what they'd do then.
I go up to the rooftop to get away from the noise. I feel like I gotta get outta there
and can't wait for winter. But when fall comes, I'm down at the university and
Ma thinks I'm in jail. When I sneak back there during Christmas, I see that winter
has got everyone shooed inside, and a kid down the block tells me the gay guy in
our basement got tired of all his dogs and threw every one of them out. They
must have sought shelter in an abandoned building across the alley. I don't go
home and let Ma see me but sleep overnight at a friend 's house. Everything
seems real cold and brittle under a biting wind with just dirty snow all over that's
muddied from tires skidding on the sloshy boulevard. Every morning the mailman 's gotta climb all those icy steps to throw inside the mailbox the latest crime
reports and straight-A grades I got at the university. T pay a kid down the block to
filch them before the old lady finds out what I been up to. She'd kill me if she
knew, 'cause I'm doing what they could never do-learning something.
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VI. THE UNIVERSITY

There's always something interesting to do at the university. Even though
I'm an undergraduate, Professor Jenkins lets me stick around at night for special
tutoring and to assist him in experiments. The guilt over learning something when
Ma is so miserable at home ain't bothering me much 'cause I don't think about it.
I figure that's her problem. I tell her I get out in six years for good behavior.
VII. EVENTS

1. The guy is sweating like crazy. In his satchel are books of chemistry and
physics and mathematics that he paid for by money he stole out of his mother's
top dresser drawer because he wanted to pay for the books and not steal them.
"Aw, Ma, I want to buy; I don' wanna steal nothing." She gives him the back of
her hand across his mouth, then stares at him, enraged. He runs out of the building as she yells for him to stop. In his satchel is a .25-caliber snub-nose, shiny
black with a white mother-of-pearl handle. They gave it to him on his fifteenth
birthday. They expect him to bring home money to show for it, so he got a job
washing dishes and showed them the scanty dollars. The mother bitched: what a
disappointment he is to her. She gets arrested for shoplifting.
2. In Professor Jenkins 's office. Papers and folders are stuffed between the
metal bookends on his metal desk. Wooden bookshelves run along all four stone
walls; his Ph.D. diplomas for chemistry and applied mathematics, both
achieved before he was twenty, hang over the desk. "He's a real brain," said a
student. He wants to talk to the kid about some mathematical problem handed
in. The day before the kid had overslept and came into his class when it was
nearly over. He'd copied the problem off the blackboard 'cause he thought it
was a homework assignment. That night he worked the problem, then handed it
in during the next class period. Now it seems that problem wasn ' t a homework
assignment at all. It was put up on the board as an example of a problem no one
ever had been able to solve before. The student is overwhelmed with guilt. His
old lady is sitting in jail; his old man is in prison; they 're both miserable, lonely,
and stupid; they ain't never been able to learn or do nothing except steal. A relative has to take care of the twin retards while the kid is having fun at the university working problems that no one else can do. He expects Professor Jenkins to
accuse him of neglecting responsibility at home. So he says he 's sorry but he
didn't know he wasn't supposed to solve the problem. Professor Jenkins smiles
and calls him a wise guy. The student leaves feeling loaded down with guilt.
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3. My father is doing time at J _ _ _ for armed robbery, my old lady is
now in P_ _ _ on another conviction of shoplifting, all while I'm receiving
special honors and recommendations and scholarships for graduate work in
physics. My aunt yells at me for nothing every time I phone home, and I'm so
loaded down with guilt I hate myself and can ' t do the classwork. I don ' t bother
even talking to nobody no more.
4. I write a letter to Professor Jenkins. He wrote to me asking for an explanation of what the hell happened that I'm not doing the classwork. So I'm writing to him. I went and studied at the university in spite of my parents' miserableness and orders to stay stupid like them. That shows how ungrateful I was.
After they served their time and got me home, they knocked me around some
before they forgave me. The aunt living in our building had told them everything. I don't know how she knew I was in town over spring vacation during my
junior year. She had a kid on our block tail me on the train and see where I went
after I'd come back to see the neighborhood. My old man threw such a shit fit
when he heard about it in prison that they tossed him in solitary for a week. My
mother had to be put into a straitjacket; it took half a dozen matrons to do it.
How could I have done such a thing? No one knows, but they think it might
have been something psychological. My old man 's brother probably knows
'cause he once tended bar for a few years and became a hack psychiatrist. He's
been treating me since the old man brought me home.
Professor Spaulding tried to push me into graduate school and couldn' t understand why I flunked the final exam and flunked out of my last undergraduate
year. I often wonder if I'd ever do it again; if I'd ever study with him again with
the tenible feeling of guilt for having ratted like that on my parents; if I'd sit
there and point things out to him that would make him shake his head and say
what a brilliant future I had ahead of me. Over and over again

a Professor Jenkins is being
betrayed as he watches a student cheating on an exam. He watches girls with no
ability whatsoever who don ' t care or try. Would some of the guys complain that
the test was too hard? Most likely they would.
I write furiously on my letter to Professor Jenkins. The words of explanation
keep pouring out of me so that he will understand . I can just imagine the confused
look when he checked the final exam I handed in. No problems were worked out.
I bet he was so baffled and disgusted that he couldn't give me a passing mark, that
he didn ' t know what to do. That was the end of everything. The feeling of failure
so weighed me down that I can ' t remember what happened. Did that TA tell me
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right? That Professor Jenkins got sick? How can I believe them when they were
so envious of me before for what I was able to do?
VIII. CHARACTERS

l. Every Wednesday afternoon after seeing her probation officer at four, and
every Saturday morning at ten, Ma takes me to see her brother, Uncle Charlie,
just out of Pontiac for extortion and racketeering. Uncle Charlie is as tough and
smart as they come. I bet he would have worked with Alphonse Capone if he had
lived back then. He 's put together like a snowman turned to ice. He orders everyone in the family not only to completely forget my running away to school, but
insists that it never happened. He tells my parents that I'm making progress and
that he'll soon be able to set me up in a new drng-running operation he's
muscling in on, on the West Side.
2. Mother. She's been gaining weight since she's been out of jail and has
had to shoplift new dresses from Field's downtown. She's also had to get new
glasses. She'd blow a shit fit if she knew how they make her eyes bulge, just
like those of Professor Jenkins.
3. Father. On his first night home from prison he backhands me across the
mouth, and after I untangle myself from the rungs of the chair and pick myself
up off the floor, he puts an arm around my shoulder and says, "OK. Now we're
gonna forget all about what happened." I feel so relieved and good, no longer
weighed down with guilt.
4. Professor Jenkins. I'd never seen a guy so excited over a special aptitude
test he made me take. He couldn 't remember anyone receiving such a high
score before. "I want you to work with Professor Spaulding and me once you 're
in graduate school." That's what he said. He really meant it, too. I was so
weighed down with guilt, I didn't know what to do. I had to sneak across the
campus thinking all the time that someone was looking at me with the most accusing looks-"How could you, knowing your parents are locked up, when
they never knew a happy moment in their lives? They knew only misery, while
you-selfishly, inconsideratel y-enjoy life."
5. The TA, a teacher's assistant to Professor Jenkins. She's a tall broad and
dark-complected; she never smiles or talks. Jet black hair, smooth as silk, flows
down both sides of her face and in front of her shoulders. She walks into the
room occasionally to announce that the professor is unable to make it to class.
Then she claims to be able to answer any questions they might have and will
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give them their assignment. Nobody messes with her or even kids around because of her dour look. A disapproving look from her sends an icy chill down
your spine.
6. The kid dozes on a cot in a friend's office who's a TA studying advanced
chemistry. He can' t fall asleep even though his next class is four hours away
and his friend promised to wake him in plenty of time. For no reason he blurted
out, "I want to stay here," and the friend looked at him , wondering what the hell
was wrong with him. He didn't know that guilt was tearing him apart. Dozing
off, he saw himself being condemned to hell for having betrayed his parents and
brothers who would never know nothing. What right did he have to enjoy anything? "I want to stay here," he mumbled after dozing off, then he awoke with a
start. His friend told him , "Just make sure you pass the final exam and there'll
be no problem." The student was determined to stay and pass the exam, to show
everyone the brains he had and that Professor Jenkins knew he had-until that
moment his mind was changed for him.

IX. THAT MOMENT
The TA and a friend come in to pass out the final exams. Professor Jenkins
couldn ' t make it, at least that 's what the TA says. That moment while giving
hin1 his test paper she gives him that look that sends guilt exploding throughout
him. It was a knowing and condemning look. They hate him , 'cause they know
he can do better than they without half trying. They hate him 'cause he can
glance at an N by N matrix no matter how great the N and then write it from
memory, then in another instant figure the cross product in his head. He knows
the answers to problems they can't even begin to understand. They hate him because Professor Jenkins gives him all his attention and don 't bother with them.
So they hate him to no end. But he thinks it 's because his family is so miserable
and it's all hi s fault, 'cause he's enjoying himself, doing what comes most natural while they sit in jail. The TA's look burns right through him and leaves him
shackled in guilt. He sits staring at the test papers, unable to even read the problems. All he can do is sign his name at the top and walk out. He never even
graduates.
X. THE UNlVERSTTY

At the university you are respected for what you can do with pencil and paper. Your life is simple; it is reduced to formulas and equations. The smarter you
ar·e, the longer you can stay and the more your tenure. If you 're smart enough,
you finally don ' t have to teach nothing or even mingle with other students. You
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just do research and get things published. You got it made then . The only thing
you gotta worry about is getting published.
Xl. CHARACTERS WE ARE FOREVER ENTWINED WITH
1. Professor Spaulding was a real cool guy who turned me on to applied

mathematics. He said, "You are such a brilliant student." He was a great old
guy. His huge hands always had chalk dust on them. He is a strapping man over
six feet and never wears a tie but always a white shirt and black vest that's
smudged with chalk dust. I can just imagine him in my house; I mean , with all
the loud yelling and ignorant and profane curses and drunken brawls. He moves
across the classroom like an automaton. You can just see equations darting
about like skaters and puck in a hockey game in his massive head that's bald on
top but got grayish black hair hanging down in back and curling up. At the
board with a slow student, he'll gently lead him through a problem-"Now do
you see?"-and if he don't see, he'll go through it again and again until he does.
2. Raymond Woods. I just heard that Raymond Woods got shot dead down
the block last night and I don ' t know whether it was my old man who did it or
not. Usually he only tries to rob people on the South Side, but I know he 's been
pissed at Raymond for a long time now. I try to think of something of condolence to write to his wife. But everything I say comes out in the poetry of my
own confinement:
TO A FAMILY I WILL NOT LEAVE

To a family I will not leave
to live outside,
and give up what's inside,
the destruction I still cleave.
Not apart, but stretching to despai,;
always not to change,
always just outside my range,
to keep me locked within their lair.
XIl. EVENTS

1. I'm out of the university now for good. I'm all screwed up, but at least
I'm converted. I got the TA's look of guilt still tangled within my guts ... and the
old man in his raincoat and drooping cigarette dangling from his mouth, after
he got outta prison and drove down to get me- "Get in da car, 'fore I let ya
have it"-I'm home, home for good with all its wails, curses, and all.
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2. There's the familiar curses in the living room, the familiar threats of
what' ll happen to me ifl ever run away to school again. They're mostly mad for
thinking that all the time they had thought I'd been in jail like them, I'd actually
been having fun. The gay guy downstairs and his lovers are probably listening.
3. Cigarette and a six-pack for breakfast. Cockroaches crawl across the
table. I take my shoe off to squash them, but they dart away. Have I slowed that
much? The gay guy downstairs has taken to collecting cats and keeping them
inside his apartment.
4. The car is turning onto Jackson Boulevard. The old man brings me home.
In the doorway Ma whacks me across the mouth with an empty wine bottle.
While coming to, I babble out solutions to equations that Professor Spaulding
praised me so hjghly for. The old man says if I don ' t stop that university talk
he' ll whack me again himself. The gay guy downstairs is probably listening.
The guilt is gone; I'll never feel guilty again for doing what they could never
do, for thinking myself smarter than them or my retarded brothers. Instead, I'll
learn how to run drugs for my uncle. I'll never make anyone mi serable again by
being happy.
I am home.
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J.D. REEVES

THE BACKBONE

Chapter 1
An unusually odd event took place in Southern California on April 25. It
was a balmy day, as the days usually are there, and the warm su n, cool breezes,
and constant whine of jets from San Diego and LAX were constant reminders to
those Marines confined to Camp Pendleton that their lives were not their own.
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent, Marine veteran of twenty-eight years (due for
his seventh hash mark on the old class A's the following month) was opening up
the O Club*. What with his youngest daughter Bonnie's braces, and hi s oldest
daughter Cecilia whining to go to Stanford, and hi s wife Maggie's ongoing separation anxiety therapy, he realized he had to take a second job. Bartender for
the hoity-toity pricks in the O Club was his only choice.
Flicking on the lights, Sergeant Major Bob Sargent glanced over the room.
The second looeys had been here again. He had locked up at 0200 that morning
but somehow they had gotten back in, drunk beer, played pool, and reconfirmed
Bob's belief that all officers were assholes. He saw the waitress, Mary Elizabeth
Kolneczyk, a thin , rather ignorant woman who was just passing time until
something better came along, gathering up the sticky glasses.
" They got in again, Mary Elizabeth Kolneczyk. No matter what I say, they
do whatever they fucking please."
Mary Elizabeth Kolneczyk shrugged her thin shoulders. "They could at
least leave a tip," she groused. "I'm not working here for the atmosphere."
She picked up two glasses, half-full of stale beer, from the edge of the pool
table. They had soggy cigarette butts floating in them, and more butts were
crushed out on the eight ball. Most of the pool balls were massed around one of
the corner pockets. She called over her shoulder to Bob. "Something wrong
here, Sarge. Looks like they plugged up the hole again." She held the glasses by
the lips, one finger in each tumbler, and shuffled over to the bar.
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent swore under his breath. He rolled the colorful
orbs toward other pockets and heard them clunk, chunk down into the mechanism.
*Officers Club
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"Those baby-faced faggots. I wonder who wipes their asses for them now that
they're away from mommy."
He put his hand down into the corner pocket and his fingers closed around
something hard and spherical and lumpy. "What the hell? What are they shoving
down in here now? Goddamn those baby-faced, college-pampered, motherfucking
sons of bitches'"
He probed roughly with his work-worn hands down inside the cavity.
"It's-it's in pieces, I think," he said to himself. "What in the hell is it?"
He jerked his hand out, remembering vividly the disgusting odds and ends
previously extracted from this infamous comer pocket-wads of toilet paper full
of chewed tobacco, sodden piles of gnawed chicken bones and pizza crust, a tumbler filled with warm beer, drowned roaches, and creme de cacao-filled condoms
that had burst inside the machine when the pool balls dropped on them.
Bob hated this job and he hated officers. He especially hated his company
commander, Captain Mc Williams of the Service Records Section, who couldn ' t
command his way out of a burning building. McWilliams didn ' t know diddly
about running an outfit and didn ' t know squat about how to motivate people. He
was always yelling louder and chewing out the wrong people but he owned
those brass bars that, if you had only stripes, you had to respect and obey. "And
Mc Williams will sure enough be in here for lunch, ragging on something just to
be sure we know he's here." Bob grunted. Well, today it wasn't going to be him.
He thrust his fingers in the pocket a third time and pulled on the knobby
end of the thing. At least it wasn ' t slimy. It moved and caught. He jerked on it.
The thing inched upward as Bob's wrist turned from side to side as if he were
extracting something delicate from a tube. As it rose from the pocket, Bob's
eyes became rounder and rounder. Two feet of it curled out of the hole and immediately snapped absolutely straight in the Sergeant Major's hand: stiff, unbending, inflexible-it was a backbone! Sergeant Major Bob Sargent dropped
the vertebrae in astonishment. He rubbed his eyes and ran his fingers over the
spine. It was cool and lumpy, smooth in some places and very, very rigid. It actually was a backbone, and what's more, it looked to him somehow familiar.
Then a look of horror came over Sergeant Major Bob Sargent's face . Only one
person on this base stood that straight all the time. But that horror was nothing
compared to the indignation which overcame Mary Elizabeth Kolneczyk.
"Where did you get that thing, you monster?" she screamed at him. Mary
Elizabeth Kolneczyk did not hold any Marines in very high esteem. "You fraud!
You drunkard! I'll go to the MPs* myself to report you. You treasonist! You terrorist! I've heard from a lot of boots** that you make them stand at attention
until they're ready to snap. Who'd you bust out of their skin this time, you broken-down shell of a warhorse?"
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent was still staring at the backbone; he recognized
*Military Police
**Recruifs, men and women in basic training
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it now as belonging to none other than Captain Mc Williams, that mustang commander who wore his brass like a whore wears her tits. "He's always strutting
around in here," thought Sergeant Sargent, "a mongrel mutt trying to mingle
with the poodles, th.inking he 's one of them. The shit-brained barf. He 's no
more officer material than he is a Woman Marine. That shithead covers his ass
and they reward him with brass bars."
Mary Elizabeth Kolneczyk was still screaming. Sergeant Major Bob Sargent waved his hands. "Shut up a minute," he said. "I'll wrap it up in a towel
and put it in the safe. I'll get rid of it later."
"No, no, no! Get it out of here! As though I could work knowing it was in
this room. You dried-up old C Ration! How are you going to explain this to the
MPs when they come nosing around? How will you get CID* off your back?
Back ? Ahhhhhhhhhhh!" Mary Elizabeth Kolneczyk threw her hand in the air
and ran into the kitchen.
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent stood as though utterly paralyzed. He thought
and thought and did not know what to think. "Jeez, only the Devil knows what
happened here," he said at last, scratching his graying buzz cut. "Were they all
so drunk here last night? I'm sure I ran them all out about 0200. But from the
looks of things, it seems that something else must have happened. Jeez, a pool
ball in a pocket is one thing, but a backbone is definitely something else."
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent sank into a chair and into silence. The thought
that Captain McWilliams would report his backbone missing and that the MPs
might make a search here for it and somehow throw the blame of the whole
thing on him made him jump in agitation. McWill.iams was sure to raise holy
hell about losing his backbone, and that shithead would be just the type to pin it
on an enlisted man. Already the pungent smell of the uninhibited court-martial
in fuIJ steam filled his nostrils. Mary Elizabeth Kolneczyk was still screaming
from the kitchen, and Bob, afraid of what else she may have found , wrapped the
backbone in a towel , tucked it under his arm , and went out into the base.
He wanted to ditch it out of sight somewhere, under a rock or behind a flagpole, but the area was so thoroughly policed by boots and bootlickers that there
was nowhere inconspicuous to drop it. And on top of that, every time he espied
a potential spot, some damn no-stripe private would come by and address him
by name: "Afternoon, Sergeant Major Sargent," and Sargent Major Bob Sargent
would growl a response near enough to an ass chewing to keep the soldier moving along. "Doesn 't anybody work inside on this base?" he muttered to himself
as yet another pea-brained, pre-grunt shouted an agitated salutation.
Another time he really did drop it, but a brownnosing, gung-ho corporal
pointed to it with a white glove and said with a snicker, "You dropped something, Sergeant Major" And Sergeant Major Bob Sargent was obliged to pick up
the towel-encased backbone and shove it under his arm. He was distraught. The
*Criminal investigation Division
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0 Club would be filling up with no bartender there, and the streets were never
empty as shifts ended and began.
He made up his mjnd to go to Artillery Range III in the hope of being able
to bury it in the heap of spent shells and divots left by Company B's week of
target practice ... But I am afraid I am a little to blame for not having so far said
more about Sergeant Major Bob Sargent, a worthy man in every respect.
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent, like every self-respecting leatherneck, was a
superb patriot, and though every day he ragged on subordinates about their lack
of decorum, ms was exemplary, though recently tarnished with cynicism. He
wore rus Bronze Star, Distinguished Service Medal, Vietnam Campaign Citation
(two of them) , Purple Heart (three of them), and Good Conduct Medal ribbons
with pride, yes, but he knew others had received the same medals without nearly
the same discipline or experience he had.
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent had two tours in Nam and one in Iraq. While
on patrol in the jungle he had been fifteen feet behind ms platoon leader, Bill
Tucker, when an enemy grenade exploded. The corpsman wiped Tucker's guts
off Sargent's leg before the shattered piece of Ben's femur could be removed
from Bob's trugh. Sergeant Major Bob Sargent dragged his wounded lieutenant
one hundred yards under machine-gun fire to shelter, and upon hearing they
were pulling back, ignored hjs own injuries and returned for the body of hjs
slain friend. Sergeant Major Bob Sargent had been spit on, cursed at, lied to,
laughed at, ignored, hassled, hated, and hurt. He had crossed piranha-infested
rivers full of skeletons, and deserts full of exploded tanks and burned homes. He
had looked into six-year-old eyes that had seen too much and young men 's eyes
that would never see again. He went where he was told to go and did what he
was told to do. He didn't do it for the glory, nor did he do it for the gratitude.
His biggest regret was being srupped home from Saigon before the war was
over. He loved his country, he respected authority, he was proud of America's
history and his part in shaping it. He tried to instill that pride into this new generation of grunts and tlyboys, but the Marine Corps was changing. The base
was full of crybaby recruits who filed grievances and sued drill instructors for
harassment. These recruits didn ' t know a shell casing from a mortar round.
They wanted to fight with computers: sterile, safe, and anonymous. They were
spineless sissies who only cared about protecting their own asses and getting a
paycheck. It frustrated and angered Bob Sargent. He was a bulldog in a world
shifting to security alarm systems.
So this worthy citizen and patriot found himself by now at Artillery Range
III. First of all , he looked about rum, then he bent over the trench where the
practice targets were supported, as though to see whether there were any stragglers still pulling the rounds out of the targets or copping a smoke. He stealthily
dropped the towel-wrapped backbone into the scuffed dirt, torn grass, and
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burned wadding, kicked several layers of dirt over the bundle, and stood back.
He felt as if a heavy weight had rolled off him. Sergeant Major Bob Sargent actually grinned, his eyes squinted and his cheeks creased. Instead of going back
to serve cold beers to those asinine pretenders, he was going to the Staff Club to
mix with other old-timers who had protected and served and were being
squeezed out by these "new soldiers"-when he suddenly observed at the end
of the trench an officer with razor creases in his trousers and face, an unwavering stare, and an unbending carriage. Sergeant Major Bob Sargent turned cold
as the officer beckoned him with a snap of his fingers and said, "Come over this
way, Sergeant Major."
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent saluted sharply as he approached and said,
"Good afternoon, Colonel, sir. How are you?"
"Perfect. Tell me what you were doing by that trench?"
"I swear, sir, I was on my way to the O Club. I'm the bartender there afternoons and evenings, and I was only looking to see whether the company was
through for the day."
"That's a lie, Sergeant Major. You won 't get off with that. Tell the truth! Now!"
'Tm ready to serve you; you know that. I was only checking out the trench.
Anytime you come to the O Club, the drinks are on me."
"I'm a colonel, Sergeant Major. I never pay for drinks anyway. Now do be
so kind as to tell me what you were doing over there?"
Sergeant Major Bob Sargent turned pale. His life, his career passed before
him and he watched it begin to unravel.... An acrid cloud of gun smoke and dirt
drifted over from Altillery Range II and covered the two men from view. The
text of their conversation is sealed in a Priority One file labeled: "For CinC,
PacCom, 3rdMarDiv, Camp Pendleton, eyes only."*

Chapter 2
Captain McWilliams, company commander, Service Records Section, 3rdMarDiv, Camp Pendleton, woke up early that morning in his room at the
BOQ** and scratched himself thoroughly, through force of habit, though he really didn't itch anywhere.
Mc Williams stretched his six-foot frame, and as he heard the faint strains of
reveille, he flung his legs over the edge of his rack. He stood up. To his great astonishment, his usual ramrod body pleated-his shoulders slumped, his hips
buckled, his head collapsed backward, and his view became that of the low ceiling. He swayed dangerously, with nothing to brace himself on.
Frightened, McWilliams jerked himself into a seemingly straight line, but
his torso immediately began to sag with a mind of its own. He slapped himself
*Commander in Chief, Pacific Command, 3rd Marine Division
** Bachelor Officers Quarters
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hard and his head lolled back and forth on his unsteady neck. Something was
wrong. Things were not SOP. * Mc Williams caught a glimpse of himself in the
full-length mirror on the back of his door. He looked like one of those squat,
neckless troll dolls he had seen everywhere while stationed in Germany or, even
worse, like a disgruntled short-timer. McWilliams sucked it up and waddled
himself around in a tight circle, his chin rotating over his left shoulder. Then he
realized it. He had no backbone.
The company commander of the Service Records Section shook himself.
Things like this do not happen to a battlefield-commissioned captain. Vertical
rigidity is the mark of honor, the badge of the few and the proud. You don't just
wake up one day and notice it's gone. It took a few minutes for those loose parts
to stop wobbling. McWilliams could feel his anger rising. Someone was going
to pay for this humiliation. And it wasn't going to be him. The backbone was
his, and whoever took it was going to pay-in stripes.
By rocking on his hips and sidling with his stiff knees over to the clo et,
Mc Williams leaned against the jamb. The uniform will stop any scuttlebutt, he
thought. No one on this base will snicker at the uniform. And the MPs will be
ordered to help me.
Resting the crown of his head against the wall, he got his arms into the
sleeves of his khaki blouse. The buttons popped into their holes. He let out a
sigh. Half done. Not so bad.
He found, however, that when he lifted his left leg to step into the khaki
trousers, the shift of the weight sent him crashing into the dresser. Mc Williams
grabbed the top, scattering his ribbons and badges. The heavy cabinet tilted
dangerously toward him. With legs strengthened from leagues of pounded pavement and trampled tarmac, McWilliams forced both himself and the bureau
back to their upright positions. With fingers gripping the wood, his hyperactive
panting clouded the mahogany. McWilliams closed his eyes, hung onto the
clothes pole, called on hi s metallic inner strength and rock-hard sinew, and
shoved his legs into the pants. He eased them up his waist. Buttons, zipper,
buckle. Done.
With new determination, McWilliams turned toward the door, his bare feet
squeaking on the tile. With desperate h01Tor, he looked down . They weren ' t six
feet away anymore, but they were still unshod.
McWilliarns was nothing if not ingenious. He pulled socks from the top
drawer and let himself drop to the floor. Actually he found this position much
easier to maneuver in-no chance of falling-and he was quickly finished with
his feet. He could just reach the ribbons and badges.
Now came the real test. Pulling on his bed frame, he invoked the Israelites
that his missionary parents had preached about, he invoked the name of every
leatherneck from lwo Jima to Beirut. Struggling to his knees , he invoked the
*Standard Operating Procedure
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warriors from Jericho and Tripoli. The grit and guts that won Guadalcanal,
Hebron, Inchon, and Desert Storm forced Mc Williams dead upright. If anyone
could reconnoiter this situation, McWilliams was your man. He now set his
sights on the Provost Marshal's office.
But meanwhile we must say a few words about McWilliams in order that
the reader may have a better idea of what kind of company commander he was.
Company commanders who received that title after years of faithful leadership
cannot be compared with those who are created company commanders on the
battlefield. They are two quite different species. The valiant company commander... But America is such a wonderful country that if you say a word about one
Marine company commander, all military men from Camp LeJeune to Okinawa
would certainly think you are referring to them.
McWillian1s was a Desert Storm vet who won his commission on the sandy
battlefield of Hell En-Gawn. This type of temtin was not strange to him ; the
youngest son of Pentecostal missionaries, he had lived in deserts (and jungles)
most of his life. At Hell En-Gawn, then-Corporal McWilliams saw the colonel
commanding his unit drive over a land mine and his platoon leader hit by cross
fire. McWilliams's terrnr subconsciously blocked reality from his twenty-twoyear-old mind. He thought he was in Senegal again, playing hide-and-seek with
Rashi and Foffo. By slithering and screening, behind sand dunes and burned vehicles, by watching and listening (and never returning fire), McWilliams found
his way safely back to camp, and what was left of the platoon followed his lead.
His commission was awarded that very afternoon, even though the real heroes of
the action were left facedown in the sand, and his surviving buddies, who owed
him their lives, now had to call him "sir." McWiJliams was not convinced in hi s
heart that what he had done deserved such a promotion, but there were the bars
he had secretly coveted so deeply, gracing his collar. He couldn't let them know
he felt unprepared, unsure, insecure, and insignificant. He had to be tough.
To McWilliams, a Marine officer was the equivalent to the leaders of the
Old Testament. Growing up he had heard all about Joshua, David, and Saul. He
had seen the Marines come in with tanks and guns to rescue him , his family,
and other Americans in war-torn Uganda, Nicaragua, and Laos. He thought of
the Israelites and Marines as worthy of honor, and since he was unable to become the former, he became one of the few and the proud. Raised on religion
while witnessing the savagery of foreign civil wars, McWilliams believed in
right by might. He had only been a captain for the last four years and so could
not forget it for a moment. To give himself greater honor (after a childhood of
forced humility) and to constantly reassure himself that he deserved the title, he
insisted on being referred to by all subordinates as "sir, Captain, sir."
"Listen, you piece of maggot-filled horseshit," he would say when he met a
recruit in the street, "tuck in that shirt and straighten that spine. Be proud of
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what you wear. Cleanliness is next to godliness, barf-for-brains! "
And the recruit would shout, "Yes, sir, Captain, sir! "
If he made a play for a lonely wife at the Officers Club, he would whisper
secret suggestions in her ear and she would giggle, "Oh my, I really shouldn't
answer, Captain, sir!"
So for this reason we will for the future speak 0f him a the Captain.
As misfortune would have it, the parade grounds that morning were full of
recruits on their way to breakfast. The Captain was obliged to walk with his
chin sinking into his chest and his hips rocking back and forth in rhythm to the
monotonous salutes. His knees were stiff and his pace achingly slow.
He sidled into the gym to look at himself in the mirrors lining the walls.
Fortunately, there was no one in the weight room; some privates were collecting
towels; others were scouring the shower stalls with toothbrushes.
"Well, thank God there is nobody here," he thought. "Now I can get a really
good look." He went timidly to the mirror. He saw the same squat, neckless troll
of sagging torso and wrinkled clothing. "Damn! What the hell 's the meaning of it?
Damn it to hell!" he said, spitting and almost losing his balance. "A Marine can
stand to lose a lot of different body parts, but without a backbone, what is he?"
Biting his lip in vexation, he waddled out of the gym and resolved not to
admonish anyone. Until this matter was resolved, he needed to keep a very low
profile.
As the barracks door closed behind him and he looked out on the company
street, he stood as though rooted to the spot. Yet another inexplicable event was
happening before his eyes: an infantry platoon was running past, double-time,
in full pack and field gear led by-his backbone! McWilliams could only stare
in horror and amazement, recognizing the rhythm of booted feet, the singsong
cadence as they ran-"I LOVE THE MARINE CORPS!"-and the complete
erectness of the backbone. The Captain watched awestruck as the four squads
sprinted around the parade grounds led by the rigid, self-important backbone.
The poor Captain almost went out of his mind; he did not know what to
think. How was it possible for the backbone-which had only yesterday been
inside his skin and unable to walk on its own-to now be in uniform! And running! And leading a platoon!
He hmTied as best he could after the squads, rocking and shuffling, but they
soon disappeared around the motor pool.
Sighing, he headed back to his quarters at the BOQ. While walking down
the hall towards his room, he saw the backbone heading for the showers.
"I must talk to him. But how will I approach him?" thought the Captain.
"He's so rigid and conceited. I can tell just by looking at him that he's going to
ignore me. Damned if I know how to do it!"
The Captain stood outside the shower and coughed, but the backbone con-
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tinued soaping itself.
"Sir," said Mc Williams, forcing himself to speak confidently. "Sir..."
"What do you want?" answered the backbone, turning around.
The Captain's heart pounded, and he tried to straighten himself up. "It
seems-I mean, it's strange, sir-you ought to know what you are, and all at
once I find you running on the parade grounds. You have to admit..."
The backbone stepped under the water and then back out. "Excuse me, but
I can 't understand what you 're talking about. Why wouldn ' t I be on the parade
grounds ? Explain yourself."
How am I going to explain it to him ? thought the Captain, fingering his
bars. "Of course 1-1 am a captain, by the way. For me to go around without a
backbone, you must admit, is improper. A civilian or even a sailor can get
around without a backbone, but a captain-and besides, I'm acquainted with
quite a few ladies-you can judge for yourself-I don ' t know, sir--excuse
me-if you look at the situation with duty and honor-you can understand ..."
The Captain's voice drifted off as the backbone shut off the water, wrapped
a towel around itself, and faced the Captain.
"I don't understand a word," said the backbone. "Stop mumbling and spit it out:'
"Sir," said the Captain, becoming indignant at the backbone's obvious lack
of comprehension, "what is there not to understand ? It's obvious. You are my
backbone!"
The backbone looked at the Captain and arched an eyebrow.
"You been in the sun, Captain? I am a commissioned officer. Moreover,
there can be no comparison between us. I've seen you in the Service Records
Section, I know you are a desk officer and certainly not on par with a combatready Marine like myself." And with that, the backbone turned and marched indignantly away.
The Captain was utterly confused, not knowing what to do or even what to
think. He walked out the front door of the BOQ and down the street. He noticed
approaching him a rather shapely, rather comely WM in sho1ts and a tight T-shirt.
She was jogging purposefully, solidly, firmly, all tight flesh and glistening skin.
The Captain began to smile. He picked up his right foot to get in step with
her, but instead lost hi s balance and fell into a "Yard of the Month"* sign in
front of Major Donnelly 's home, crushing several of Mrs. Donnelly's prize
petunias as he stumbled (thus ruining her chances for winning next month). The
WM jogged on by without noticing him.
Later that same day, the Captain waddled into the front office of the base
newspaper, The Boot. He planned to publish a description of hi s backbone, so
anyone seeing it or meeting it might bring it back to him-or at least let him
know where it was. A lance corporal with an acned face and wire-rimmed
*To make a base more like a neighborh ood, every month a di fferent offi cer's lawn is chosen as
Yard of the Month and is awarded a sign that stand s in front of it fo r the entire thiny days. Wi ves
compete ruthl essly to get a sign fo r their yard. They feel it re fl ec ts well on their hu sbands.
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glasses stood up as the Captain slowly stopped before the counter.
"Good morning, sir, Captain, sir." Their eyes met and the Captain felt that
sinking, drowning feeling that he was a fraud.
"I want to place an ad ..."
The phone rang and the lance corporal rai ed his hand. "Excuse me, sir."
The Captain waited as the lance corporal listened and wrote, the clock ticking and time passing.
"Lance Corporal Odum!" shouted the Captain. (He had read the enlisted
man 's name tag.) "Please! This is very urgent."
Odum put hi s hand on the receiver. "Yes, sir, just a moment, please." Finally, with a nod and a closing to whomever he was speaki ng on the phone,
Odum hung up. "What can I do for you, sir?"
" I want to ask ... something has happened. Some robbery or theft; I don 't
know. I can' t understand it. I want to advertise that anyone who brings the perpetrator to me will receive a commendation and a reward."
Odum 's eyes dropped to the Captain's chest. "Captain McWilliams is it?"
The Captain 's hand flew to cover hi s left breast pocket. "My name is unimportant! People know me! I don ' t want anyone to know. Just put 'a commander'
or wait, better yet, ' a person of captain's rank."'
"Is it someone UA* from your command, sir?"
The Captain sputtered. "UA! UA! Shit, if it were onl y that simple. It 's my
backbone ... see ... my backbone." He tried to pull his head up and then hi s body
sank into folds again.
"Hmmm, Captain Blackburn you say? You should really get your name tag
changed, sir."
The Captain could feel hi s chest heaving. "My name is not Blackburn, you
ignorant asshole. My backbone has disappeared." He stared at the young man,
sweat beading on hi s forehead.
The clerk's eyes lifted over the tops of his wire rims. He looked at the Captain
with one eyebrow raised.
"You lost your-backbone-sir?" And he continued to stare at the Captain.
The Captain stared back, hi s chin sinking even further into the khaki blouse.
They stared a long time and then Odum spoke. 'Tm son-y, sir. I can ' t put an ad
like that in the paper."
If the Captain could have slumped any further, he would have. "Why not?"
"Well, sir, as I'm sure you realize, this is a Marine newspaper. We have a
reputation to uphold. If a Marine came in and said he had lost his backbone,
what would that look like? Why, we get enough grief and scuttlebutt and bad
press as it is wi thout adding to it by stating that the Marines have lost their
backbone. lt would be counterproductive to our mission."
"But what is counterproductive to helping someone recover their lost property?"
*Unauthorized absence
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said the Captain. "I don ' t see anything wrong with that! "
"You think there ' nothing wrong? Last week, a master gunnery sergeant
placed an ad. It came to about $3.75, and all it said was that his lawn mower
was stolen . You wouldn 't think anything of it, wou ld you? But it turned out that
hi s ' lawn mower' was really a Bradley Fighting Vehicle and it belonged to the
Marines."
" I'm not asking you to advertise about lawn mowers OR fighting vehicles,
just about my backbone; that 's the same as about my elf."
Odum stiffened his back. "Sir, we don ' t take personal ads-of any kind."
And he frowned in displeasure.
The Captain 's head fe ll forward. It was hopeless. "My backbone is gone.
What do you sugge t?"
"Sick bay? Course the Navy* won ' t have anything to give you that even remotely resembles a backbone. I don 't think they even know what one is." And
Odum snickered. The Captain did not join in. As he turned to go, he heard the
lance corporal gasp. "You really DON 'T have a backbone!"
Odum helped the Captain sit down .
"Sir, I could place the ad, but our paper only comes out once a week. By
that time, anything could have happened. Have you tried Supply? A drive shaft
might work just as welI."
The Captain looked up into the sincere face of the young man . Shaking hi s
head. he managed to stagger to hi s feet and waddle away. He went home and
closed the door to his room. He dropped onto hi s rack and cried. His whole life
had revolved around hi s military service and now he envisioned years of VA
Hospital waiting room , tons of paperwork, medical exams, and the Department
of Defense claiming no responsibility for hi s condition.
" Maybe I'm drunk or dreaming," thought the Captain. He pinched himself
so pai nfully that he shiieked. The pain convinced him he was awake and aware
and acting in real life.
The knock on the door made the Captain jerk. "Who is it?"
"Corporal Durham, sir. 1 understand you lost something."
The Captain rocked and rolled till he was on hi s feet and had the door open.
The young MP was cri sp and straight with a sea bag** at his side.
"Did you lose your backbone, sir?''
'Yes."
"It's been found."
The Captain cou ld not speak. He stared at the policeman, a young man hi
own age with brass and leather sparkling in the incandescent li ght."Where? How?"
"Actually, sir, he was ready to board a tran port for Bosn ia. The su·ange
thing is I mistook him for a major at first, but fo rtun ately I had my glasses wi th
me and I soon saw it was a backbone."
*In the Depaitment of Defense organi zati onal structure. the Marine Corps is tec hni ca ll y a
division of the Depaitment of the Navy. Marine medi cal care is handl ed by Naval personnel.
** Duffel bag
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The Captain was gripping the door and the jamb with excessive pressure.
"Where is it? I'll go there at once."
"Please, sir. Knowing how much you'd want it, I brought it with me. Actually, the strange thing is that the man who had the most to do with this is the
Sergeant Major from your company office. He 's now in our custody. We've
been watching him for a long time." And with that, the MP pulled the backbone
out of the sea bag.
" Yes, yes, that's it! Come, I'll buy you a drink! "
"I'd love to, sir, but I cannot. 1 go on duty in a few minutes and I have to
take my pregnant wife to her second job. She works so hard and she's expecting
twins, you know. My mother-in-law is in the retirement home and my brother is
unemployed and living with us ..."
The Captain stopped fondling his spine and looked at the MP. "What do
you want?"
"Sir, I do my duty, sir, but perhaps a mention in my permanent record or a
letter suggesting merito1ious promotion-"
"See me tomorrow," said the Captain. He shut the door and lay down on hi s
bed again, cradling the bones in his arms. He rested hi s cheek against the
knobby end and let hi s fingers drift in and out of the nooks and crannies of the
vertebrae. His tears soaked into the linen pillowcase. He fell asleep ...
The faint sounds of reveille awoke the Captain, and he scratched himself all
over. He threw hi s legs over the edge of the rack and stood up, all six feet of
him-rigid, straight, unyielding. He thrust his arms above his head, fists hitting
the low ceiling.
"Yes!" He laughed aloud.
Jogging had never been so much fun; putting on hi s uniform had never felt
so right.
He strode into the Service Records Section 's company office and watched
as the staff snapped to attention. He strode up to now-Gunnery Sergeant Bob
Sargent's desk and stood before him. Sargent stood even straighter and stared
straight ahead.
"Good morning, Gunne1J' Sergeant," said the Captain.
"Sir, good morning, sir! "
The Captain walked around him , eyeing him up and down and stopped
again in front of the desk. "How are you thi morning?"
Bob Sargent's eyes twitched for a moment. ''Fine, sir."
The Captain leaned closer. " You sure?"
Sargent' eyes flickered over the Captain's face and then forward. "Yes, sir."
"I'm going to the parade grounds to observe the close-order drill, the ob tacle course, and maybe the classrooms. Look over my command, my company."
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He leaned in again. "That aU right with you, Gunnery Sergeant?"
Bob Sargent swallowed. At least the Captain hadn 't mentioned a burning
building. "Yes, sir, I'll take care of things here, sir."
"Good. Carry on."
The Captain strode out the door and into the California sunshine. Each
sal ute was met with a snap of military precision. Each step was firm and confident. On the outside of his khaki uniform, the brass sparkled and the leather
shone. Inside, next to the hirsute skin of hi s chest hung his recently di scovered
Sacred Heart medal.

Chapter 3
So this is the strange event that occurred in the southern pat1 of the state
of California in our spacious country! Only now, thinking it over, Captain
McWilliam s agrees that there is a great deal that is improbable in it. Yet, in
spite of everything else, isn 't there a great deal that happens every day that is
improbable? Despite what anyone may say, such things do happen-not often,
but they do happen.
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SUSAN DENNISON BRENNER

BUYING YOUR FIRST PAIR OF FIGURE SKATES

Well, you knew it might happen and it has-your little girl, the apple of
your eye, has fallen in love with ice skating. Her Barbies lie ignored in a heap in
the playroom; pictures of Kristi, Nancy, and Oksana are taped to the walls
around her bedroom; the entire family is subjected to talk of waltz jumps and
edge rolls. It's no longer good enough to wear sweatpants; she wants a skating
dress, preferably one with lots of pinks, purples, and glitz-and of course, the
ugly brown rental skates will no longer do. She wants her own skates. White
ones. New ones. Expensive ones.
As you get ready to take your p1incess to the pro shop where an ardent
Blackhawks fan and former rink rat will fit her with her first pair of skates, heed
my advice-find another sport. Plead with her, bribe her, offer to buy her a
pony, anything. She only wants to skate, you say? Well, my friend, then resign
yourself to the reality that you will be spending an unhealthy amount of time inside a damp, chilly ice rink sucking Zamboni fumes and snacking on concession food. Accept the fact that you will be forced to deal with stage mothers,
rise before dawn, and shell out thousands of dollars annually for something
called ice time. Take a second job or a third one, even. There is one consolation,
though: the pair of skates you purchase today will be the least expensive ones
you will ever buy for her. Enjoy that; relish the savings. Today, you will get a
pair of skates for about $130. Next time it will cost you twice that amount.
When you walk into the pro shop for the first time, you may be put off by
the seediness of it. Pro shops, despite the cost of their merchandise, are by nature a little grungy. Usually owned by former skaters, they have to strike a balance between being sturdy enough to handle skates walking in and out every
day (hence the scarred carpeting and faint mildew smell) and professional
enough for parents to be willing to drop megabucks.
Inside you will notice a hodgepodge display of skating paraphernalia.
Hockey sticks jut out of a barrel like a tub of amputated limbs. Jerseys-ugly,
black, and boxy-hang on a rounder. The shoulder pads are mounted on the
walls, along with the helmets that are lined up like successive decapitations. If
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you're a figure skater, you'll notice quite quickly that there isn' t much for you
in the pro shop except kates, tights, trinkets, and neon-colored skate guards in
a glass display, the top of whjch is scratched to a fine fog. This is all part of the
inherent struggle between figure and hockey skaters. It starts with who gets the
prime ice time and spills over into the pro shop. It is a sad fact of skating that
pro shops cater more to hockey, but take heart in the knowledge that figure
skaters look better in their skating apparel than hockey players do, not to mention that they al so smell better after a practice.
Sit your daughter down in one of the army-green molded plastic chairs. The
man in the pro shop-let's call rum Bob-will measure her foot, disappear into
the back room, and reappear carrying a couple of heavy gray boxes. DO NOT
pay attention to the size on the boxes. There i NO connection between shoe
size and skate size. He will probably start with a half or whole size smaller than
what her tenrus shoes are. He may go up or down a size depending on the shape
of her foot, the fit of the skate, rus mood, the weather, whatever. Most likely, the
skate size will be maller than her shoe size.
I've seen children, my own daughter included, almo t hyperventilate when
the truck lid is lifted off the box and they catch sight of the blindingly whjte,
smooth, voluptuously heavy skates inside. Children begin to squirm, their hands
gripping the edge of their seats in anticipation, as Bob lifts the skates out of the
box. Trus excitement, of course, quickly di ssipates to panic after the skates are
actually on and they realize how painful new skates are. But before we get to
that, I'd like to say a word about socks. Most people assume that a thick sock
keeps the foot warmer. Maybe if you're standing on an ice flow in the Antarctic
thi s is true, but not for skating. A thick sock is deadly to a figure skater. If your
daughter insists on wearing socks-and I strongly advise agai nst it-make sure
she has the thinnest socks possible. Better yet, put her in tights, not the ribbed
kind but thin skating tight . Or if you can talk her into it, fit her barefoot. The
thinner the sock, the better the fit. The better the fit, the better the control on the
ice. Whichever you choose, have her wear the EXACT ocks he will be using
when she is skating. (And for all the people who thjnk truck socks keep your
feet warmer when you skate-they make your feet colder, because they cut
down on the circulation to your toes.) After Bob has laced up the kate, he will
help your daughter slide her foot in. Trus is a Herculean task. New skates have
all the flexibility of steel and are about as comfortable. The ball of the foot is
the first to feel the pinch and for one brief moment the foot refu ses to go into
the skate, but Bob will push harder and add a little twi st to get the skate over the
heel of the foot. Suddenly the skate will "give" and your daughter's foot will
slide in with a oft thump.
The discomfort your daughter feels when that skate is first on will intensify
as Bob tightens the laces. She may begin to cry and beg you to take the kate off
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because it hurts. Do not weaken. If a skate is comfortable, it i too big. Pain is
good; pain is necessary; pain is a good fit. Dry her tears while Bob puts on the
other skate. Pay strict attention to how he laces the skates because you will be
doing thi s for the next several years, acquiring some nice callu es on your
pinkies. Lace firmly, but not too tightly, around the toe area. As you move up
the skate, pull the laces taut, applying a good yank as you enca e the ankle.
Then gradually ease up on the tightening as you begin crisscrossing the laces
around the hooks. By the time you have finished doing up the skates, there
should be no slack in the laces; they should cleave snugly to the boot. Ideally
there should be about a two-inch slab of tongue showing down the front of the
boot. Leave the top hook unlaced for several weeks until the skates are broken
in to prevent the leather of the boot from bulging and creasing at the ankle. It
should be loose enough at the top to slide two fingers down inside about a half
an inch. Unlike street shoes, it is impossible to "feel" the foot inside the kate.
You have to rely on your child's feelings (negative at this point) and Bob's judgment. She will say they are too tight and compared to her ikes they probabl y
are. Her toes should lie flat and almost touch the end of the skate. She should
have enough room (but not too much) to wiggle her toes. The last test for fitting
is the heel test. Not many fitters do this, but insist on it. While your daughter
stands straight, Bob will kneel down and grasp one boot with both hand , holding it firmly flat on the floor while your daughter tries to lift the back of her foot
inside the skate. If her heel slips up, the skate are too big and it's time to go
back to the beginning; no slipping means you have the right size. There is no
such thing as having a "little growing room" in a pair of skates. You may get six
months out of this first pair of skates. Yeah, I can just see you wincing. Clever
parents learn quickly how to stretch more mileage from their children 's skates
by removing the inner lining to gain a little more room and by taking the boots
to be stretched. At best these maneuvers will buy you a couple of months. But
face it, you'll be pulling out your MasterCard again in this shop before a year
has passed.
Once the skates are on, your daughter will take a walk around the pro shop,
looking like a Frankenstein toddler taking her first steps. It is an awkward gai t;
the knees are unnaturally straight. It is not unusual for new skates to cause blisters, calluses, and bleeding. Every coach has hi s or her own little secrets for
helping ease the discomfort of new skates: wear the skates around the house
(guards on, naturally); put on wet socks and then wear your skates until the
socks are dry; place your skates in a low oven to soften the leather; pack your
foot in lamb's wool until the skates are broken in or your foot is numb,
whichever come first; take two good shots of vodka before putting on your
skates. No matter what you try, the fact i that new skates hurt and most skaters,
like most dancers, have Hunchback-of-Notre-Dame feet-mangled and lumpy
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after years of abuse and overuse.
One last thing completes your new skates-a sharpening. While the skates
come with a factory sharpening, it is completely inadequate. Bob will even the
edges, adjust the rocker, and give the blade a nice "bite." After the sharpening, a
spin around the tink is in order.
Your heart will sink when your daughter ftrst steps on the ice with her new
skates. The blades seem to stick in the ice (the result of a deep sharpening) and
she will look spastically out of control. Do not despair; this too shall pass. Do
not throw up your hands and moan about how much money you spent and now
she can barely stand. In a few short hours she'll be whizzing around the rink as
she gets used to the skates, and before long she won ' t even remember the pain,
though it may linger in your mind along with the price tag for several months.
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SUSAN DENNISON BRENNER

WHEN A LITTLE B ITE WILL KILL YOU

I was raised on goat's milk that my parents bought from a little dairy in
Glendora, California. And when, as an infant, I needed to gain more weight, I
was given rice cereal and mashed bananas. In between these meals of pablum,
my parents coated my face , arms, and legs with an oatmeal paste to soothe the
eczema I had scratched to a bleeding pulp.
Such was the first year in the life of a child with food allergies.
It was not always this way. After my infancy I was relatively allergy-free
for five years until my sixth birthday when I developed asthma and a violent reaction to peanut butter. By the time I was nine or ten I could eat peanuts again,
but my hands and eyes swelled to balloons whenever I touched nuts. And I was
well into my teens before I developed an allergy to sesame seeds that ended up
sending me into anaphylactic shock when I was twenty-seven.
It was a Friday. The air was clear, fragrant. It was one of those days that descend on Phoenix in autumn as a reward for surviving yet another blistering
summer. I was up from Tucson for a business meeting and went to lunch with
two women from the office. Unwittingly I ordered something that looked like a
flat cracker smothered with sauce and cheese. It was Lavosh and it was made
with sesame seeds. About three bites into the meal I realized that something in
the food was making my mouth tingle and my palms itch. My stomach began to
convulse in waves of cramps as I fought to maintain some sense of decorum.
Once back at the office I ran to the women's lounge where I proceeded to
dispense with my lunch and, quite possibly, my breakfast. Hives began popping
up along my arms and legs, and my breathing sounded like a steam engine puffing up the Matterhorn.
I found two Benadryls speckled with white Kleenex fluff at the bottom of

my purse and swallowed them in a desperate attempt to stem the flow of histamines ravaging my body. It was all for naught.
I left work and headed for my parents' house where I thought I could wait out
the reaction ; eleven minutes into my drive I took the exit to my doctor's office.
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By the time I arrived there I was stumbling and gasping for air. I blundered into
a waiting room full of people and managed to tell the receptionist that I was suffering from an allergic reaction. She told me to sign in. Sign in! In a more coherent state I might have asked why. (I later learned it wa so they would have
positive ID if I coded.) I scrawled a shaky signature acros a piece of paper, a
nurse whisked me into the inner sanctum, and my doctor, who had treated me
for well over fifteen years and seen me through more than one allergy attack,
quickly administered two thumping shots of antihistamine and adrenaline.
I recall with absolute clarity two things about that day: the pain of the needle shooting into my hip and the blissful relief it brought. Within moments a
rush of adrenaline surged through my body, leaving me with an almost suITeal
feeling . It brought everything in the room, its color and shapes, into clear,
sharp focus. For over thirty minutes I sat on the cool examining table, a nur e
monitoring my blood pressure and heart rate every ten minutes. I was giddy,
talkative, lightheaded, but mo t of all, l was alive.
For several day after that incident l was left with the lingering feeling of a
hangover, a remnant of the wild ride I had put my body through. I recovered
completely, but today I still cannot bear the sight of Lavosh or sesame seeds
without my gag reflex kicking in and my skin beginning to prickle.
My experience is not unique to those of us who are cursed with food allergies.
There are approximately five hundred thousand adults who suffer from
food allergies. We are allergic to shellfi h, fin fish , peanuts, milk, eggs, wheat,
nuts , chocolate, sesame seeds, tomatoes, and strawberries to name a few, although 95 percent of all food allergies are caused by just seven offenders : milk,
egg , wheat, soybeans, seafood, nuts and peanuts (which are legumes).1 Over
five million people have ome sort of food sensitivity.' Most of these people suffer from food intolerance, which basically means beans, broccoli, and cabbage
give you gas or a milk shake gives you stomach cramps. While a food intolerance will cause you some discomfort, a food allergy can kill you. You can usually circumvent a food intolerance by avoiding the food for a while or eating it
in small amounts. With a true food allergy, total abstinence from the food is the
only known way to prevent an allergic reaction. There is no such thing as eating
a tiny bit, since a tiny bit can cause a big attack.
Unfortunately, avoiding an offending food is not alway possible. Just read
any food label and you ' ll see that most foods are prepared with a slew of unrecognizable ingredients like casein, potassium caseinate or lactalbumin, which
translates to "milk." Or gluten, farina , bulgur, spelt, and emolina, which all
mean wheat.-1 You need to be a registered dietitian to be able to decipher the foreign language of food labels. And even knowing what it all means may still not
help. If you ~re allergic to nuts, you could enjoy a bowl of Apple Jacks in the
morning because nuts are not listed in the ingredients, nor are they used in the
1
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preparation of the food. However, the Kellogg Company recently notified the
public that some select fifteen-ounce packages of Apple Jacks cereal may have
been mixed with another cereal that contained almonds. So how can you protect
yourself from things like this or other foreign ingredient lists?
There is hope through an organization devoted to helping people who have
food allergies. The Food Allergy Network, a nonprofit group which came into
being in 1991 after Anne Munoz-Furlong became frustrated in dealing with her
own child's allergies, is one way. The organization produces cards that identify
1,491 of the synonyms for common allergens and offers a bimonthly newsletter
to help sufferers cope with their allergies. They also send out notices, as did
Kellogg, that inform their members of things they may need to know.5
Munoz-Furlong was not the first to recognize the trauma of food allergies; that
honor goes to Hippocrates who noted that cow's milk could cause health problems for some people. The word allergy is derived from a Greek word meaning
"altered reaction" and initially meant that certain substances could bring about
adverse reactions in some people while having no effect on the maj01ity of people. It was not until the early 1900s in Europe, however, that the first scientifically documented food allergy reports began to appear. By the mid- I920s allergists had defined a food allergy as an "abnormal response of the immune system to an otherwise harmless food:' 6 We can define it, categorize it, and avoid it
until, in a momentary flash of ignorance in spite of our best efforts to keep our
systems "pure," we screw up. You eat Aunt Mabel's key lime pie, made this
year with crushed nuts instead of a pastry shell. You miss the specks of strawberries hidden beneath the layers of a cake. And when it happens , when we eat
that thing we aren't supposed to eat, we batten down the hatches and prepare for
the storm.
The symptom of allergic reactions range from hives , wheezing, vomiting,
and dianhea to fainting , disorientation, shock, and death. The severity of the
symptoms has nothing to do with the amount of food ingested. It is our own individually unique immune systems that determine to what degree we will suffer.
A young girl who was allergic to pinto beans went into anaphylactic shock and
eventually died after smelling the fumes of simmering beans. My sister, Karen ,
had a mild reaction to chocolate after eating butterscotch cookies which had
been stored in a sealed plastic bag next to a bag containing chocolate chip cookies.
A Washington, D.C. , woman ate a Danish that someone told her was topped
with almonds. After eating a bite, her throat got very scratchy; she had stomach
cramps and diarrhea and ended up in the emergency room where she passed
out. It turned out that the almonds were actually peanuts.
Perhaps the thing that is most daunting about food allergies is that people
who do not have them can unintentionally kill you. It isn' t enough to merely
wipe the spoon used for the chocolate syrup; it needs to be rinsed, washed, and
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sterilized before it is handed to a person who is allergic to chocolate. You can't
merely scrape the almonds off a pie and then serve it to someone who is allergic
to nuts. It is the very nebulous nature of this affliction that makes it so difficult
for others to comprehend how dangerous it is to forget to tell someone that the
bread is flavored with poppy seeds. When people, however well-meaning they
may be, pooh-pooh your allergies, you have a tendency to stay silent about what
you can or cannot eat. They will tell you it's all in your mind and not bother to
let you know the Christmas cookies were made with almond extract instead of
vanilla extract. Obviously, they 've never been with you as your "imagination" is
gripping a toilet seat and spewing your insides out.
This ignorance and scoffing is why we take risks at mealtimes and deftly
ignore suspicious foods on our plates. It is why children, who are especially eager to fit in, play down their allergies and then become the unwitting victims of
a trick played by their peers who hide a dangerous food in the chi ld 's lunch to
test the allergy.1 And perhaps there is a little pru1 of us that wants to thumb our
nose at the Grim Reaper, to flaunt death and give it the finger. Hah, we think,
I'm sick and tired of always watching what I eat. I am going to have this pralines-and-cream ice cream and there isn' t a thing you can do about it. Certainly
Jeff Bridges in the movie Fearless flaunts his allergy to strawben-ies, daring
death to nab him after he has survived a devastating plane crash ~ He eats the
strawben-ies bowlfuls at a time, slowly and with great deliberation, turning each
strawberry over and examining its plumpness and its redness. "I thought you
were allergic to strawberries," a friend says to him. "Not anymore," he answers.
Of course, he almost dies at the end of the film when, having come to terms
with his own survival, he pushes his luck a little too far. As I've gotten older and
emerged battered and bruised from severe reactions and emergency rooms, I
have begun to question everything that crosses my plate. Yet I still find myself
embruTassed and apologetic when it comes to asking how a food is prepared or
if a substitution could be made for me.
"Are there seeds on your hambmger buns?" I innocently inquire at a restaurant.
"Are there what?" the waitress responds.
"Sesame seeds on your hamburger buns. I can't eat them," I answer.
"I don 't know," she snips impatiently, pencil poised over her order pad.
"Well, could you find out?"
This question is usually followed by an exasperated sigh and a sharp
"yeah." She clops back to the kitchen where she calls out in a loud voice, "Sam ,
are there seeds on the hamburger buns? Yeah .. .seeds, some lady wants to know
if there 're seeds on the buns." She returns back to our table and plucks her pen
from behind her frosted hair. "Yeah, our buns got seeds."
"Do you have any other kind of bread I could have with my hamburger?"
I've had hamburgers on French and Italian bread, kaiser roll s, hot dog buns, pita
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bread, and English muffins. You name it, I've probably tried it.
" Yeah, I'll find something."
She takes the rest of our order, no substitutions from the others-they don 't
have food allergies.
When our food arrives, my hamburger is sandwiched between the bottom
halves of two hamburger buns. I call our waitress over. " I can ' t eat this," I say,
pointing down at my plate.
"I gave you the bottoms; they don ' t have any seeds on them," she tell s me,
irritated at my ignorance.
" But they 've been in the same bag with buns that do have esame seeds and
I can't eat anything that 's even touched seeds."
She picks up my plate with such force that several French fries scatter
across the table. My dining companions are eating in silence, already halfway
through their meal, their eyes glued to their plates.
"What do you want then?"
I look at her. She's holding my plate out like it's contaminated, a greasy
strand of hair is hanging in her face, and there is a large stain of gravy or
borscht down the front of her uniform. And I think, why am I worrying about
whether or not she has to go back to the kitchen and hunt for seedless bread ?
"I don ' t want anything," I say. "I'm really not hungry anymore." She slaps
the check down on the table and scrawls "Thanks, Mary" across the bottom of
it before carrying my plate to the kitchen where I hear it hit the di shpan with a
loud clunk. Just another enjoyable experience dining out with so meone who has
food allergies.
When I share dining stories with friends who don ' t have allergies they stare
at me, their mouths agape in amazement. They can only imagine; they have no
experience to base their knowledge on. Those who do have food allergies nod
their heads in understanding. "I've been there," they say sympathetically.
F1iends who know me well always walk me around their buffet table, pointing out what is made with nuts or sesame seeds . One very creative friend got
the message across at a holiday party by placing little skull s and crossbones
near all the foods I was allergic to. It did cause a little di scomfort among her
other guests at what was otherwise a festive occasion. Among those of us with
food allergies there is a bond, a meeting of soul s. When a new neighbor moved
in next door I went to say hello and introduce myself. Somehow the conversation turned to restaurants in the area and I made the comment that I avoided
most Chinese restaurants because of the amount of almond oil they used in their
cooking.
"I' m allergic to nuts," I confessed sheepishly.
"Oh, my God!" Gigi squealed. "I'm allergic to nuts." What can I say-it was
kismet. She launched into one of her tales of eating walnuts and I countered with
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one of my stories about being kissed by someone who had eaten cashews. (My
lips ended up looking like a clown's lips and swelled to almost meet my nose.)
What makes some foods safe and other foods dangerous for us has to do
with an abundance of an antibody called immunoglobulin E (lgE) which recognizes the proteins in certain foods as harmful invaders and generates an inflammatory response when an allergen is ingested. Imagine the IgE as little soldiers
that patrol the frontiers of your body, circulating among your systems, and then
WHAM! they run right into an enemy-food. They engage in chemical warfare,
spraying out histamines which stimulate the inflammatory responses that are
frequently experienced by many allergy sufferers.9 Allergic reactions usually occur in the mouth, airways, digestive tract, and on the skin and can happen immediately or up to three hours after the food is eaten.w
Not every allergy sufferer experiences the same reaction. One person might
be plagued with a swelling of the lips or tongue and stomach cramps after eating shellfish, while another might have problems breathing and break out in
hives from the same food. The piece de resistance of reactions-excluding
death, of course-is anaphylactic shock, when the immune, respiratory, and circulatory systems all react simultaneously. It's like the IgE are on steroids-they're
pumped up and invading your cells like the Allies hit Normandy. Anaphylaxis can
kill you, and if you've ever seen anyone in anaphylactic shock, you will gain a
new respect for food allergies. The body has a natural tendency to expel any
foreign substances it deems harmful to its survival and it does this by vomiting
or diarrhea. Not just once or twice, but ongoing. When the food is exiting your
body, in whatever form it has assumed, you get a double dose of the allergens
because the food still maintains its potency.
Sweating, hives, and flushed extremities are usually one of the first signs of
a food allergy. Your lips swell and you bite the soft skin inside your mouth to
stern the itching. Your skin becomes warm to the touch , a result of your circulatory system kicking into overdrive.
The most frightening effect of food allergies i the constriction of your
breathing, the closing of your airways, that causes the most panic. It is not uncommon for a feeling of impending doom, a preview of death, to sweep over
you. It is slow suffocation in a plastic bag. Talking becomes difficult and the
lack of oxygen causes di orientation and confusion.
Some sufferers carry a hypodermic needle for injecting themselves called
an Epipen. When the needle is thrust into the thigh muscle, it releases a hefty
dose of adrenaline. At best it buys you time until you can get to an emergency
room, but it is no guarantee of survival. Although I carry an Epipen with me
every time I travel, I did not have one when I became ill after eating Lavosh.
If you should ever be in the presence of someone who is experiencing an allergic reaction, there are a few things you can do to help them. Don't ask questions,
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just follow orders. If they ask for a slice of lemon or orange, don ' t brew them a
cup of tea, just get it (citrus can sometimes alleviate itching and swelling in the
mouth). lf they tell you to call 911, don ' t try to talk them out of it-they are
NOT overreacting.
And for the sake of your friendship, do not stand around and stare at them,
waiting to see the allergic reaction materialize. This is not some docudrama.
Don' t ask them what else they 're allergic to. This is not the time for polite
chitchat. This is the time to grant them anonymity and a bathroom in the back
of the house. Even if you can eat anything from Italian to Cajun to Thai , don ' t
assume you' ll never get a food allergy. My friend Gigi didn 't develop her allergy to tree nuts until she was twenty-eight. Discove1ing you have an al lergy is
kind of like a baby discovering its belly button-one day it's just there.
If you have asthma or get red-eyed and sneezy over pollen and dust, you 're
more likely to acquire a food allergy during your life. Children whose parents
suffer from food allergies are more likely to acquire an allergy, although
chances are they won't be allergic to the same foods. My ow n son was allergic
to the dyes used in food, and my daughter suffers from an intolerance to lactose
products. Neither of them have a true food allergy, as best as I can determine,
although I refuse to serve them foods that I can't eat.
I wish [ could imagine a life without the fear of food, a life free from the
constant monitoring of what f eat. What does a Big Mac taste like? What do
roasting chestnuts smell like? Is Almond Joy better than Mound ? And where
can I get a hamburger on a real bun that doesn't have seeds?
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MARIE L. POWERS

HOW TO MAKE D EEP-FRIED ZUCCHINI

At the mention of the word zucchini a lot of people may assume a facial expression that is better suited to occas ions involving the stepping on of farm animal
droppings. There are the rare few who, after signjficant fruit and vegetable therapy, have become enamored of our dear fri end , the squash. The other ninety-some
odd percent of American look upon thj s innocent fruit (yes, it's a fruit !) with
dread and, as mentio ned, various levels of distaste.
Before you take any kind of culinary plunge involving one of nature's more
phallic crops, you must firs t e tabli h your current standpo int o n this issue . Do
you love the m or hate them ? A simple questi on. There is no happy medium .
There is no sometimes. This is a de lving into of extreme pro portions. In this regard, there is only subtlety in the lack of something. By your partaki ng of the
nectar of thi s fruit , your life can only become more enriched !
T his page is my soapbox. I appeal to the hes itant man. (Yes, " man," not
"man/woman.") I believe in traditi on. I be lieve in all that is proper and customary. I do not exercise politi cal correctness and- knock wood- I never w ill. either will you if you want to gain anything fro m thi s reci pe that I almost didn 't
write down. It 's traditional, you see. It will never change or evo lve. I'm not insisting that you grow your own wheat. Bleached and unsifted Gold Medal fl our
will suffice . N ow, not to draw fro m my ow n scorn of thi political world we unfo rtunate ly live in, let's re ume our initi al pos iti on and fo ll ow the path to better
ingestio n of organic di gestibles.
As I was saying, I appeal to the hesitant man. The man who refuses to eat
food encased in a she ll . The one who could not fa tho m consumjng the milk
product of an an imal that, itself, eats aluminum cans. 1 won' t be impre sed
with a man whose tong ue already knows the aqu a vitae of th is passionate pl ant.
I need a virg in. All you old vegetable whores can take note if you want; perhaps
you' ll come to understand that it doesn' t o nly go w ith chi cken !
Let's begin.
First, you must ensure that the sky outside your windows is not a bright and
sunny one. Not a robin 's egg blue o ne, e ither. The mo re fo reboding and sinister,
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the better. This is the atmosphere that easily enough can render us vulnerable
to inner truths and leave us to acknowledge whether we are "old souls" or
"new souls." Thjs may not have anything to do with past lives. I don ' t know. I
don't care. I do know that I'm not very surprised by life and what it throws at
me, but my future husband is. He is a new soul. He was also a virgin of the orgaruc underworld until just recently, so he will be mentioned agrun. I'm driving
right off the road here, aren 't I? Anyway, you want a dark atmosphere. A quiet
one as well.
Not too qujet, you will be listening to Vivaldi's Four Seasons. The music is
imperative in that it will counteract any unwanted negative energy that may be
lingering in that formidable sky. Remember, there are many windows to the
soul! Turn on the music NOW.
Have on hand the following: at least three cups of vegetable oil, a regularsized saucepan, a big metal spoon with holes in it, a fondue fork or a long regular fork if you must, two salad-sized bowls, and a hand mjxer. I will advise
you of the ingredients as they are utilized.
The next step is crucial to this recipe. It is the selection of your zucchiru.
The best place to obtain zucchinj is a fresh fruit and vegetable market. You
know that neighborhood just west of where you live where the English language ceases to exist? Go there. Some of the healthiest people you will ever
see are Asians! They also tend to Live a lot longer than other people. I know
this because I am of strong Asian descent, this being given to me by my mother.
I grew up eating boiled beets for breakfast, so heed my instruction. Considering
that Asian-Americans eat vegetables almost exclusively will support my theory
that they know how to pick 'em as well. If you try to buy a zucchini at Jewel or
Dominjck's you will leave empty-handed. Not only is the selection always poor,
it is misleading as well. Many a store manager has preached, "These are not pickles, ma' am, these are 'zoo-kee-neez' ." The condescending manner with which
my inquiries were handled always ended with an obvious glance at the manager's
crotch area with a follow-up gesture to the underdeveloped zoo-kee-neez, thus
ending my produce adventure at the local grocer's.
Now, Bubba, that 's my future husband, he buys my zucchjru for me. He
buys them because it is obvious to store owners that he is new on this earth and
they will not attempt to converse with him. They reserve their descriptive hand
gestures for Bubba and smile when he leaves. They know Bubba and like rum.
I went in there once and was automatically expected to speak Cantonese. I
don't know the name of the store-it's in Rogers Park where I live-but the
entire facade of this place is blanketed in crisscross lines that, I assume, advise
of the presence of vegetables. Here the zucchini are weighed by the POUND.
They are quite large and in very good condition. A ripe zuccruru is dark, dark
emerald green with noticeable spatters of frunt yellow and black dots and ljnes.
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The exterior of this fruit is hard and shaped unevenl y, yet it is long. Try to select
zucchini that still have that rough, brown stem intact. Whether it truly is or not,
I've always found thi s to be an indicator of freshness.
To continue, purchase your zucchini with care. Trust the suggestions of the
small oriental man slapping the exemplary green samples in his bin. This man
only eats meat to flavor hi s vegetables! He is a lover of plant life and can open
doors to a much better, heart-healthy world for you.
Return home.
The music you started playing before you left is probably over, but that's all
right. It has helped to cleanse your cooking environment of bad Feng Shui
while you were away. Do continue to play thi s mu sic, however, as you proceed.
(In Hong Kong people design whole structures around the theory of Feng Shui,
pronounced "Fung Choy." This is their belief in good versus bad karma.) See
how much knowledge can stem from such a bas ic origin as cooking?
Since you've just gotten home, your lungs are rich with outside air. Euphoric, isn' t it? Well, take off your coat and put on a couple pairs of someone
else's socks. I wear Bubba's because they are enormous on me. lt's a great feeling, wearing someone else's socks. It's almost ri sque. Really, who ever says,
"Hey, you want to wear my socks?"
Well, get on your socks and pad your little self back into the kitchen.
Let's assume you bought, oh, five zucchini. Take three of those and place
them on a shelf in your refrigerator. Expose them , do not wrap them in plastic
or paper. They need to breathe and will let you know by the shriveling of their
skin if they are feeling smothered.
I don ' t know where I left off in steps so let's wing it from here, shall we?
OK. Get out your cutting board, or a plate, it doesn't matter. Set it down on your
countertop and leave it be. Take your two zucchini and run cold water in your
sink. Wash them now. Not rinse, but WASH. 1 mean, grab that di sh sponge even
if it' till foaming with Palmolive, and SCRUB , dammit. You don 't know what's
come in contact with that zucchini between Salinas, California, and Chicago,
fllinoi s! Like my mom always said, "Do you know how many people pick their
nose and pick that up! Do you know how a man wipes when he go pee-pee? He do
NOT wipe! So he go all day with the pee-pee on his hands! Then he put the fruit
and vegetable on the truck with the roaches! Go wash that first, gud-dummit!"
Anyway. Dry it off on a paper towel or any towel that doesn' t have too
much cat hair stuck to it. Now place it where you intend to cut it and take your
knife (serrated or non) and cut it into slices the size of Oreo cookies. Same
thickness, same straightness, but of various diameters. A zucchini is not consistent, it will tum out small circles for you and large ones as you make your way
along it. When both are cut up complete ly, toss the end pieces into the garbage.

There is an unwritten rule in the world somewhere that deems the end
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pieces of anything inedible. So chuck 'em.
Now take your remaining pieces and pile them into one of your bowls. Set
this aside.
Look for a big bowl now. I don't own a mixing bowl o I use a big square
Coming Ware casserole dish for my mixing. Got your mixing container? Good.
You will now need 1 and 1/3 cups of Gold Medal flour-bleached, unbleached,
sifted, unsifted-it doesn't matter. Put this much flour into the bowl. Now look
for your measuring spoons. Take 1 even teaspoon of salt (real salt, like from the
ocean). Throw that in there. Take 1/4 of a teaspoon of pepper (regular black)
and to s that in, too. Now leave it alone. Timing i of the essence here, o grab
your vegetable oil. Put about three cups of oil in your saucepan. Cover it with a
lid, please. Now place it on your GAS range and throw a medium flame under
there. If you have an electric stove, please seek therapy and get over your pilotlight phobia. Then get a gas stove and pick up where you left off here. There are a
lot of you out there, too. Bubba's mother is afraid of pilot lights and gas stoves and
gas everything else. I guess she truly believes that the cavewomen (who were the
"gatherers") cooked their dinosaur meat with LIGHTNING, God bless her.
OK, check your flame. Center it beneath your pot, but do OT let the
flames gather around the outside edges of it. Oil bums, you know.
Now get some butter or Shedd's Spread. Not margarine or salad oil. The
use of butter in this recipe will prevent the batter from soaking up any excess
saturation of cooking oil as the zucchini is in its deep-frying stage. You will
need a tablespoon of butter and it should be melted down. So melt it however
you want to. Bubba and I don't own a microwave so that' not how we melt our
butter.
Once melted, pour the butter into your dry ingredient mixture. ow grab
two egg . Crack one entire egg into the batter. Take the econd egg and separate
the yolk from the albumen (the white stuff). Throw into your mixture only the
YOLK. The white stuff can go down the drain. You will not use it.
Now get your hand mixer. Attach both mixer hands to the mixer and plug it
in nearby.
Take a can of beer (anything but Budweiser, it'll give you heartburn) and
measure 3/4 of a cup of it. Pour it into your mixture. Drink whatever beer remain in the can or bottle.
You are thirsty by now.
Now mix! Start your mixture at a low speed and notice how irritated you
may become that so many lumps surface to the top.

ow go full throttle! You

want turbo-mixer speed, man! Hold onto your mixing container with your free
hand because it will fly across the room otherwise. Mix in a circle, move
around the edges, go up and down. Attack the lump head on! But don't take
your mixer out while its arms are rotating. You have a clean kitchen, remember.
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You don't want to be aiming 409 at the ceiling later on tonight.
Check your consistency. l it smooth? Just a few tiny, tiny lumps? Lots of
black dots, huh? Good! It's ready. At1 imitates life. My life is far from perfect,
so is my batter. Your batter should represent the current status of your life. The
black dots are pepper. And the more the merrier, I say.
If you share your pace with a cat, the chances of cat hair in any meal you
eat are pretty great. This is good, though. 1 made this recipe for many years before I was blessed with Hannah and Tess (my cats). And my finished product
was actually very ordinary. But since they've come into my life, so has their
hair come into my food. And when I eat my fried zucchini now, I am alert and
content all at once. Much like a cat is after an ample meal . Feel free to add cat
hair manually if you get the urge.
Now remove the attachables from your mixer and wa h them. Wash your
cutting board and wipe down your counter, which, I'm sure, is speckled with
batter. Clean as you go, man. When you 're done cooking, do you want to clean
or do you want to eat?
Retrieve your bowl of cut zucchini and pierce one with your fondue fork (if
you have one) . Dunk this piece into your batter and make sure it is completely
covered. ow take the lid off of the saucepan and set it in the sink (it's hot).
Take your batter-covered zucchini circle and "place" it into the hot oil.
Do not drop it from two feet above or you ' II be rubbing ice cubes all over
your face and arms the rest of the night.
A properly battered slice of zucchini will sink to the bottom for a few seconds and then rise to the surface enveloped in hot bubbles. Repeat this battering
step with up to three more pieces-you don ' t want to crowd them in your pot.
You may now walk away because there's really nothing to watch for the
next minute or so. Stand in your window and gaze upwards. How far up is the
ceiling which is the sky? How far down from it are you? Did you ever wonder?
Well, wonder it now. Your zucchini are halfway done.
The smell emitting from your kitchen is one of hot oil and the steaming
juice of the innards of your cooking. The nucleus of this fruit is light and limecolored. It has thin, tiny seeds. The batter you have made completely protects
this tender green flesh from the singeing effects of the oil. It is a soft but strong
barrier and the tenderness will remain intact. Every creature under God has its
own particular shroud. And every creature al o has its seed buried deep beneath its exterior under layers of soft membrane that increase in softness as it
nears our very centers. This is our nucleus. Our soul.
How very relative we are to what grows around us, voiceless yet contributing as more than just nutrients.
The process by whjch you have prepared thi s meal is one that was irutially

presented to me as one of many lessons in soul-searching. Tum away from
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that window before you get really depressed and analytical, and get back into
the kitchen.
See that metal spoon with the holes in it? Pick it up, man. Scoop the frittered zucchini out piece by piece, and place in your unused, second bowl. Feel
free to arrange paper towels in the bowl to soak up any excess oil.
Now, of course, repeat the battering and frying process with all the naked
zucchini slices you have left. After everything is used up, cooked, and placed in
the bowl, tum off your flame completely, put the lid back on the pan, and place
the pan on another burner way in the back somewhere. Clean up the oil that has
splattered on your stove top with a clean wet rag. Now wash every uten ii and
dish you have used and put them away.
By this time, maybe three or four minutes have passed. Enough time to let
everything cool down. Is your beer all gone? That's OK. Get a clean wine glass,
my friend, and I hope you have some burgundy in the refrigerator. It's a very
compatible supplement to your freshly fried zucchini.
Set your full wine glass and the wine bottle down by the chair you have
chosen to recline in, and take the entire bowl of zucchini with you to that chair.
Sit down and place your meal about you neatly and in a way that will not hinder
any comfort you might seek while supping.
And if you haven ' t already done so, drag your chair over to a window that
provides a vast view of the horizon. Now resume gazing upwards.
Salud.
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ELIZABETH YOKAS

GOING DOWN IN THE VALLEY OF LOVE:

A HOW-TO
That man that hath a tongue, I say is no man,
If with his tongue he cannot win a woman.
-William Shakespeare

OK, guys, first I want you to understand something very, very important: I
LOVE YOU . That's why I want to help you. Like it or not, ome of you turn me
on in a big way. But once in a whjle, when I'm alone with one of you
guys ... well, you di sappoint me. Take, for example, a really disturbing experience
I recently had with one of you.
Greg.
I guess l should elaborate. Greg is a great guy. Funky dresser, quick-witted,
looks like someone fan10us, and is always ready to cut the rug or play a game of
Scrabble. He has real potential. Only he lacks one thing. He doesn ' t go down on
women. Says his ex-wife wasn't into it. Well, that's HER problem, Greg. For
those of you with hang-ups like Greg 's, it's crucial to under tand that thjs is very
important to many of us women. So for your benefit, I will give you a basic lesson
in how to go down on women; and believe me, once you do, and do so properly,
she'll be your slave forever. She' ll brag to all her friends about how HUGE you are
(even if you're not), and how great you are in bed. You ' ll have the benefit of
knowing that you are the wanton man over whom your gal-pal ' friends are jealous. Sound good? Wait, there 's more. You ' ll have a special bond with your
woman. She' ll feel emotionally and physically accepted by you and will trust
you. You can also get away with all kjnds of bullsrut. For real. I'm not lying. I've
seen the most jntelligent women put up with the most stupid thjng -guys forgetting their birthday, guys standing them up, guys leaving socks all over the
place, guy farting in publjc- just because the dude could breathe through the
ears-as the saying goes. What's more, you can look forward to home-cooked
meals, back rubs, all kinds of pleasantries, just by performing this simple task.
And I mean simple. Think about it. Compared to what's required to perform oral
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sex on your anatomy, women aren't so demanding-no deep throating involved
here. What you have to work on is her clitoris. It's really, really, really tiny.
Think of it as a little man in a little boat.
If the woman of your choice is very patient and has a Florence Nightingale
complex, she' ll coach you through your rough spots; but to avoid appearing like a
novice in the ol' sackaroo, try this: after some erious, deep ki ssing-a half hour
or so-relocate to a comfortable surface, a bed or a futon. (Don ' t get me wrong.
There are many surfaces on or in which you can perform this crucial task: couch,
floor, bathroom sink, escalator, StairMaster, photo booth, Grandma's antique
hope chest, washing machine during the spin cycle-any place you want! Once
you master the task, you'll be muff-diving in a plethora of positions. For our purposes today, however, you and the woman will be on a flat, soft urface. )
After the removal of clothes (both partners ideally), position the woman on
her back. Lean directly over and kiss her lips ...face ... neck ... breasts . When she
starts breathing heavier than normal, make your move. Continue your ki sses
downward until you reach her pelvic region. By now, you should be kneeling,
facing her crotch. Scoop her lower half up by gently sliding your palms and
forearms underneath her hips. If you feel silly with your butt sticking up into
the air, don ' t worry-she doesn' t care. You can, however, extend your legs so
that you're lying down or maneuver yourself into any practical position as long
as you remember three important things:
l. Is she comfottable?
2. Are you comfortable?
3. Can your tongue reach the man in the boat?*
OK, so you've kissed and licked your way to the pel vic region. Keep telling
yourself- she'll be my slave, she'll be my slave, she'll be my sla ve. Gently probe
your tongue in between the crevice of her labia, or lips, or the boat, whatever you
want to call it. (You may detect a musky odor. That means that she 's being
turned on by you. Take the compliment and get over it, you big palooka.) If you
feel a little knob inside, near the top, that's good. That's the clitoris, or the little
man. Remember, thi s isn' t a steak or a burrito. It's a sensitive organ. One word
of extreme caution before we go any further. IF YOU HAYE EVER READ THE
TROPIC OF CANCER BY HENRY MILLER AND RECALL AN INSIPID PASSAGE
WHERE HE SAYS HE IS BITING INTO A WOMAN 'S CLITORIS, PLEASE DISREGARD. THAT IS BULLSHIT MALE EROTICA. OT ONLY WOULD THAT BE EXCRUCIATINGLY PAINFUL, IT WOULD BAR YOU FROM THE DATING SCENE
AND YOU'D HAVE TO LEAVE TOWN. I REPEAT: DON ' T EVER BITE I TO
THE CLITORIS, IT IS NOT PLEASING TO THE WOMAN. Whew! It's a good

thing I mentioned that. What you must remember at all times is that the clitoris
is kinda like your penis, only lots smaller and more sensitive.
*To greatl y reduce the chances of getti ng (or giving) a sex uall y transmitted disease (STD), place a
dental dam or a section of mi crowavable pla tic wrap over the woman 's enti re genital area. If she
complai ns (as some of you guys do about condoms), don 't let that dissuade you . Tell her to grow up.
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If at this point you're stuck on what to do, outline-gently yet firmly with
your tongue-each letter of her name or any word that comes to mind. If there
are l's or O's in the word or name you choose, you will be a big success. I once
knew a man who said he tried spelling words that began with / and ended in 0.
He said he had her screanung. Indigo, Idaho, Imago, and Imbroglio are just a
few of the words which he said worked very well. For more effective words like
that, consult your dictionary-in your free time, not on the ite.
Depending upon the woman, there may be sq uirming involved. Some
squirm are good, ome are bad. The bad ones shall be referred to as flinching ;
the good ones shall be called writhing. The best way to distinguish a writhe
(good quirm) from a flinch (bad squirm) is the direction in which the woman
moves. If she moves her hips in an upward direction or towards you, you're performing quite well. She wants more! If she scoots or moves her hips away from
you, then by all means, heed this body language and go easy on the poor gal.
You might be either sucking too hard, rubbing your tongue too fast, putting too
much pressure on the little man, or all of the above. Take it easy! Slow down!
You got a train to catch? Try lightly flicking or flutte1ing your tongue. You see,
the correct degree of pressure is very important. You have to be gentle at first
and build it up. When she wants more pressure on that oh-so-special little part,
believe me, she'll grind against your mouth without hesitation. Another important thing to remember is that each woman is different-they 're intricate creatures. While men are usually easy to figure out in terms of whether they are experiencing pleasure or not, women are not always quite so. However, I guarantee that performing the alphabet in cursive with your tongue, very slowly and
deliberately at first, will get things rolling right along.
Once you've mastered the basics, you'll do other things while performing
oral sex on the woman of your choice. You don 't have to keep your hands
locked underneath her butt, for example. Slide them out and stroke her thigh ,
waist, stomach. lf you need to keep at an elevated position for your comfort,
prop her up by slipping a pillow or two beneath her butt. I know men that swear
by the pillow prop. They say it achieves threefold success:
It keeps the woman propped up for easy access while freeing
the hands for the necessary exploration and stimulation.
It alleviates the pressure on the man 's neck, enabling him to
comfmtably go at it longer.
The longer a man can go at it, the more worship he receives.
The desire and ab ility to combine manual and oral stimulation is important
too. You ' ll really send her into a frenzy by tongue-writing the alphabet all over
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her privates while gently roaming your hands and fingers to other erogenous
zones like the nipples, for example. Try that. You can also shift your position if
you want to. Maybe you'd like to lie on your back and have her sit on your face.
This has been refen·ed to by some men as playing carnival ("Sit on my face and
I'll guess your weight"). Or the woman can remain on her back while you do a
half turn and situate yourself so that Mr. Happy is in her face (don ' t forget that
condom) while Ms. Happy is in yours, thereby facilitating mutual oral stimulation, otherwise known as a "69" position. I must say, however, that I don ' t advise a "69" the first time you try this; it could affect your concentration. Next
time, OK?
Follow these basics and you will no doubt render your woman into a lusty,
delirious state of passion. Another thing to remember is that women climax differently. Some screan1 like banshees, some pull your hair out, some might cry,
giggle, yell profanities at you, whimper like a puppy... well, you get the idea. If
your woman exhibits any of the above effects, you might want to immediately
slip a finger or two inside her vagina, which can be glorious for her. Do NOT
get offended if the woman grabs you by the ears and physically prevents you
from continuing after this point. Once masterfully and successfully stimulated
(by YOU!) , the linle man in the boat becomes very, very sensitive. He doesn 't
want to be touched at this point. Ease off. Lightly caress the external pelvic
area, or hey, if she's willing, mount her (take precautions) and go for it. This is
another area on which I could advise you, but I shall not. l have a headache.
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WENDI WILLIAMS

SALT OF THE SEA: THE JOY OF OYSTERS

Courtesans say oysters are aphrodisiacs. Anyone who tells you the same is
just trying to get you into bed and doesn't truly appreciate the sl imy bivalve.
They don ' t know how it puts the ocean in your mouth. The force it takes to pry
open it shell and the hjss it makes when it gives up. The coldness as it slides
down your throat. They have never marveled that such an ugly shriveled blob of
guts could create a perfect pearl from a grain of sand. No, they have never considered the oyster.
Eating oysters is an art. And to master it, you have to eat them right. That
means fresh . Eating a flat, tired, lifele s oyster is about as pleasant as shoving
rubbery cat food into your mouth. Plus, it can be dangerous. Bacteria lurks in
old oysters, bad germs than can wreak havoc with your intestines and, in severe
cases, kill you . And even though oysters would make a fine last meal, they're
not worth dying over.
Finding fresh oysters, whether you live in a city or on the coast, is hard
work. It takes resourcefulness and determination. Sometimes luck. But trust me;
it's worth it. Because once you taste a truly fresh oyster, let it sit cold and saltysmooth on your tongue, a sweet plump sac of ocean essence, and then let it
slide down your throat, you'll understand why oyster lovers exist. Maybe you'll
even become one yourself.
You can be most a ured of fresh oysters if you collect them yourself. If
you live near or visit many of the coastal areas in the United States, you can get
your own oysters. (Oyster lovers are partial to their own local varieties; the most
staunch-and with good reason-live in the Northeast, the Pacific Northwest,
and the Gulf Coast.)
If you don ' t know where the nearest oyster beds are, ask at the local ma1ina. And don't forget to check the newspaper or call the Coast Guard to make
sure there isn't a red tide or some other algae floating around that makes shellfish unfit to eat.
Oysters flush about twenty-eight quarts of water an hour through their gi ll s;
they're really nothing more than a fist-sized filtration plant and anything bad in the
water is bound to make them bad too. And unless you feel Like diving for your juicy
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gems, find out when it's low tide so the oyster beds will be exposed above water.
lf water conditions are good and it looks like a nice day-you don't want to
get caught on the water in a storm-get your uppLies together. Each person
will need a pair of work or garden gloves, a hand trowel, and a bucket with a
handle. Put on your oldest pair of sneakers, shorts, and shirt because everything
gets very mucky. Get out a wheelbarrow, a hose, a rake, and a shucking knife
for later. If you can't wade to the beds, you'll need a boat. Motorized is ea iest,
of cour e, but a rowboat, canoe or even a kayak will do if there's enough room
for you and the bucket. Anything that'll get you there.
You'll know you're at the right place when you see grayish mounds poking
out of the shallow water. Most likely, you'll run aground a hundred yards or so
away from the beds, but get as close as you can to them. Anchor the boat firmly
because the tide will shift while you're away. Get out and remember to take the
bucket, gloves, and trowel with you.
The water will be about ankle deep but will seem higher because you'll
sink far into the silt and sand that the oysters live on. It may feel at first like giant vacuums are sucking you into a mucky underworld and you can ' t put one
foot in front of the other, much less walk a hundred yards . Don ' t won-y. Start
sliding your feet instead of picking them up like you would on terra firma, and
before you know it, you'll be standing in front of a tower of shells.
Oysters live in shell colonies, heaped willy-nilly on top of each other. They
tart life as larvae, pinning freestyle through summertime ocean currents with a
few hundred thou and or o brothers (they 're all male at first). After a couple of
weeks, the lucky ones who haven't been gulped by hungry fish bump into a hard
object like an older cousin or a rock, or even a cement-covered pole planted by an
oyster farmer. They ' ve got a one-in-four-million chance of making it that far, and
when they do, they poke out a sticky foot and grab hold .
During the next year or so, the boys indiscriminately hoot their fertilizer into
the current until their maternal urges take over. And then , voila, they tum female
and begin spewing about a half billion eggs each year. Oh sure, they sometimes
revert back to the guy thing, but mostly they play Mommy, and by age seven
they ' re at their oyster-bearing peak. That is, unless they haven ' t been gobbled by
some greedy creature like a starfish or sponge or bore worm or-best of all-you .
So you ' re standing there. The shells on top of the pile look dried out and
spent and if you pick one up, chances are it's empty. Obviously not what you're
here for. Stoop over, stick your gloved hand (very important these gloves) into
the water, and pick up one of tho e shells. It may not even look like an oyster o
much as a hunk of goop-covered barnacles, but examine it closely. lf the two
pieces of the shell are shut tightly and it 's as big as your palm (about four or
five inches long), it's a keeper. Cup the oyster in your hand and using the trowel
in the other, hack the barnacles off. You want to make a striking motion across
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the surface like lighting a match; otherwise you might puncture the shell and
you'd have to pitch it. Unless of course, you want to slurp it right then, which I
heartily recommend.
Toss the cleaned oysters into your bucket, to which you have added some water. (You know how much those girls love water.) Stop when you have collected as
many a you need. Figure one or two dozen apiece for oyster fanatics, more or less
depending on what else they' ll be eating; fewer for skeptics or the as-yet-unconverted. Be careful not to gather every single good one or else you may wipe out a
thriving ecosystem. Make it a be-nice-to-nature day and toss closed shells you find
on the top of the mound into the water where they can do their filter thjng.
OK, so you've got buckets and buckets of oysters, you've trudged back to
the boat and made it home. Now comes the hard part. Dump the shells into the
wheelbarrow and spray a couple inches of water over them. Rake the shells
back and forth a few times. This knocks more barnacles off and gets them
pumping fresh water through their systems. Tip the water out of the wheelbarrow and repeat the process about four or five times. If you have time, cover the
oysters with water and let them sit for an hour or so.
Now you're ready to shuck them. I know you're thinking that no food can
be w01th this kind of bother, but trust me. It is.
Cup an oyster like you did when you knocked the barnacles off. lnsert the
short dull blade of the shucking knife between the shell 's halves and twist the
knife a quai1er-tum. Easy for me to say. Every time this lowly mollusk isn 't
spawning, it's got its shell clamped tight against intruders. You may have to jab
at it a few times before you can pry it open, but when you do, the oyster makes
a hissing sound in defeat. Slide the knife along the inside of the flat part, cutting
off the round circular muscle in the middle as you go. Toss the flat part aside
and place the rounded part on a platter. Finally, there it is: a gray wobbling mass
of guts. Or, to those who love them , a shimmering globe of ec ta y.
ow is the moment you've been waiting for. Cup the rounded shell in your
hand (if you want to add a little extra flavor, give the oyster a squirt of lemon
juice or a dollop of cocktail sauce), lift it to your open mouth and sniff its
muddy aroma, tilt your head back, then tilt the shell allowing the oyster to slide
onto your tongue. Let it rest there a second , taking in its salty sea flavor, then
gently swal low.
If you're landlocked, getting fresh oysters-or at least good one -is much
easier (though not nearly as much fun) . Call your favorite seafood restaurant
ai1d ask them where they get their oysters. Then call the fishmonger and ask
when he gets his shipments. Go there on the day he mentions. There they ' ll be,
rows of oysters all tight and shiny-clean. Ask him to open one for you as a sample, and if it looks plump and shiny and smells like ocean, they all should be
good. All you have to do is take them home and shuck them.
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You can eat oy ters in any way: slurped raw from the shell, baked with
crushed saltines and butter and cream into an oyster stuffing, broiled on a bed of
pinach, swimming plump and juicy in a pool of creamy soup, smoked on
crackers, or fried and stuffed into French bread.
The folks down in New Orleans really know how to eat oysters. Of course
they've got big old oyster-fat bayous as backyards. In one of my cookbooks,
Gourmet 's Guide to New Orleans, from 1933, ladies named Mrs. Virginia Shaw
Putnam and Madame Ludo d ' Arcis offer oysters every which way: Rockefeller,
a la poulette, with mushrooms, Bohemian, bourguignon, Grand Isle-style, in
croquettes, in pies, in soups. And lots of them. One recipe for oyster omelettes
calls for seven eggs and four dozen oyster . That's my kjnd of breakfast.
I had one of the best meals I ever ate when I was nineteen, during a spring
vacation in Florida. J had ninety dollar for the week, and with it I bought
saltines, cottage cheese, peanut butter, and a bag of grapefruit. There were
crackers with peanut butter for breakfast, a grapefruit for lunch, and crackers
with cottage cheese for dinner. The rest wa for going out.
One night toward the end of the week, my friends and I went to a place
with an oyster bar. I sat at a tool in front of it and ordered a beer. Oysters were
stacked in pyramids on a dark wooden counter, the bottom ones resting in ice.
All around me people were eating oysters as fast as the man behind the bar
could shuck them , piling them on crackers or just slipping them straight into
their mouths. It was all shell and fat oysters, from the hucker's hand to the patron 's mouth and back to the big pile behind the bar, and it made me think how
good my stomach would feel if I ate all those oysters. But those oysters cost ten
dollars a dozen and there was no way I could pay that. The man sitting to my
right asked me a question, I don ' t remember what, but we started talking about
oysters and how great it was to sort of swish them around in your mouth with a
dab of cocktail sauce before swallowing.
"I bet you've had a few dozen too many tonight," the man said jokjng. When I
told him I was just inhaling the aroma, he offered to buy me some. I accepted.
J ate those oysters one after another, pausing only to smile at the man from
time to time in mid-gulp. I fini hed and the man set another platter in front of
me. I smiled at him again and started in on the second dozen. It took me ten
minutes, I swear, to sw ig them all down. They tasted like one big lick of ocean
and they were firm and juicy and I could feel them piled up in their own little
pyramid inside me.
When you do eat an oyster, whatever way you choose, eat it slowly. Admire
the way the edges curl up like a dark ruffle around the heavy, sti ll, middle. Smell
the fresh water and air of it. Let it rest in your mouth mooth and round before you
chew. And when you bite, savor the juice that runs off its belly and down the sides
of your tongue. After all , you 've gone to a lot of work to get them. Take your time.
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SEAN LEENAERTS

ROCKS

Big Mac is the affectionate name given to two hundred trillion tons of rock
sandwiched between one hundred trillion tons of ice and covered with half a
trillion tons of garbage. Some have called it Mount McKinley. The natives
named it Denali, "The Smelly One." I called it crazy, while wondering what the
hell I was doing in the village of Talkeetna, Alaska, one blustery May morning,
waiting with Robert and two other climbing buddies, Len and Doug, for the
flight to the base of the great white mountain. I had bad feelings from the tart.
Paranoia is not my usual state, but as the time of departure drew nearer, I had
begun to have a nagging fear that on this trip something bad was going to happen. It just felt wrong.
First of all, I have never liked ice climbing much. I simply don't have a feel
for it, probably because I learned to climb mostly in the desert. But at twentyseven-not so long ago chronologically, but ages ago in experience-I was
willing to attempt many things beyond my ken. Back then my naivete was
colossal and my luck was sublime. Robert had gotten me into the climbing
habit and his skills were far beyond mine. Although we were the same age, I
looked to him a a teacher, a guru of sorts. He was a natural at ice climbing and
had been after me for year to do more of it. After a long and bitterly cold winter spent indoors, l was ready for an adventure-any kind of adventure-as
long as it got me outside, away from the city, and put me on a mountain. So
when he called in early March and suggested we go climbing in Alaska for a
few week in May, [ jumped at the chance, even though I was uncomfortable
with my lack of experience on the ice. Maybe, I thought, there would be an
early thaw and a lot of exposed rock.
No such luck. Our flight touched down in Anchorage ju t hours ahead of a
blizzard that snowed us in for two days. On top of that, the bag can·ying most of
our ropes and gear had been lost and we were forced to comb Anchorage'
many climbing shops in bad weather, looking for replacements. Cautious
climbers would have taken these mishaps as omens and either turned back
home or curtailed their plans. But we had traveled far and spent a lot of money.
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Plans had been made, lives altered for this, an agreement reached.
Climbing Denali wasn't on the itinerary, though. That would have meant
many months of planning prior to our arrival. However, we would climb around
the great mountain, on minor peaks and ice walls. Denali, we all agreed, would
wait for another day.
A bush plane dropped us off on the Kahiltna Glacier near the base of the
mountain under gunmetal skies, and from there we trekked eastward towards
Huntington and Mt. Dickey, mountains not as tall but just a dangerous. Huntington, one of the most beautiful mountains in North America, has a reputation
as a killer greater than that of Denali. However, our goal wasn ' t so much to
summit these peaks as to scale their ice walls. ''Technical exercises" we called
them. If we happened to reach the top, then all the better. We were looking to
experience, not to conquer.
The first week of climbing we encountered storms and we played it safe,
not pushing it since we were all, except for Robert, a bit rusty. However, as the
days wore on and the weather started to clear, we began climbing for longer period of time and gaining confidence in our abilities. It was the morning of our
next to last day on Huntington before heading back to the ice field and a bush
plane ride to Talkeetna, then home. The days had gotten progressively warmer
and not good for climbing ice. While we climbed, we'd hear the ice crack and
creak like old stiff joints, praying that the whole thing wouldn't tear away in
one great sheet and carry us down the mountain to our doom. In the face of reason we continued, though we had tarted roping up individually as a precaution
so that if one of u did go, he wouldn't pull the rest down with him. We started
climbing before dawn in an effort to reach the ummit by midday. Robert was
leading, with me behind, then Doug and Len. Wrapped in the purple gauze of
morning light, each of us made our way up the ice wall gingerly, tapping the ice
with our crampons before kicking in like tentative bathers jumping into a pool.
Chik, Chik, CHUNK. Chik, Chik, CHUNK. As the sun broke to the east, sending
a spear of sunlight stabbing into the mountain, I looked up to see Robert leaning
back in his harness, squinting toward the sunrise.
I wouldn 't do that, I remember thinking.
"God, look at that, will you!" Robert aid. "This has got to be the most
beautiful place on earth! "
In my silence I agreed, and I turned my head west to look at Denali, its
slopes glowing pink in the light like frosting on a child's birthday cake. I felt it
before I heard it. Just a tremor in the ice, like when the water has been disturbed
around you. Then a loud crunching sound. Ice rained down around me like
shards of glass and a clot of hardpacked snow struck my shoulder, throwing me
off balance.
"'Lanche!" 1 yelled as I fought to recover and dig in, pulling myself into the
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mountain, willing myself to become as flat as the wall. I caught a flash of red
out of the corner of my eye, fast a the wink of a camera's shutter. An instant
later-a nanosecond-somet hing slapped my face and hissed past, stinging my
cheek and ears.
"Oh Chri t, fuck no! " I heard Len yelling. "Oh fuck! "
I knew.
I didn ' t want to look, to watch and confirm what in my mind I already saw.
But, of course, [ did . There was nothing I could do but watch my friend die. I
followed Robert's path down the mountain like a golfer spotting a ball from the
tee. In the movies they make it look so dramatic. Some poor schmuck clawing
at the air a million miles up, going AAAAAHHHHHHH! the whole way down.
In real life, though, it doe n't look like that. It was a two-hundred-foot drop
straight down to where the icefall had accumulated. Robert took a bounce off
the serac and then began the long tumble down the side of the mountain. He
reached ballistic velocity in an instant. He rolled and bounced like a rag doll
down the steep scree and rubble overlaying old ice, sending up puffs of snow as
his body struck a rock or a block of ice, was launched into the air, then struck
again. In my horror I marveled that a body could bounce so high. His rope
whipped and coiled and slithered after him over the ground and in the aiJ, following him like the tail of a kite. There was no way he could be conscious
thrnugh all that, I thought. I prayed that it was so. It was five hundred yards or
so to the edge of a thousand foot drop-off. Robert went over it, trailing rocks
and snow and his dancing, taunting rope. It seemed like he hung in the air forever, somersaulting with arms flapping wildly akimbo, before he dropped out of
sight-and my life. Ca t into eternity at thirty-two feet per second.
He never made a sound.
Nor did I.
"Jesus, Jesus, Jesus, Jesus," Len kept saying, repeating it like a mantra.
Doug, like me, was mute.
I wasn't dead. I wasn't even injured really. I had survived. All thJee of us
had. But my heart, beating at the speed of a hummingbird 's wings, wanted out.
I didn 't want to live inside an idiot anymore. I wanted to go home, to my wife,
and bury my face in her hair and promise never, never, never to go climbing
again, just like she 'd been wanting me to tell her. Death had given me a bad
tweak on the cheek that day as he'd passed by with my friend, and he had whispered to me, "Next time."
To thi s day I don ' t remember how the thJee of us managed to get down the
mountain. I don ' t know how long we hung there on the ice, staring and praying.
However, as we descended we had enough presence of mind to try spotting
Robert's body, but we never did. Three search teams looked for him before giving up because of bad weather. Hi s body was never found.

Sean Leenaerts
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STREETBALL JUNKIE

You probably pass a streetball court every day. They're sprinkled about the
city like lights on a Christmas tree. Last summer I was trung out on street.ball ,
needing a fix at least six or seven days a week, up to eight hours a day. The
cow1 I hung out at the most was on the corner of Wolcott and Cortland in Bucktown on Chicago's West Side. The neighborhood is mo tly low-income Hi panic
families who have more kjds than bedrooms. Plus there are the starving-artist
types who live in the neighborhood because they are you ng and ideaJistic
enough to think that going hungry is romantic and being poor and suffering is
the only reaJ, true way to be creative. And the rest of the neighborhood i filled
out with white trash , wanderer , homeless types, and corner taverns with name
like Danny 's or the Bucktown Pub. Then , on the larger four-lane streets that
form the borders of the neighborhood, is the usual assortment of laundromats,
secondhand clothing store , thrift shops, a few cheap restaurant , and some
more bars. And around the corner from where I was renting a room wa this
court where I spent every day. At other places I had different nicknames like
"The Caucasian," "Whjteboy," or "Mayonnai e," but on Cortland it was "Flee."
Somewhere in my mind-a place called Sector 4, where I store my memories-I remember the last game I played at Cortland. A typical day around noon ,
late last summer, clear sky, bright hot sun. I had been practicing with my right
hand in the pocket of my harts-not because I like toucrung myself there (although I admjt I don't mind it), but because I was trying to work on strengthening
my left hand as I had seen college coaches make their players tie their strong
hand to their harts and go through a scrimmage like that, using their weak hands
only-when a snow-white Oldsmobile with no license plates and a tiny Puerto
Rican flag hanging from the rearview min-or pulled up along ide the playground.
Up to that point, for the past hour or so, a Nirvana song had been running through
my head. The song's guitar riff ran with the rhythm of my game, jerkjng back and
forth, stopping, crashing, exploding. I hoisted up a bank shot. The rim had a couple of loose lug nuts holding it to the backboard; it wobbled and bounced like an
epileptic springboard before the ball fell through the net and bounced onto the
pavement.
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"Hey," someone calls.
A gangbanger, not even old enough to vote, raises himself out of the passenger-side window of the white Oldsmobile and points a small-caliber handgun over the roof of the car-and directly at me. The song in my head that had
been steering me around disappears. The other four or five guys on the court
slowly begin backing away like mangy dogs that are being beaten and scolded
for shitting on the living room carpet.
The gangbanger say , "Which one of yous is a Unknow n?"
Five other gangbanger , all decked out in white-and-blue T-shirts, are
crowded in the Olds and it slowly dawns on me that this is a drive-by. I didn't
know if any of the kids I was shooting around with was in "The Unknowns"apparently some tival gang-but I pulled my hand out of my pocket and took a
tep toward the Oldsmobile. I felt the others on the playground still gradually
backing away. I hook my head at the kid with the gun as if to indicate that they
were in the wrong place. He was kind of frowning, like he was disappointed
about something. Then he and I stared at each other for maybe six or seven seconds in confus ion. It may not seem too smart to stare down a guy twenty yards
away who's pointing a gun at you. But I have to admit I had a strange fascination
in being in that position. Usually I'm bored with everything-exc ept for when I'm
playing hoops-and here I was with a gun pointed at me and it wasn't boring me
at all. It wa a curiou feeling. I wasn ' t panicking, yet I wasn't exactly calm either.
It was the high that accompanies a confrontation where everything is seemingly
exposed. The gangbanger kid with the gun ducked back into the pa senger-side
window. He said something to the driver and the Oldsmobile pulled away.
I've heard tl1at to be accepted into some gangs you have to hoot someone
in a rival gang. I wasn ' t in a rival gang or anything, but I still wondered why the
kid didn't shoot me. It probably would have been enough to put him in the
gang. I know sometin1es it's hard to pull the trigger. At the time I'd been having
images of sticking a gun to my head and blowing my brains out. I'd be lying in
my bed at night unable to fall asleep and these thoughts would come to me. I
cou ldn' t help it that these thoughts came to my mind, they just came. A couple
years ago I actually did have a gun to my own head and was going to kill myself, but I chickened out. I think that 's what happened to the gangbanger. He
just couldn' t pull the trigger.
When the white Olds left, so did most of the kids who were playing ball ,
but suddenly feeling teITitorial I decided I'd stay. Phy ically the schoolyard
wasn't much to look at: uneven pavement, broken whiskey bottles, debris, and
graffiti tags littered up and down the brick wall of the school building. But conceptually, tucked away somewhere in between Sector 3 (my imagination) and
Sector 4 (my memory), this playground was paradise. It was the reason I got
out of bed each morning, even when the day was too hot and it would be much
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easier to lie on the mattress there in the corner in front of my clanky fan and
waJlow in the stench of my own sweat and body odor. For some reason I
dragged myself out of bed each day and came here.
I put my right hand back into my shorts pocket and dribbled the ball down
to the other end of the cou1t where, just off to the right of the free throw line, is
a gradual mound. Some sort of shifting in the earth or unsettling of the cement
has caused thi s bump to ri se up, only barely noticeable. I practiced dribbling
over it, for I had noticed that it's possible to use thi s bump as a mechanism to
gain a step on a defender.
I first saw Martin use this trick. Martin, a tall, handsome, angular Mexican,
is the local nei ghborhood superstar. Around thirty yea.rs old and always dressed
in a professional-looking warm-up jersey, Martin is a true streetball artist. With
Martin, it's all smoke and mirrors. He's the master of deception, making everything he does look like he isn 't usi ng any effort at all , then in the blink of an
eye, cleaning up a rebound, nailing down an outside hot, or making a steal . But
hi s best work is in the post, down around the basket. Slippery, seeming ly misdirected , inside moves, splitting the double-team, and a quick release to the hoop
are hi s trademark. And miraculously, he eems to do it in a different way each
time, as if he were just creating the shot for the first time at that moment. Always humble and easygoing, Martin usually arrives at around three or four in
the afternoon, and that 's when all the other regulars (approximately 90 percent
Hispanic here on Cortland) begin to arrive also. Some are coming from work,
and some are coming out of strange hidden corners of the neighborhood.
By 6:00 P.M. the sun is lower in the sky, hovering just a little above the row
of trees lining the other side of the street. Vi sibility is good. An elongated purple
shadow is beginning to stretch across the court. And somewhere in Sector 3 I
have begun realigning my DNA omehow, and instead of a fi ve foot nine, outof-work, lazy-bum, white guy wearing hand-me-down sneakers with holes
worn through the soles, I've become a six foot nine basketball Jones with hi s
own hi gh-top Converse shoes nan1ed after him.
Meanwhile, the young and the less serious have been pu hed off to the sidelines, and the mood for the rest of the afternoon is set. Some days it' ll be serious, competitive, stress-fiJled, trash-talking, elbows-flying, grudge matches.
Other nights it's more rel axed-trick shots, jokes with the token fat guy, and a
flock of new school punkwipes batting the latest rap lyri cs back and forth
(Birches ain't shir bur ho 's and tricks. Lick on these nurs and suck rhe dick.) to
the teen-aged c hicks in baggy pants and tight-fitting tops wi th their busts and

buttocks blossoming in the summer sun as they pack together on the other side
of the fence like a row of carnations. And of cour e the ice cream g uy with hi s
pushcart and jingle bells (ding-a-ling, ding-ding) is there to quench your thirst.
But as the summer heats up, Cortland takes on the competitive mood more
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often than it does the relaxed one. Certain players begin to drop out, new players emerge. Martin's arch rival is a thirty- omething black guy calling himself
"J-ball" who, once a week or so, travels up from Union Park with a couple other
brothers-Gree n Jeans and Waxy. Green Jeans, about six foot three and stocky,
and Waxy, who is distinguished by hi s 1974 Superfly Afro, are both in the habit
of draining out ide jump shots while telling you all about themselves as they do
it: "You can't guard me," "See thi s one? This one's in your face all day long,
mutha fuckah ," etc. But even they know better than to say anything in Martin's
direction.
Before J-ball and hi s crew show up-mainly because of Martin-a certain
amount of respect and constructive competitiveness is maintained among everyone on the court, and it's not unusual, in fact, for friends to compliment each
other, even if they 're on oppo ing teams. "Good move" or "Nice shot" and stuff
like that. But J-ball has his own twist on thi s, though. He' ll kiss up to Martin
during the intermi sions between games, sayi ng things like, "Damn, Martin,
you're like Michael Jordan to everyone around here, they all love you, the little
kids and everyone ... like you were Michael Jordan," saying it with just enough
smile to keep things nice and friendly between him and Martin, but at the same
time-as soon as the game begins---doing everything in his power to disrespect
Martin on the court.
But on this day, my final day of the summer at Cortland with only a few
hours of sunlight left, J-ball and hi s crew pull up alongside the schoolyard in his
rust-bucket yellow Ford LTD-I trunk it was a ' 73-and before he is even out
the door he's calling, "I got next, dammit! [ got game!" spinning hi s genuine
leather Spalding ball out in front of him . J-ball has come to humiliate the Hispanics as he likes to do once or twice every other week, just for kicks.
Martin gathers Amelio, a wide-body and beer gut with an automatic set
shot-when he 's on. Amelio likes to play point and distribute hard slap-fouls to
compensate for his lack of quickness. Then Mundeez, tall, skinny, only about
nineteen years old, but the most potent offensive scorer on the court. He can
drive or rut from outside. And to round off the quartet, Martin eyeballs the sidelines, scanning for a hardnose defender who's aggressive on the boards.
He looks at me, the only true white boy in the lot besides a clumsy giant
Ukrainian guy. "Wanna run, amigo?" he asks.
J-ball , aware of old school protocol, sees the new blood and finds it necessary to comment, "Whiteboy, if you came out to get a suntan, you came to the
wrong place, the beach is thataway." He swoops hi s head and points east. A tittle laugh spreads around the sidelines, but I notice he called me "Whiteboy" instead of "Whjte bread," which is somewhat less insulting.
I tighten my shoelaces and stand up, "I'll run ."
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"Well, if you all are gonna run with a white boy," J-ball says, as though running with a white boy i a handicap, "then I'm gonna have to run with a white
boy," and J-ball chooses the giant Ukrainian guy to round out his foursome.
Since J-ball's team has just arrived, our team gets the ball first. It 's a ritual
of Martin's to be the last one to touch the ball before the gan1e officially starts;
that way the game doesn ' t start until Martin says it starts. Martin to es the
Spalding inbounds to Amelio, then jogs down to our end of the court. J-ball 's
team starts out in a zone defense and, confident that they won't have to exert too
much energy to defend against us, they don ' t even press. Green Jeans fronts
Martin down in the post, denying him the ball , so Amelio swings it over to me
on the wing and I bounce an entry pass to Martin that just barely threads the
needle. The giant Ukrainian comes over to help Green Jeans double-team Martin, which leaves Mundeez open for a jumper in the comer. Martin knows he
can split the defenders, but most likely they'll only foul him instead of allowing
him to get off his shot. Of course, our team would get the ball back on the foul,
but that's not the type of game that Martin wants to run. He knows that to beat
J-ball 's squad he 's gonna have to get hi s teammates involved, so he makes hi
move to the bucket, extending the ball way out above his head , as if he's about
to throw up a shot, but then, with only the slightest flicker of his wrists, he
quickly dishes the ball over to Mundeez for a seventeen-footer just a split second before Green Jeans and the giant Ukrainian sandwich him with a hard foul.
Bone and meat crash and bruise, colliding into each other like three stock cars
in a crash-up derby as Mundeez lines up hi s seventeen-footer, shoots, and
misses the "give-me." Green Jeans rebounds the ball and throws a baseball pass
downcourt to where J-ball is waiting for the easy layup. He lays it in with a finger roll and say , "One thing I can do ... is finger roll."
Midway into the game, a dim streetlamp from across the street turns on.
J-ball' s team has decided to turn up the heat and switch from zone defense to
playing us man-to-man. As a result, his tean1 is on top and J-ball 's looking for
new ways to challenge himself and rub in hi s superiority.
" This game's too easy," he cracks. hitting from outside to put his quad up
9 to 4 in a game to 15.
"Damn," ays Martin as he hurries to take the ball out of bounds. "Let 's
switch guys," he says to me, putting me to guard J-ball.
" You all must be de perate now, putting a white boy on me," J-ball says.
J-baJl's pretending that he doesn ' t remember me, but I played against him-and
even with him-a few times before, a couple of times over at Wicker Park and
once or twice over at Commercial Park, just off of Chicago Avenue. One thing I
had noticed about him is that he is a master of the game within the game. Sometimes, if he doesn ' t think his defender i a challenge to him , as the game pro-
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gresses he likes to di srespect the defender and al so challenge himself by taking
an extra step backward, lengthening the range on his shot. This draws the defe nder further and further fro m the lane and loosens things up inside, so hi s
teammates will have more room to maneuver and J-ball can hit them with a
quick interior feed. It also gives his teammates a better chance at positioning
themselves fo r the rebound . By the time I have begun to defend him, he 's nearly
on the out-of-bounds line.
J-ball dribbles the ball lackadaisicall y at his side, while in mock consternation he surveys the court. "This game's too easy," he says. 'Tm gonna have to
start shooting fro m out of bounds."
I crowd him, knowing not to go for the teal, which would only give him
hi s chance to hoot. I hold my ground instead, face up, my feet apart, one hand
in hi s face and the other hand free to slap at the ball- the textbook defensive
position. J-ball jukes as if to drive. I hear the screech of tennis shoes scuffling
on pavement, causing me to shuffle-slide to the right. But J-ball simultaneously
backs off a step, giving him ample spacing fo r hi s jump shot. Real izing my mi stake, there's nothing I can do but watch as J-ball 's shot leaves his hand.
Like every natural jump shooter, J-ball 's jumper has its own distinct peculi arities. Whereas Michael Jordan, fo r instance, likes to stick out his tongue in
concentrati on, J-ball likes to widen hi s eyes, sort of like an old lady who examines her fingernails after a man icure. "Oh, that's ni ce," he seems to say, "that's
real pretty." Also somewhat distinct about J-ball 's shot is th at he releases the
ball high above his head, instead of out in fro nt of his head as many shooters do.
This makes it difficult fo r a defender to reach out and block it. J-ball has such a
natural hitch in hi s shot, that I can only imagine that he learned it at a very
young age, probably pl ay ing against older and taller boys. Al so, when he
shoots, J-ball 's feet are relatively close together, making hi s center of gravity
more stable and giving him a little extra li ft from hi s legs (even though hi s feet
only get a few inches off the ground), accounting fo r the spectacular range and
teady ali gnment on hi s shot.
As the ball sails over my head, softly, qui etly through the cool blue air, reaching its way through to the bottom of the net, it makes that crisp, familiar "swi sh."
"This game's too easy," J-ball gawks.
Martin grabs the ball before it can hit the ground and hustles to take it out
of bounds up to Amelio. The guy with the Afro , Waxy, is all over me, not respecting my space. I'm serious, maybe too seri ous. He crowds me so that I
can't square up on my jump shot, then says, " You can' t score on me. I'll block
that shit right back to where it come from."
"I think he 's more worried about your damn Afro blocking his shot than
you blocking it," Martin yells as he tangles up with Green Jeans and the giant
Ukrainian down in the post. I pass the ball back out to Amelio on the point. Our
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team is dead, no energy. Then as I swing through the lane, crisscrossing with
Mundeez, I catch someone's elbow in my jaw. Martin steps into Waxy and lowers his shoulder squarely into Waxy 's chest. There's a thud, followed by a gasp
of air leaving Waxy 's lung , and Martin 's "pick" aJlows me just enough time to
pop out to the three-point line if I hurry. But Amelio is out of breath, like an
overworked old mule, and is slow to ricochet a bounce pass over to me, barely
skipping it there before Waxy can recover from Martin 's pick. Waxy and his
funky Afro come chasing, he's recovered his cocky smile from earlier and is
confident that he's gonna reach me and reject my shot before I can square up to
the basket.
Since the gangbanger incident earlier in the afternoon, the Nirvana song
that had been running through my head ha been mi sing. Suddenly, the sporadic patter of Waxy's footsteps recreates the drum beat, and the song, somewhere out of Sector 4 in my head, comes banging back into my ears.
There are certain moments and certain shots during the course of a game
that can define the entire game for a player. Certain hot , depending on
whether you make them or miss them, can change an entire career. When
Michael Jordan , as a freshman at the University of North Carolina, hit the
game-winning shot in the NCAA finals, it was one of those shots that elevated
his game and career. Conversely, when Charles Smith of the New York Knicks
choked in the final game of the 1993 Eastern Conference Finals and missed
three straight shots from underneath his basket, that effort marked him in annals
of NBA lore as a loser and a choke artist.
When I hear Waxy 's footsteps and see him coming towards me, I realize in
my own little world of basketball highlights that thi is to be one of those shots
to either make me or break me. But there 's no time to think about that. Instead I
have to try to focus on my shot. The hoop is there, comfortably familiar, orange
and rusty, broken chains dangling from it. And the look of nonchalance burrowed across Waxy's brown eyes is there, strangely mixing into the murky
late-afternoon shadow that has begun to tretch across the court and linger in
my mind, Sector 4. I pull the trigger, but have to horten up on my followthrough just enough to avoid Waxy's outstretched arms.
The ball spins through the air and splashes through the hoop, all net, and simultaneously the giant Ukrainian guy lets a fart. The first threads of dissension
among J-ball's team appear.
"Man, why is it that white guys' farts tink the worst?" J-ball wails, motioning to the giant Ukrainian . "What do you guys eat?"
" That wasn't me," the giant says, sounding too slow to be talking to J-ball.
"It's all that Wiener schnitzel and sauerkraut and shit. Damn." J-ball makes
a bad pass; Martin intercepts it. Something has changed. Martin tosses the ball
ahead to me and I drop in a quiet layup.
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But once again ]-ball goes back to the game within the game. This time, so
do I. He calls for the ball and positions himself to shoot. I give him plenty of
room to square up for his outside shot, but this time, when he squares up to release it, he sees something in my eyes. I make no effort to block his hot, but instead I charge straight at him, tapping his elbow and letting my momentum
caiTy over, pounding him chest-to-chest and knocking him off balance-a good ,
hard foul that causes hi shot to bank off to the left of the board.
"Foul! Man!" ]-ball yells. " Man, what the fuck is this, rugby? Don't you
white boys know the difference between ba ketball and football?"
I remain silent. Martin retrieves the ball and tosses it back to ]-ball. "Just
take your foul and play the game," he says.
"Damn, Whiteboy. Better stay the fuck off me!" ]-ball continues, dribbling
the ball low, below his knees, out in front of him. He tosses the ball off to Waxy
in the corner and Waxy fires up a twenty-footer which hjts the front of the rim ,
the back of the rim, the backboard, and then ricochets off.
Some players, if they want to get noticed as big-time players, find it nece sary to do something to bring attention to ai1 aspect of their game which would
otherwise go unnoticed . Not many people would think of me, at five foot nine,
a a solid rebounder. So sometimes, especially after I've gone awhile without a
rebound, I ' ll crash the boards heavy ai1d let out a primal cream from the pit of
my stomach as I jump and bump underneath the basket and fight my way for a
rebound-lettin g everyone on the court know that I want the ball more than
anyone el e. And if there is someone else who wants the ball more than me,
that 's too fucking bad, because I'm the one who 's got it.
After Waxy's shot bounces around the rim, I've boxed everyone else out
and ain there all alone to grab the rebound.
"AARRRH!" I scream and cradle the ball like it's my first-born.
J-baU laughs, "Crazy honky. Now he thinks he's a rebounder."
I see Mundeez releasing downcourt and hit him with a side-arm bounce pass,
which he grabs in stride and silently lays into the hoop. Waxy is slow about taking the ball out of bounds. ]-Ball sees this and calls for the ball," iggah, give me
the pill!" Waxy tosses it to J-ball at about half-court and J-ball turns around to
shoot another jumper. I come charging at him just like the last time, and ]-ball
flinches. But this time, instead of following through, I put on my brakes and
avoid touching hjm_ ]-ball's shot misses completely. From then on everything becomes unconscious, like I am in the twilight zone. r feel invincible. An adrenaline
high has spread throughout my veins, seeping from my pores, causing my endorphins, doparrunes, and whatnot to swell up into Sectors 2, 3, and 4, causing them
all to intertwine.
By the time the sun had completely sunk below a row of houses across the
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street, our team had rallied ahead to take a 14-12 lead. One more bucket and we
would win. J-ball 's team had the ball, though, until I came up from behind
Waxy and poked the ball away as he made a dribble drive down the lane. The
ball squirted loose and ended up in Martin's possession. Martin exhaled deeply.
He and everyone else on the court were dog-ass tired. He held the ball for a second, as both team fell back to the other end of the court in transition. At midcourt I called for the ball. Martin tos ed it up to me and J looked for Amelio and
Mundeez. But they were both out on the wings, too exhausted to shake their
man . The leather-hide basketball was feeling so smooth and was becoming even
smoother, melting in my hands. So screw it, I said to myself, I'm gonna go for
it. I didn ' t have time to stop to catch my breath. I juked and jived down the lane,
splitting the defenders-Green Jeans and the giant Ukrainian-then hesitated to
do a quick crossover, and all in one fluid motion I drove the lane, losing J-ball
as he stumbled over the bump, the bump that I knew so well. Then I rose into
the air with the ball in my right hand and switched it to my left, as Waxy was
leaving his man to come over to defend me. He ru hed at me to put a hand in
my face, but he couldn 't touch me. "Not today, bro," I said to him. And before
anyone could even think about it, I had served the ball to the hoop and gently
laid it in, like a polite waiter serving a bowl of cream of broccoli soup. And with
that dainty "swish" that followed , the final core was 15-12.
"Game! "
I didn't stick around the court to conversate afterwards. J-ball was saying
something about a rematch for twenty dollar per man. But it was too dark to
play. The dull light from a streetlamp cast shadows down onto our faces making
us look like a bunch of pale, purple ghosts. I saw a little Hispanic kid with a
T-shirt who looked to be about three sizes too big for him. He wa one of the
many little kids who bombarded the court to hoot ba kets between games. His
T-shirt had a black silhouette of a man's lean and muscular out tretched body
slan1.IT1ing a ball through a hoop, with a caption written under it that said, "It 's
a1J about respect, baby."
''I'm out of here," I said to no one in pruticular and walked off the playground.
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PABLO A. RAJCZYK

BODY PARTS

The worst accident I ever saw happened on Cicero Avenue just south of
Montro e. It happened around ten years ago, in maybe 1984 or '85. I was seventeen at the time. l'IJ never forget it for two reasons. Fir t, it was gruesome, as
graphic a any of the monster movies l was so into at the time. Linda Blair vomiting on a priest or Jason skewering some teenager in the woods had nothing on
what I aw. Secondly, it was the first time I ever saw a dead body. I mean a reallife dead body, not something in a movie or something from the ten o'clock news.
I was with my friend, Lance Levine. We had been at a party and had gotten
pretty stoned. We left the party around two o'clock in the morning because the
place was so smoky and stuffy that it felt like someone had set a room in the
hou eon fire and then closed all the windows.
There was a White Castle on Elston near Addison, so we decided to drive
over and get a bag full of sliders. We were going south on Cicero. ear Montrose
there i a concrete support for the Metra commuter train, and the viaduct is in the
middle of a sharp twi t in the road.
This particular part of Cicero Avenue-althou gh it is in the city-feels
rather i olated. A hill ri ses up on the west side of the street and the highway
falls off like a canyon on the east. Driving on that road, especially con idering
the condition we were in, carried with it a feeling of loneliness. The street was
empty of cars and neither one of us spoke.
We were both stoned and probably shouldn ' t have been driving. As we
came closer to the viaduct-Lance driving and me in the passenger seat-we
both leaned forward in the car, because I don ' t think either of us believed what
we were looking at.
Smashed dead-on into the suppo11 was a car. The front was pushed so far
back that the four-door car appeared to no longer have a backseat. The front of
the car was folded around the pillar like a child hugging the leg of an adult.
We stopped Lance's '81 Nova and walked over to the steaming, clicking
car. The engine was cooling and fluid was still dripping o ut of the radiator, o
we knew that the accident had probably just happened. We looked around like
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two men afraid after finding a murdered body and not wanting anyone to see
them because they thought they would be blamed. I moved around to the driver's side, amazed that metal could fold to the point that it looked like curtain
fabric. One of the first things I noticed was the blood dripping out from under
the driver's door.
I looked at the blood, then at Lance, who was still standing by the curb. He
was staring and seemed to have stopped breathing. I looked through the driver's
window. There was no broken glass, so I assumed the window had been rolled
down. I saw the back of a person with long brown hair, wearing a denim jacket
that was soaked with blood. In the dark the blood looked brown.
I moved along the side of the car until I was standing in front of it and just
to the left. From my vantage point I could see the driver, or at least what used to
be the driver. I couldn't see the passenger because he or she was in the passenger seat that was folded around the opposite side of the concrete pillar.
The car had bucket seats, and the driver's seat had been pushed forward
along its rails, then crushed into the steering column. The backseat had plowed
into the bucket seat, wedging it even further into the dash.
The driver's face had been smashed into the windshield. I don ' t mean
against it, I mean into it. A remarkable thing was that the windshield hadn't
shattered. It was folded into a V, mirroring the crushed V hape of the hood, and
the entire thing was spider-webbed. Part of the windshield had come loose at
the bottom, and the windshield wiper was sticking out at a queer angle, looking
like a giant insect leg. The driver's body was completely crushed into the dashboard. The seat was smashed up right behind him (or her, I really couldn't tell),
and the driver's face was flattened into the cracked windshield at an angle so
that only the left side wa visible. The face had become featureless. The skin
above and below the eye had been pinched together so that there were only folds
of wrinkled skin where the left eye should have been. The nose had been completely flattened . The mouth had been pushed over to the right side of the face.
All that lay against the window wa a wrinkled canvas of blood-streaked skin.
The most bizarre thing of all-and the thing I'll never forget-is that the
driver's hair was stuck in the cracks of the windshield. In some places the hair
actually stuck through the cracks so that it looked like patches of brown grass.
The face was cut so badly that in some places I could see what may have been
bits of white skull peeking out from under the torn flesh.
I felt hypnotized. I couldn't hear a sound. The wind seemed to have stopped
blowing as if aJI movement except for mine had been aJTested.
Lance yelled my name in a whisper, "Pablo! " I pulled my hand back in a
recoil of disgust and checked my fingertips for blood, but there wasn't any. I realized that r had been running my fingers lightly over the cracked glass and
touching the hairs that stuck out of the windshield.
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I heard the faint sounds of sirens. My first thought was that it was the police
or an ambulance coming. They may have been going somewhere else, but for
some reason I got scared. I trotted over to Lance, and without saying a word, we
nodded at each other. We jumped in hjs car and pulled away.
When we got to Montrose we turned right just as two police cars passed us
with their lights on but their sirens off. They were headed north on Cicero. I
thought that they were headed to the scene of the accident, but I also thought
that on a summer night they could have been going anywhere.
We were silent. The radio was off, and the sound of the wind rushing in
through the open window was at one moment calming and the next moment
eerie. Lance drove back to rus apartment and dropped me off at my car.
As I pulled my keys out of my pocket and walked to my car directly across
the street, Lance sat quietly, hands on the steering wheel of his car. I turned and
said, "See ya."
Lance only nodded as I got into my car.
Lance and I hung out together for another year and a half, but neither one of
us ever mentioned the accident. I don ' t know why.
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TODD BURGER

REFUGE F OR THE D YING

Cook County Hospital, part of the West Side Medical Center on Chicago's
near West Side, is one of the twenty largest hospitals in the nation. It operates a
highly successful trauma unit in which 98 percent of all patients placed on
emergency resuscitators survive. [t has the large t burn center in the Midwest,
and its Neonatal Intensive Care Unit is the large t in the country. Medical students who want to pecialize in emergency medicine might offer their first-born
to be an intern in the Emergency Room-it' that good.
When [ learned that Cook County Hospital provided free medical care to
those persons infected with HIV, I was at once elated and di traught. Elated because I had no insurance coverage and even asymptomatic HIV infection-having the virus but not being sick with AIDS-can be costly. Cook County Hospital's HIV Center of Excellence boasts of seeing 2,200 patients per year. The
more patients doctors and nur es see, the more experience they will have in diagnosing problems related to HIV. Along with medical care, it offers case management, psychosocial, and psychiatric services absolutely free of charge.
How could I be distraught?
1 remembered the furor raised when, seven years ago, County tried to demote two of its doctors who tested positive for HIV Later that same year, when
the acting director of AIDS services, Dr. Renslow Sherer, talked about his plans
for opening an AIDS ward at County, he was relieved of hi s duties. It took the
ACLU bringing a lawsuit against County for Dr. Sherer to get his job back.
Also, I had been hearing horror-snippets-who hasn ' t?-about the hospital
for years: urine pool on the floors , patients lying unattended on cots in hallways, and state p1isoners going to County to receive health care. But the fir t
time I really heard about the ho pita] was at an HIV support group meeting. One
of the members, Danny, received his health care at Cook County, and every
week, it seemed, he had fresh complaints about his adventures there. Danny was a
thin man with a round head that reminded me of a cantaloupe; his bony houlders
stuck out even through the thick black leather jacket he wore regardless of sea on.
The skin on his round head wa pulled tight so that hi cheekbones resembled hi
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shoulders. His jaw was carved to a sharp point. He never looked well, always
just one step away from really being sick, and this made me nervous as it forced
me to confront the potentials of my own illness.
He told of one particular day that he went to County, aiTiving at the HIV
Center of Excellence at 7:30 A .M . He wa n't feeling well and was concerned
that hi pneumonia-pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, the leading killer of persons with AIDS-was returning. He needed to see a doctor but did not have an
appointment. So he registered as a walk-in and waited until I 0:30 A.M. when a
doctor called his name. Immediately he was sent to another clinic for X-rays.
From X-ray they directed him to another clinic, from there somewhere else, until finally, at 6:30 that evening, he anived at the hospital's pharmacy with some
prescriptions-a jumbled handful of pink carbons that he held tightly. After
waiting in line for twenty minutes at the window that advertised itself as the
window serving patients of the Center of Excellence, he was told that he was in
the wrong line, that this wa the prescription pick-up line, and he should move
to window number one. This time, after he waited fifteen minutes, he passed his
scraps of paper along to a woman who didn ' t look him in the eye and informed
him the wait would be at least three hours. 'T m not feeling well," he explained,
"I don't think I can wait here that long. Can I pick them up tomorrow ?"
'·No," can1e the answer, and she finally looked at him . "We place all leftover prescriptions back in stock at midnight. o exceptions."
So Danny waited-and I can see him sitting there, much as he sat in our
ses ions when not talking, hi s skeletal legs crossed at the knee with both feet
flat on the floor, eyes taring at the wall-until 9:50 P.M. when his name was finally called, and he received the medicines to treat the ailments that brought
him to County twelve hours earlier.
Sharing these stories with Dale-my partner who also is uninsured, also
HIV positive, and who just moved to Chicago from Indiana to live with memade him wish he had stayed in Indiana.
I really didn 't want to go to Cook County Hospital. In desperation, I placed
a call to my former social worker at Northwestern Memorial Hospital-a fivestar hotel on the Gold Coast compared to County-where I had been receiving
my health care. I plagued her with 1idiculous questions concerning how I, without insurance, might continue to receive my medical care at Northwestern. She
was blunt. " Todd, until you are sick enough to be on public aid, you can't receive your medical care anywhere other than County." Until you are sick
enough. This must be one of the greatest pai·adoxes in all human history. There
is a virus in my body that will-absolutely will-kill me unless a cure is found,
and I'm not sick enough. I hung up on her, feeling di soriented and fearful of life
at Cook County Hospital.
My first call to the hospital does nothing to allay my uneasiness. I call the
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general number and a k for the HIV Center of Excellence. "The what?" comes
the muffled response between potato-chip crunches. "Oh, you mean HRD!" Before I can respond, I hear the click of a transfer, a brief silence, five rings, and a
very tired woman answers the phone: "HRD." I tell her I am looking for the HIV
clinic. "That's what you got," she answers. What, then, does HRD stand for? "I
don't know what the letters stand for, but it's our name for the clinic so nobody
knows your business." I think that is gracious and explain that I want to make
an appointment. Before eight words are out of my mouth, as soon as she hears
the key word "appointment," I hear a click, silence, and six rings. Another
woman answer . I explain about the appointment. "You need to talk to the nurse
at the clinic," the woman says. "I think I just spoke with her," I tell her quickly,
fearful of another blind transfer, "and she transferred me here."
"Well, hold on then," she tells me, sounding aggravated. The phone is
dropped onto a desk, and by the bouncing, high-pitched sounds that follow, it
sounds like a desk with piles of paperwork serving as mountain to the phone's
avalanche. I can hear her voice and a couple of other voices talking in distant
tones and then the phone is lifted and I am silently transferred again. I want to
start screaming and swearing, but there is no one to scream and swear at. Just
the sound of the telephone ringing. Finally, though, I reach the right person. But
before she can make an appointment for me, she think I need to speak with a
case manager and will see if one is available. Keeping me on the phone, she begins to dial different extensions-three in all-and none of them pick up.
"Hmmm," she says, "don't seem like nobody's answering their phone. They
must be out. I'll take a message." With great re ervations I say OK, certain that
no return call will ever come.
I am surprised when, one hour later, I answer the phone and the person on
the other line announces himself as Kevin, an HRD case manager. I explain that
I am also calling for my partner Dale. He asks me a few general questions in a
calm, reassuring voice: Where do you live? Do the two of you live together?
How long have you known about your HIV status? How long has Dale known?
Do either of you have any infections? Where have you gone for treatment before? Do you have insurance? Why are you corning to County? I am amused at
his last two questions. "No, neither of us has insurance. That's why I'm calling.
Isn't that why people with HIV go to County?"
"Believe it or not, it' not the only reason," he answers. "I've worked with
some patients who had full medical coverage but wanted to receive treatment
here. Our doctors are very experienced."
I know that, but it still doesn't make sense. I'd heard about County's infamous wards, where patients are stacked almost on top of each other like a deck
of cards, without televisions or telephones in the ward itself to keep them occupied or in touch with a calmer reality. When the number of available beds in a
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ward is smaller than the number of beds needed, unfortunate patients find themselves on cots in hallways. If I were sick and required hospitalization, I would
throw myself in front of a truck before staying in one of County's wards. I share
these concerns with Kevin, and he understands. "Even those who want to come
here are uneasy. But if you can see past all of the red tape and some of our
space limitations, we really do provide excellent care."
We make an appointment for both Dale and me two weeks from that very day
at 2:00 P.M. Kevin recommends we arrive early, around 1:00 P.M., to go to General
Medicine and have him paged. He promises that he will try to make assimilating
to County as painless as possible. After getting directions to the hospital and to
General Medicine, I hang up smiling. This might be easier than I thought.
On the morning of the first visit, I am in a petulant mood. Dale is no better.
We stomp around the messy apartment glaring, as if we are angry at each other
rather than our situation. Dale complains about the apartment being a "rathole," and I tell him to shut up. " Don ' t tell me to shut up," he snaps, and we
start yelling at each other. I don't really think either of us knew what we were
saying, and it doesn ' t really matter. An hour later we apologize, but neither of
us is any more affable.
Poor people go to Cook County, I keep telling myself. People with eighteen
kids. People who have spent their entire lives in the station I now find myself,
forced to accept meager handouts. What should I do? Should I try to blend in
there? Should I dress down, not shower, try to look poor, indigent? I an1 afraid
if I don ' t, my circumstances will be advertised louder than if I wore a neon sign.
Why else would a well -dressed, pretty white boy go to Cook County Hospital?
Dale asks me if I want to drive or take the bus, and I say drive. "Good," he
says, " I want to be able to get out of there as quickly as possible."
Turning west onto Harrison Avenue from Ashland, a white, shiny, square
tower rises into the clouds emblazoned with a bright green circular insignia and
large, prominent letters proclaiming the structure to be Rush Presbyterian St.
Luke's Hospital. It is a vision of contemporary architecture and modem medicine. Continuing west, it is evident that the building is part of a larger hospital
complex. Smaller buildings, clean, if not white, dot the surrounding area. People
in glistening white coats with smaller green insignias above their hearts declaring
their allegiance to Rush cross the streets en masse. Those who cross in groups are
chatty, smiling to one another, chuckling. An aura of competence percolate in
the air like fresh coffee, and I almost sigh in relief to imagine being cared for by
an institute which generates such Elysian resplendence. It reminds me of Northwestern.
Passing under an almost futuristic crosswalk connecting two of the buildings, Elysium disappears. There are a few white coats with the green Rush beacons walking about, but they are scarce and look lost, as if that crosswalk serves
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as some kind of invisible barrier. One block later Cook County Hospital appears. It is a large, gloomy, tan brick building which might have been beautiful
when it wa built eighty years ago. Today it is ominous, obtrusive, and somber,
affected by the misery it contains. Once I had seen it from the highway and
thought it looked like a prison. Today it is a mausoleum.
The words "Cook County Hospital" appear in drab, rain-washed letters
across a solid awning which stretches from the doorway almost to the curb.
People stand just outside the door , slumping against garbage cans, squatting,
or-and this was shocking to me-asleep on the hard concrete, some using thin
jackets as pillows. A wave of discomfort passes through me at the prospect of
walking through these doors, past these people. Dale mumbles under his breath.
Nom1ally I say, "What?" as I am hard of hearing-not HIV related-but today I
don ' t. I'm not sure I want to know what he said. While living in Los Angeles,
Dale had been mugged and robbed by black men twice, and now judges all
black men as predators.
We find a parking spot with little difficulty, and Dale is perfectly clear now:
"This is a goddamned ghetto," he spits out. "I can ' t believe we have to come
here." I am surprised by the vehemence of his words and frightened , for within
hearing range are several inhabitants of said ghetto. But the grim visage etched
into the wrinkles of their faces don ' t change, and I assume they didn ' t hear. Or
didn't care. But he was right, I say to myself after telling him to keep his stupid
mouth shut, this is a ghetto, and I am humiliated that I am here.
Under the canopy we pass the people who terrified me, and they are all
smoking. The entrance must be the only smoking area on hospital grounds.
Several of the smokers look at us blankly, huge white eyes stained with red, and
behind their empty stares they are saying something to us. I cannot understand
what they are saying, though, and am frightened. I assume it is: "Go away,
white boy." I don ' t know if I'm more afraid of them or my own thoughts. I have
never felt this way before.
I look for the sign Kevin told me to look for and don ' t see it. He said there
would be a sign with an arrow pointing us to General Medicine.
Luckily, an infonnation desk is directly in front of the entrance, and we approach it through a throng of people. They might have been the same people we
just passed, so closely did they resemble each other. No one looks like they
have anything to do, anywhere to go: lounging on benches or walking in circles
around the information desk, behind which two women are seated. By their location respective to the desk, I assume these women are County employees.
"Um, excuse me," I begin politely. One of them continues to do what she had
been doing-staring at a blank piece of paper. The other, also looking down , responds, "What?"
"Could you point the way to General Medicine?" I ask. Without looking at
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me, without uttering even a monosyllabic grunt, and certainly without politeness or a smile, she responds by pointing with her entire left arm to a long corridor. Shocked, I stand still for a moment, wondering whether or not I hould be
offended. This garners from her a look, although I still don ' t think she saw me.
Evidently I have cros ed some indefinable boundary of manners-perhaps my
expectations of her ability to speak to me were too great-and we tum to walk
down the corridor she had pointed to.
Large chunks of paint and plaster are missing from the walls and ceiling ,
from which fluorescent fixtures hang low, giving off a wavering, squalid light.
Yellow dashes run down the center of poorly painted cement floors. Arrows
constructed from heavy blue tape point us to the end of the hallway. A Tootsie
Roll wrapper floats in a puddle of dirty water.
People walk the hallways absently, as if their destinations are preprogrammed and they are automatons. Some cling to the railings on the side of the
walls, some lean on the railings to help them walk. One man, perhaps in his
fifties with a full gray beard surrounding a leonine head, i missing both of his
legs and is moving his wheelchair quickly through the traffic. A few patients are
standing in an elevator alcove wearing hospital gowns. They are all quiet.
Standing apart from them are a group of doctors who are chatting, smiling at
one another; I had expected them to wear the same grim veil of the patron .
What are they doing here? What could there be to smile about?
A mother and her four adolescent children-three boys and a girl-are
walking on the wrong side-our side-and as they approach us, they avert their
eyes and walk right through us as if we aren ' t there. One, a small boy, theoretically too small to be so brave, actually makes a point to bump into me. Dale
mutters an appalling word under his breath and I am filled with anger. More at
myself than at him ; I do not find my guilt-ridden liberal sympathies in disagreement with him just now.
Walking through this hallway reminds me of driving through the main streets
of Fredrikstead, St. Croix, after a hurricane had rampaged the island. In this oncebustling town, I saw women walking slowly through empty, battered streets with
baskets of fruit on their heads, tiny children straggling behind pulling wagons of
vegetables. I can still see the despair which marked the hurricane's passing. It
was a despair written into the cement of the buildings that urvived, a despair undeniable in the splinters of those fallen. A despair echoed here at County, as if it
had been victimized by a hurricane.
The arrows on the floor lead us to a huge open noisy room with rows of
facing benches like a bus station. The room looks like it could ea ily seat two
hundred, and there are few empty seats. I notice the General Medicine sign over a
row of cubicles on the wall at the front and walk toward it. l a k a woman at one
of the cubicles to page Kevin for me. She nods and returns to her paperwork. She
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is folding sheets of paper in half, in half again, then patting them into a neat
pile. She has already folded six sheets of paper and by the looks of it has a few
hundred to go.
I remind her, as nicely as I am able, that we need her to page Kevin for us.
She seems to believe that I am being intrusive and rather indignantly picks up
her phone, presses a few buttons, hangs it up and glares at me. We find two
empty seats and claim them quickly so that we don ' t have to be separated. We
are afraid to be separated.
Standing to one side of this huge room is a large, metal, oscillating fan supported by a tall , thin pole. It blows noisome air on the seated masses. CertainJy
thi s breeze is intended as relief from the sweltering heat, but I think only of
Northwestern's shiny air conditioners.
In the middle of my anguish, I notice a purse slipping away from beneath a
woman 's legs who is sitting directly across from me. I stare for a moment. What
should I do? It's obvious that someone is stealing her purse. What should I have
expected, I think to myself, no longer angry at my racism. I remain quiet. This
is not my problem. I nudge Dale and point slyly. Then, as the purse disappears,
a small child pops up with the purse on the chair directly behind the woman.
"Can I have some candy, Momma?" he asks, cherubic face brightened by a
toothy g1in. She nods, smiles, and with that I sink further in my seat, rubbing
my palms, crossing and uncrossing my legs. Dale wonders what I was poking
him for, and I shake my head, too humiliated to tell him .
Dale hears our names called out by a high voice over the din, but just
barely, for he cranes his neck and looks expectantly to the front. I follow his
gaze. It is good that he 's here, for I would not have heard my name called. As
we stand to gather our belongings, a very round, young black man greets us
with an outstretched hand. A pair of blue jeans cling tightly just below hi s hips,
and large folds of denim gather at his ankles, barely covering the tops of his
grubby Reeboks. He wears a badge proclaiming him to be Kevin, an HRD Case
Manager, and that badge is clipped precariously to the taut surface of a hooded
sweatshirt. This is apparently hi s uniform.
He leads us out of the large, busy room by way of a small, obscure door just
past a guard's station. The blue metal door opens into a short zigzag corridor.
Whatever is beyond the "zag" must have once had something to do with children , for Winnie the Pooh, Tigger, and Piglet are brightly painted on a white
wall , a sky-blue cloud floating over their heads. The characters are smiling and
dancing, and l can almost hear a song. I look at those happy faces, so in contrast
to all the others I have seen today, and County rai ses, slightly, in my estimation.
Somebody took the time to do something to make people smile. For a brief moment I hope this happy wall is a precursor of things to come, that this HRD
clinic he is leading us to will be different from what we have already seen, but a
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quick two turns dash my hopes, and we enter what must be the HIV Center of
Excellence.
It is smaller than I expected . Three rows of about ten folding chairs, four
black women in white coats, and maybe twelve people fill the room. At its head
is the sign-in desk, to its right a hallway. A gray water fountain juts out from the
wall, and the person trying to drink from it is surprised as a tremendously powerful blast of water explodes from the nozzle, drenching his bangs, dotting his
glasses, and soaking his shirt. I search the people sitting in the chairs, hoping
that some of them are gay. A few look probable.
Kevin takes us to the sign-in desk. "Hi , Shirley," he says in a drawl to the
woman behind it, and it suddenly dawns on me that Kevin is gay. I recognize
this appreciatively. "This is Todd and Dale. They're new here. What do they
need to do first? Do they need to talk to Gregory? What about Jill? Oh, they just
sign in here? OK. Do they have orange cards? I don't know. Did you guys get
your orange cards?" What the hell 's an orange card, I wonder. "They need orange cards?" he continues. "Where do they get those? Fann.is Registration? OK.
I can take them-is there somebody here who can take them?-well, I can take
them down to Registration. Come on, guys, let's go to Registration."
This from the man who was supposed to make this process simpler.
An hour later and we are back in the clinic, proud carriers of the Cook County
Hospital orange card, a long thin plastic ca.rd with our name, address, and ID number on the front. On the back is a piece of white medical tape where .. HRD'' was
handwritten. Kevin is no longer with us-he left us a soon as we got in line at
Registration-and we present our cards to Shirley. She gives us numbers-16 and
17- and tells us to sit down and wait for our numbers to be called.
Although I brought a school bag full of homework that absolutely must be
done today, I can 't even think of doing it. Two seats down to my left is a man
whose skin is a brownish-red, and it is difficult not to stare. Why is his skin
such a color? Will my skin ever look like that? In front of me is a man covered
with purple lesions, the calling cards of Kaposi 's sarcoma, a skin cancer that
Dale himself has, although Dale's is in remission, and he has no noticeable lesions. I pat Dale's leg, knowing he has seen this man and knowing he must be
raging inside. What must it be like to see the way you might die? I correct myself quickly. This is the way I might die too. Most everyone is thin and gaunt,
like Danny from my suppo1t group. Their eyes are empty, hopeless; they look
dead emotionally and seem to be waiting for their bodies, mercifully, to catch
up. What am I doing here ? I don ' t need to be here. I'm asymptomatic. I could
just get up and leave, and maybe come back when-if-I ever get sick.
The number 16 is called, and we both leave our seats with a mixture of relief and uneasiness: the process is beginning. The woman who called our numbers is seated in the corner behind a small desk, and she holds her open hand
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out to me. "What?" I ask. She looks at me over her large, rose-tinted glasses.
"Orange card," she says. I give her the card, but her hand is still outstretched.
"Number," she insists, and I hand that over too. Looking at my orange card she
types on a keyboard, then turns and pulls a printout from the printer and hands
it to me with a pen secured to the de k with masking tape and string. "What?" I
ask. Again the eyes over the glasses. "Sign at the X." I sign. Dale is next. "Now
what?" he asks when finished. She points at the reception desk.
Shirley is on the phone, and when we approach her, she holds out her hand.
We're getting the hang of this now and hand her our orange cards. She sticks
mine into an imprinter, imprints a few sheets of paper, repeats the same procedure with Dale's-never halting in her slow but purposeful conversation which
sounds nothing at all like a business call-and sit down on a stool. "What
now ?" we ask. "Go over there," she says, pointing with her eyes and raising her
head. We see three women sitting around a small desk where there is a scale
and blood pressure gauge on wheels. In front of the entire room, Dale and I step
on the scale, have our pulse checked, our temperatures taken, our breathing
measured, and our blood pressure read . l feel like a new anival at a zoo. When
done, they point us to Shirley, and we hand her our papers and sit down.
As we si t down we stare incredulously at the woman who had taken our
pulse: she is asleep.
A case manager and a psychologist call and speak to us individually over
the period of an hour, the case manager interested in statistical and summary
medical information, and the psychol ogist alerting us to the free psychological
services offered at the clinic. I thought that the psychologist who spoke with
me- for that matter, the one who spoke with Dale, too-was gay, and this
agai n was comforting.
After an hour without being called at all during which time I closed my
eyes and tried to pretend I wasn ' t there, I hear a rough female voice ca11 my
name. " Ha ha!" I say to Dale, trying to be light-we have hardly spoken to each
other at all since entering the clinic-''I'm going first!" He glares at me.
Grabbing my book bag I stand up and look for the person belonging to the
voice. Over to my right stands the only possible candidate, a woman dressed in
tight polyester pants and a tighter shirt, whose clothes fit so snugly because she
mu st weigh at least three hundred fifty pounds. I groan. How can someone so
overweight be in thi s line of work? Like a doctor who smokes .
She introduces herself as Nancy, a nurse practitioner, and I pleasantly take
her hand and shake it, smiling as I do so. She leads me back into the hall way,
and I note with contempt the green curtains hangi ng across doorways--can ' t
this hospital afford doors? I try not to notice a thin man being helped onto a
hospital cot. Nancy stops, as the cot is blocking the hallway, and although I try
to avoid it, my eyes follow him anyway. He is wearing a baseball cap, loose on
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his tiny, shrunken head, the bill swaying to the rhythm of his jerky movements,
and his clothes hang on him like rags on a scarecrow. If he hadn't been moving,
I would have thought him dead. A nurse places one hand behind his neck, the
other gentl y on his chest, laying him down as if he is made of porcelain, and
pulling thin sheets over him for warmth. Hi s eyes meet mine as he rolls his head
on the small, hard pillow, trying to find comfort, folding his arms across his
chest like a skeleton resting in its grave. Instantly I avert my gaze, reprimanding
myself: How would you feel if that were you ? I wonder what he is thinking. Perhaps he is remembering what life was like when he was healthy. Perhaps one
day I will be him.
Entering an exam room, I sit in a chair next to the desk at which Nancy is
seated. She smiles at me. "What brings you to County?"
That question again. " My insurance ran out," I tell her.
"So what do you think of County so far?"
"I don ' t think I should tell you," I say with a laugh, "you might not t ·eat
me. I don't want to seem ungrateful."
"Oh no. Believe me, I understand. I left County a few years ago and went
back to school to study music. I swore I would never return, and here I am
again! I totally understand if you hate it here. Most people do. But you know, if
you can handle the long lines, the long waits , and ..."
"And people sleeping on the job," I inte1ject.
"And people sleeping on the job," she concurs, rolling her eyes, "we really
do provide excellent care. You wouldn ' t believe some of the doctors here.
They're incredible."
"I just wish people would look at me when I talk to them," l say, sounding
like a seven-year-old. "lt makes me feel so, so .. ."
"Invisible?"
"Exactly. Invisible."
"You know what, Todd? You are invisible. So what? You don't have to pay
a penny for health care anymore, so rejoice in that. People are never going to
change around here. Don't expect pe1fection and you'll adapt in no time at all."
Nancy then gives me a physical, asking if anything is wrong, if I have any
particular complaints. I say no, other than HIV . She laughs. When she is done
she asks me if I need any medications. I say no. " Well , then, I guess you're all
set. We just need to get some blood drawn and you can go home."
I am a little confused. "Aren ' t I going to see a doctor today?" I inquire
sheepishly.
"Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't explain this to you, did I? I'm kind of like your doctor. See, we work here with doctors and nurse practitioners like myself. I can
write prescriptions for you and do just about anything else a doctor can do. If I'm
recommending anything in particular, like X-rays or C-scans, I need a doctor's
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approval, but anything else we can take care of ourselves."
"Oh." As nice as she is, I really wanted my own doctor.
She fills out the necessary paperwork for my blood work and gives me directions to the phlebotomist on the third floor. I look for Dale in the waiting
area, but evidently he has already been called. I ask Shirley to tell him where I
have gone. I'm not sure if she understands, for she is on the phone. She does
look up and nod, and I take that as confirmation. Dale will be getting his blood
drawn eventually, so somehow we will find one another.
We do. After I wait for half an hour in yet another large open noisy roomthis one on the third floor-Dale sits down next to me. "Hi," he says cheerfully.
I look at him cross-eyed. "You sound happy," I say. "What happened?"
"Well, guess who my doctor is?"
"You have a doctor? I have a nurse practitioner. How 'd you get a doctor?"
" Probably because I'm prettier than you," he says with a quirky smile, raising his nose.
I laugh. " Yeah, right. You 're the prettiest. So who is he? A Chippendale
dancer? I never dreamed you'd be happy about anything here."
"My doctor is Dr. Renslow Sherer."
"You 're kidding. Do you know who he is? He 's the goddarnned director of
the entire clinic! How do you get so freaking lucky?" Having been positive and
having been to a few different doctors before I found one I felt comfortable with
at Northwestern, I know that directors rarely, if ever, see new patients. They are
usually the one with national connections who go to conferences and di scuss
treatment strategies with world-renowned experts. They are the ones almost
every patient wants to see.
Dale nudges me. My name is being called.
A lady with tight glasses pulls me into a small room. "Hah," she says,
greeting me. She looks at my paperwork. "What are you doing here today?"
"I, uh , I'm .. ." What kind of question is this ? 'T m getting my blood drawn.
You 're the phlebotomist, right?"
"Hey! Aren ' t too many people know that word. How do you know that word?"
I explain to her that I find the word phlebotomist to be one of the more interesting and curious words in the English language. I can judge from her wide
eyes that she thinks me a loon, so I try to explain. "I mean, where doe the word
come from? Do you know?"
"ls thi s a test?" she asks, and I can tell that if it is, she won't be pleased.
"No! I don ' t know either. That's the mystery. That's why I like the word.
Does phleb mean blood in Greek or Latin? Or does it mean to draw blood?
Usually you can figure out certain roots of words, but thi s one ..." She ceases to
be interested in my explanation and returns to my papers, mumbling.
"What's that? I can ' t really hear you . [' m hard of hearing," I explain, pointing to
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my hearing aid for confirmation.
"Oh, I'm just mumbling. I think I got the wrong paperwork here. Let me go
check." She brushes out of the room. A few moments later she returns with a
long printout of labels and starts peeling them off and placing them on different
tubes. Some tubes have orange rubber caps, some purple, and a few are black
and orange like a jungle cat. They are the same tubes that other hospitals use to
draw blood, and I find comfort in the similarity. "OK," she says. "Let's go. Pull
up your sleeve," she pulls the rubber tourniquet tight, "clench your fist," she
comments on the prominence of my veins as they stick out like railroad ties,
"and look away." She doesn ' t need to tell me that. Years ago I lost the ability to
watch a needle enter my ann, but I found a certain morose pleasure in watching
the blood pump into the tube.
When the first tube is full she pulls it out, leaving the needle and its cradle
in my arm, grabs another tube and inserts it into the cradle. Soon six tubes are
full , and I expect her to be finished. But she isn ' t. "Oh, wait a minute," she says.
"I think they got this a.II wrong." She studies my papers again, the needle still in
my arm. "Yeah, they did." More tubes. Never in my life has a phlebotomist
drawn more than five or six tubes of blood from me. When she finally finishes,
twelve tubes of blood are stacked in her wire holder, and she begins reattaching
labels to some, pulling labels off others. If she wasn't sure before, what makes
her certain now? "Wait here a second," she tells me. Of a.II I have seen today,
this incompetence is the most glaring.
"Uh, do you mind if I get a drink of water?" I ask. "Sure, baby," she says.
When I get up she grabs my arm. "Don' t leave your bags in here. They ain't safe."
I remember that Danny had once told me the same thing. "Don' t ever leave
anything anywhere unattended. Not even a shoelace. They don ' t care what it is.
They ' ll think: 'Hey, I'm up one shoelace."'
So I grab my bag. I don ' t really want a drink of water, though, I just want to
get out of that room for a second to breathe and tell Dale what happened. He
shakes his head. "I'm not surprised," he says. "Stupid rat-hole."
It turns out that she is done with me, thank God, and I wait while she draws
Dale's blood. His veins aren ' t as large as mine, and he is worried that she might
miss them and stick him in his muscle. Nothing of the sort happens, however,
and I am relieved. Also surprised.
"What do you have left to do?" I ask.
"I think I'm done. I just have some prescriptions I need to get filled , and
then we can go. But I'm not waiting three hours for the damn things. Let's just
drop them off, go get dinner somewhere, and then come back for them."
"A brilliant idea," I congratulate him. "Someplace with really good food,
clean tables, and friendly service, huh?"
Our day at Cook County Hospital ends when I run in with Dale' card to
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pick up his medicines three and a half hours later. There is an electronic reader
board next to the counters that lists everyone's name whose prescription is ready
for pick-up and Dale's name is in red lights. I honestly don't expect it to be there.
I think the reader board an extraordinary expenditure for a hospital that ties pens
to tables with string and tape. I approach the HRD pick-up counter, but no one is
behind it. I can see several people talking, carrying on conversations mingled
with laughter, and I look at them, hoping they get the picture. They don ' t.
"Excuse me," I say. I know they hear me, but no one looks my way. "Excuse
me," I say again, loud and demanding. Of course someone has to respond to that,
even if they think I am being an asshole. But no one does . " Will someone give
me my fucking prescriptions?" I pound my fist on the counter for effect. A man
tears himself away from hi s conversation, looks at me out of the comer of his eye
as if to say, "Fuck you too, buddy," and sticks out his hand. I give him Dale's
card. "Is your name up on the reader board?" he asks. "I wouldn't be here if it
weren ' t," I tell him.
He hands me the orange card and a brown grocery-size bag full of Dale's
prescriptions. I don 't say thank you-from me thi s is an enormous insult-and
I don ' t imagine he is expecting it. Dale can ' t believe the ize of the bag. "It's a
three-month supply," I tell him after counting all of the bottles. "And it 's free ."
It is free . About two thousand dollar worth of medicine in that bag, and he
doesn ' t have to pay for it or the services he received today or any day.
We reflect on that for a moment, weighing the advantages, and then I say,
"Let's get the fuck out of here."
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TERRICK WILKERSON

FIVE BLOODS

Five bloods hung around the dead pool hall talking shit. Low overhead
lamps spilled light on the new table, making it glow like Astroturf. Marcus
leaned on the green with his cue. He snapped the white into the other gumballs,
making them sing like cracked ice. Big Clay sat against the long bar, rescuing
cold fries from a greasy bag.
"Damn, man ," Big Clay signified, mouth full of food, "thought you could
play."
Marcus watched two hole suck in two stripes. He smiled with satisfaction.
"Can 't hear you, man. You say something?" he said, chalking up his hands
for another shot. He popped another duo in rapid succession. Missed the third.
Even with his back turned , Big Clay could see Marcus 's pretty-boy face split in
a big grin .
"Never mind," he said under his breath. He picked up the stick and circled
the table like a penguin. A bird without wings.
"Will you muthafuckas shut the fuck up so a man can play? Seven, if you
go over to that goddamn window one more time, I swear I'mo pop you one
right upside yo' nappy head."
Seven, John, and Dre took turns peeping out through the vertical blinds.
Mandatory curfew began three hours ago. Earlier, a squad car can1e by looking
for strays, loose black men away from the safety of the herd. Blue etrntic di sco
lights searched the night.
"Seven, you see anything yet, man ?" Marcu asked.
"Naw, man , nobody out there."
"Don' t worry ' bout it, big son. Go on an' finish. You gonna lose, anyway."
"I ain't wonied. All this rnovin' 'round blowin ' my concentration, that 's all.
Dre, finish tellin' us what happened wit ol' girl."
Reed-thin Dre pulled a chair into the center of the room. Light from the table
shone off his frameless glasses as he stroked hi s neatly clipped beard. His voice
was heavy and hung sweet in the air. Street preacher. Lady-killer. Con man.
"Check thi out. I'm d1iving down a Hunnerd ' n Third on my way to Sophie's.
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You know, that white chick from Philly. The one that had them twins by that
nigger Eddie that got busted last week for selling rock to a nun-"
"I heard about that. Now, I know you ain't got the balls to be messin '
'round with that bitch," said Big Clay.
"Shut up, you sorry excuse for a black man ," Dre cracked. Everybody fell
out. Seven laughed so hard, he nearly choked on rus beer. John and Marcus got
up howling, doing a silly jog around the room, holding their sides.
"You ain't even in the video, fat boy," Dre continued, "so be quiet. You just
may learn somethin'. Anyway-where was I? Oh yeah. Sophie. Man, this vanilla
girl is so fine, muthas's ' fraid to even talk to her. ' Specially with Crazy-ass Eddie
around. Man, that boy is so whacked out that I heard he shot some lame in the eye
for accidently sneezin' around him. I mean, can you believe that rut?"
"Akbar is like that, man," John said. "Heard he took a restaurant owner out
on Eighty-third. This idiot slipped some pork in the brother's soup as a joke.
Now, you know how Muslims feel about swine. Talk about retaliation. Akbar
switched the man 's toothpaste with lye. It was a white guy, too. Akbar didn't
give a fuck."
"A Brother is nobody to fuck around with. That is no joke," Seven added.
"Well, you know me. I'm the mac-daddy with cheese. When I heard Eddie
was in the freezer, chill in', I gave Princess a jingle," Dre said. "She said she was
so happy to hear from me, had her eye on me for a long time. Wasted no time
tellin ' me what a no-good asshole her man was. Wanted me to come right on
over. Hey, who am I to say no? I was in my daddy's 97 before she even hung up
the phone. Anyway, I'm cruising. I make a stop at the red on Raleigh. All of a
sudden this woman come outta nowhere. Scared the fuck outta me so bad I almost pulled out my 9. That was before I saw them midgets strapped to her
shoulders. I mean, titties out to here." He stretched his arms far and wide, like a
man hugging a huge dance partner. His face clenched with the weight of memory. Tonight, when the quartet fell asleep, they would dream about this mysterious woman. Thinking about her faceless, bosomy body wandering the streets,
pressing her headlights against the kindness of strangers. Dre took a sip of beer.
"She taps on my window. 'Can you please give me a ride to Irving? ' And I'm
looking at tho e big scoops of chocolate squeezing together in this tight, tight,
gold gown, and I say: ' Hell yeah, get the fuck in.' First thing I notice when she
gets in the car, girl ain't wearing no shoes."
"Now I know you !yin'," Seven said, looking back out the window.
"Hey, at this point it wouldn't matter to me if she had no feet. But she's walking down One Hunnerd ' n Third-and you know how dirty it is out there. I'm driving. Irving is a ways from where I pick her up. I ain't in no hurry. Sophie'll keep
warm till I get there. So me ' n trus cruck- nan1e Jane- start shooting the shit and
it starts getting freaky. She's talking about going to the hotel, doing all kinds of
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things that I didn't even know existed. Jane begs me to stop at the 7-Eleven to
buy some maraschino cherries and whjpped cream . I find one. Pull in, and I'm
outta there in a few minutes. Hop in the ride and who you think pulls in the lot
when I'm pulling out?"
"Who, man?" asked John.
"Crazy Eddie, that's who. He got out on bond. Musta had some juice."
"Damn, man. Your eyeballs must be roll in ' 'round your head real happy."
"Who you telling? Wasn't for Jane, I'd be one dead hook."
Marcus looked at his watch.
"All right, everybody, fun time's over," he said. "Help me clean up this place.
Mr. Samson want trus place nice and spotless when he opens up tomorrow."
' Aw, man, fuck that. You gettin ' paid to clean this muthafucka up. Not me."
"Ain't that just like a nigga. Sit his fat ass down , drink all the damn beer
and first somebody complain when he 's asked to do sometrun ' . Don't worry
'bout it, man, I'll help you."
Dre and John started cleaning tables around the empty pool hall. Seven suddenly called out from the window.
"Aw hit! Dre, kj]] the lights, man!"
The five crowded the window in the darkness. Outside it was still raining.
The window faced a natrnw alley lined on both sides with gat·bage cans and
dumpsters. At the opposite end of the alley was the open street. In the shadow
of the building they could make out two squad cars parked on the curb.
"They just pulled up. Nobody 's gotten outta the car."
"What do you thjnk , Marcus?" John said, towering over everybody.
"Well, really, I'm the only one supposed to be in here. I'm supposed to
clean up here and carry my ass home. They could give us flak if they find us all
here-"
A white police officer got out of one of the patrol cars and walked around
to the tmnk. He looked around carefully, checbng the alley out. A flash of
lightning lit up the night. Two other officers joined him from the other vehicle.
They opened the trunk and dragged the shape of a withered man out. Their hot
sticks glowed and steamed in the pouring rain. The trio began to beat the fourth
man without mercy. Their arms flew up and down with heavy force, miling
long twisting arcs of light that hung in the air.
Inside, the young bloods clenched their eyes and fist each time a blow fell,
feeling as though it were striking their own bodies. Marcus felt the cold icy
hand of fear squeeze his throat, chobng him. Outside, the beaten man attempted to rise.
"Why don't he stay down?" Seven said. "Play dead or omethin ' ."
Marcus woke up like a dead man in a trance. He broke from the window,
walbng quickly to the door.
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"Hey, man! Where you going?" Dre whispered.
"Are you all blind? They gonna kill him if we don't stop them."
"Are you blind? Only thing's gonna happen is you gonna get smoked and
get the rest of us killed, too. What you gonna do when you get out there? Say, 'I
believe you're violatin ' that man 's civil rights?' Come on, man, wake-"
"We just can ' t-"
"Look. When they're done stomping ol' boy into puddin' , we call the paramedics. As a matter of fact, John, why don 't you do that right now? Real quietlike. Now, everybody else, just relax." He pulled out a pack of smokes, handed
one to Marcus. Big Clay found a chair in the corner and sat down with his head
in his hands. John and Seven stayed at the window.
The officers stopped when their arms grew tired. A rumble of thunder
shook the alley and the rain stopped. They left the body lying there amidst the
garbage, climbed into their cars, and drove away.
" OK," Dre said. "Let's get him inside."
Dre and Marcus slowly opened the side door leading to the mouth of the alley. They crept outside, timid and easy, like small woodland creatures about to
cross a major highway. Cold raindrops dived from the rooftops and splashed
onto their necks, making them shiver.
They turned a corner single file and couldn ' t ee a thing.
"I can't see a goddamn thing," Dre said.
"Me, neither."
There was a soft groan coming from between two dumpsters. Marcus
tapped Dre and they both tiptoed across, feeling momentarily naked in the
bright light coming from the streetlamp. Marcus leaned over and grabbed the
man ' pulse.
"Well?" Dre asked anxiously.
"He 's alive. Pulse is weak. Give me a hand."
They lifted the man off the ground, each taking a shoulder, dragging him
inside. Seven cleared off a side table. The dying man groaned under the harsh
overhead light.
" He bleeding a lot, man. I don't know where it 's coming from ."
"John, how ' bout that ambulance?"
John slammed the phone into the cradle and kicked over a table in anger. "I
called six different numbers, man . They say they won 't even come near thi
neighborhood for at lea t another thirty minutes ' cause of the curfew. Said they
had to have a police escort."
"Are you fucking se1ious?"
" That's what they said."
"Fuck this. I'll take him in the 97. Dad ' ll understand. I just hope we don ' t
get stopped."
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"Oh, shit," said Seven, looking in the dead man 's face. "I just realized who
this cat is."
"Who is it?"
"It's Crazy Eddie."
"Oh, snap!"
"Are you sure? I mean, his face is so mashed up. It could be anybody."
"Look at his ring," John said, gripping the bleeding man 's left hand. On his
middle finger was the image of a silver sku ll with tiny red rubies posing as eyes.
"What do we do now ?"
"I say carry his black ass back where you found him," Marcu said, moving
away.
"Amen," Big Clay to sect in.
"We can't just leave him out there," John sighed. "I don ' t think we can just
leave a man out in the rain to die."
"It's not raining," Seven observed.
"Will you shut up?" John asked, waving hi s arms in the air. He desperately
wanted to hit somebody. "You all know what I mean. If he was shot by another
drug dealer, then I would say fine, leave him-but you saw what happened. It
was cop . He 's just another disposable nigga. Anyway, it's Dre's call. We can't
go anywhere without a ride. Dre, what you wanna do, man ?"
Dre rambled through hi s thoughts and dug in deep. It took all of hi s will to
keep from killing the gangster right there. But in spite of how he felt, he said,
"Take him to the car. John's right, we can't let him die. Let's leave him to the
doctor and God."
So be it. Wordlessly, John, Marcus, Big Clay, and Seven carried the dying
man outside, with Dre leading the way.
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JENNIFER G. YOS

CELESTIAL BmTHDAY

Martina was born in an unholy place, a place void of pleasing scents, of
natural light, and of the circle of her mother's people. And this is why, they say,
her mother did not survive. But it is wrong to find sadness where there i none.
Her mother's leaving was ultimately good, a necessary step toward a higher
mission, as the Virgin Mary explained to Martina in a vision on Martina's fifth
birthday.
It was Sunday, and in celebration of her birthday, Martina and her grandfather left their small city flat for the art museum. Martina led the elderly man by
the hand up the marble staircase, down the cavernous hallway , to the far end of
one wing where her favorite painting was enshrined in a Spanish-style alcove.
Martina' grandfather rested on the bench and Martina sat be ide him, legs
crossed at the ankles , eyes gazing up at the brilliant painting. The grandfather
patted her small hand and smi led. He pulled his rosary from his trouser pocket,
and fingering the worn brown beads, he lowered his head, closed his eye , and
moved his lips in prayer.
Martina smi led at the painting. Billowy white clouds urrounded the Virgin's
delicate bare feet as she ascended skyward toward heaven . This was different from
the Virgin at the cathedral, whose feet stood solidl y atop a ball that would never be
rolled or bounced because a snake wound itself around it. Martina didn't like the
snake and was glad it was gone from the museum picture. When Martina heard
the fam iliar rhythm of her grandfather's snoring, she began her game with the
painting.
"Mother Mary, Mother Mary, may I have a word with you ?" she whispered
in the playground singsong as she focused on the benevolent, but upwardly
raised eyes of the painted Virgin. "Today is my birthday. T am five!" As proof,
she raised the five finger of her right hand, but the Virgin Mary, eyes locked upward, did not acknowledge Martina or her five fingers. Undaunted, as most fiveyear-olds are, Martina imagined what the Virgin Mary would say back to her.
"Five years old! You are a very big girl now! Maybe even big enough to ee
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your mother! Would you like to come to heaven with me?"
"Yes," she told the painting. Then, remembering her grandfather, she added,
"But make sure I come back before Poppy wakes up. He worries."
Martina wondered if she should ask for Poppy to come too, for she knew he
would want to see heaven, yet she feared he might not approve and say it was
impolite to accept such a generous birthday gift. Maitina tempted fate, closed
her eyes and raised her arms to the painting. She waited to be lifted and continued waiting until her arms became heavy and she thought she could hold them
up no longer.
A creeping presence slowly entered the room. It was not the presence of a
person but silent rays of brilliant white light that emanated from the painting
and slowly traveled acros the room, as if a cloud that blocked the un was
moving and allowing more and more sunlight along the way. When the traveling rays bathed Martina in holy radiance, she saw the red corpuscles of her own
closed eyelids and felt the warmth on her cheeks, her arms, and her legs. Opening her eyes into the blinding light, she knew that she wa no longer seated beside her grandfather on the bench in the art museum but was tanding on the
same cloud that surrounded the Virgin Mary in the painting. The Blessed
Mother miled down at Martina and stroked her cheek. Her hand wa warm and
smooth , and he smelled of something very familiar to Martina-th e lilac fragrance of her mother's talcum powder, which Martina was allowed to use on
special occasions. On this side of the painting, the sky was vivid blue and eternal in all directions except where it was blocked by a gold-framed painting suspended and unsupported in the open sky before her. It was an oil painting of an
old man sleeping peacefully on a bench in the dark alcove of an art museum.
The painting made Maitina sad. Poppy looked so small and frail, and she
wished now that he had been invited. The Virgin and Martina rose higher into
the blue sky, leaving the painting of Poppy behind, until they emerged through
the top of a magnificent cumulus cloud where a celestial birthday party was in
progress. A table stretching endlessly across the cloud was decorated with a
white linen tablecloth and a fresh garland of pink roses in various stages of
bloom. The cherubic guests, giggling and caressing each other in loving merriment, floated on either side of the table. Martina brightened at the familiar angelic faces at the head of the table and waved to them. They were identical
guardian angels of her playmates on earth. They held helium balloons of soft
pink, blue, pearl, silver, and gold .
Martina turned to the Virgin Mary standing beside her.
"Is my mother here?"
The Virgin Mai-y pointed to the right, where a beautiful woman with dark
flowing hair carried a candlelit birthday cake with white icing and pink sugar
roses. The woman floated closer and Martina recognized her soft pink suit, the
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one she had seen her mother wearing in a photograph taken on an Easter Sunday. She looked tenderly at Martina and then miled fully, and Martina was
consumed with the warmth and totality of her mother's love. Her mother lowered the birthday cake onto the table and beckoned Martina to take the thronelike chair at the head. Martina wanted more than ever to sit at the table of her
special birthday party, yet there was Poppy to consider. He would wake soon
and he would be worried. "Poppy... ," Martina said aloud to her mother, and her
mother smiled back proudly and nodded in understanding. The Virgin Mary,
who floated behind Martina, caressed her shoulder.
"See how well you please your mother, Maitina? You ai·e right. Poppy
needs you. Your mother will wait here for you and for the family she left behind, and the circle will be complete again. Go back to earth and share your
goodness and delight in life with others, but especially with those who surround
themselves with evil, for in that mis ion you will most please your God."
Martina smiled at her mother and struggled to hold back a yawn which she
politely covered with her hand. She felt her eyelids grow heavy with leep and ,
upon opening them again , was surprised to see her elf once again seated next to
Poppy.
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VENICE JOHNS ON

IN THE FRIENDLY MART
I was in the Friendly Mart minding my own busines , standing in the
check-out line, when all of a sudden from nowhere, a heel of a hand pushes
me-no !-shoves me in the back and makes me stumble onto my shopping cart
and into the woman emptying her cart in front of me. Before I can get a grip on
the situation, an arm with a thousand bangles reaches over my head, rips a National Enquirer from the metal stand, and disappears before I can grab it. Now
I'm pissed! My feet hurt and the line isn't moving and I got a hundred things to
do and now some bitch ha got the nerve to shove me! I was getting ready to
spin around and kick some ass when I saw what the hand with the bangles was
attached to. The hand belonged to the kind of trouble that told me, keep your
mouth shut and hope this bitch ain't got a knife or gun.
Aw, she was mean! From toe to top, see what I saw all at once: green platform shoes like we used to wear in the '70s when disco wa in; fi hnet stockings with blue shimmering butterflies dotted from the ankle to the thigh ; green
spandex mini kirt, ewn haphazard , held together by a valiant piece of thread; a
flabby gut peeking from under the hem of an egg-yolk-colored tank top. The
straps crisscrossed and held up a sagging set of udders that could smother a
smaJI battalion of Boy Scouts. She was wearing a clown pin with little faux diamonds for eyes. Her arms were so pulpy fat, they looked as though they were
stuffed with cottage cheese. And a neck! I tell you, she had so many rings I
coulda guessed her age-had more chins than Trump's got towers; lips blood
red and dripping with a conservative amount of forty-weight gloss. Her nose
was kinda flat and the bridge was broken, like she'd been in a prize fight. Light
brown cheeks hung from her face like overripe fruit. And the eyes, huge, huge,
and bulging, sort of restles and darting here and there, as though she expected
to be attacked from any side. And braid -braids that sprang from her head like
snakes from the crown of Medusa. She had just as many ean·ings in her ears as
bangles on her wrist. She reeked of this citric body cologne; the tart smell hot
up my no e and stung my eyes. She knew I was angry, so she snapped the
newspaper hut like I'd been trying to sneak a peek and said with her hands on
her hips, "You think O.J. did it?"
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I stopped completely. I hadn ' t expected a Gallup Poll right in the Friendly
Mart. I showed my irritation then. Especially when she chomped down on her
chewing gum, making sounds so loud they see med like small firecrackers exploding between her teeth. I tell you, girl, I hate that shit, like when I'm on the
bus and some bitch starts popping that shit early in the morning. I was about to
go off. But I didn ' t, 'cause thi s bitch was crazy. Dangerous. The way you know
not to put your hand in a lion 's cage.
So I said, "How should I know ? What do you think?"
I found out that from the moment the words came out of my mouth, I really
did want to know what a woman like her thought. And get this, it was like that
commercial for E. F. Hutton . I swear, the place stopped and leaned in, and she
says, "What difference do it make? A njgga cain't be happy wid a sustah. When
hi s ass is po' and he ain't got a pot to piss in or a window to throw it out of, he
want a black woman to stand by her man AND SUPPORT his ass until he get on
hi s feet. But as soon as he gets a taste of livin ' large, he wanna spend all hi s
paydays on a white chjck!" Girl , I almost shouted like I was in a Bapti st church,
'cause you know it's what every other sustah in America is thinking.
" You think he' ll get the death penalty?"
" The nigga was dead when he dumped hi s wife for that white broad. Now
it's time to pay the piper! I hope they drop him like chicken in a vat-ah-grease
and fry his ass!"
I was so wound up in the conversation I didn ' t even see that the lady in
front of me was gone and the conveyor belt was reeling my groceries in . The
woman in spandex ripped open the paper again and let out a tired breath, "/
hate dem fuckin ' white chicks!"
Across the way an old white woman, held together by Max Factor and hair
spray, dressed in a nautical blazer and white slacks, stood in the express line,
clutching a cantaloupe in one hand and two modest tomatoes in the other. She
looked presentable, except for thi s cheap-looking white vinyl handbag which
dangled from a jeweled wrist that looked so fragile you'd have thought it would
break in two if she didn ' t set the items down right away. But he wasn't even
aware she was about to drop them , because she was staring at the sustah like
she was watching TY; and all of a sudden , the sustah spun around and barked,
" You think you'll know me next time ya see me ?"
The old woman 's nerves snapped like a girdle, and up went the cantaloupe
and tomatoe Like she had suddenly gotten cued to do a juggling act. But she
wasn't coordinated for that and everything went crashing to the tile. And now
the check-out lady nods to the stock boy to get help. And all the people, from
thi s line and that, are leaning forward on the bars of their shopping carts, trying
to see what happened. Now the old woman 's so confused she start turning
around in circles with her little wrinkled fingers twitching like fi sh outta water
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gasping for air. Instead of slowing down, she speeds up as though powered by
some outboard motor. She's spinning, spinning, spinning toward a stationary
display of Diet Coke. And when she starts to lose her balance and careens into
the stack of soda cans, a young Korean woman with a baby sitting in a cart
dashes toward the old woman and grabs the back of her jacket and breaks the
power of the fatal fall in progress. They both go down and the kid in the cart
starts crying. Now everybody in the Friendly Mart within earshot who didn't
see what happened starts asking the folks in front of them to give ' em the 4-1-1.
And you know that kind of shit never gets passed on right. The next thing I hear
on either side of me is that the sustah in spandex just slapped a white woman!
So now folks who ain ' t in line are rushing from all parts to the front of the store,
as the manager comes running from the back office armed with a cellular
phone, flanked by two black chubby security guards. And the clerk in the express lane is asking the old woman is she hurt, and the old bag is checking to
see, as though she might have been shot! Meanwhile, the guards and the manager are pursuing the suspect, but they can ' t get through the lanes of chained
parked carts. So they've got to go all the way 'round the store, and this gives the
sustah time to drop the Enquirer and take it on the lam. And you know how
folks like to watch a fight or fire. The whole supermarket crowd got in on the
chase: folks stopping in the aisles, kids standing on the Puppy Chow, housewives leaning over the frozen foods , necks stretching to see over the booth in
Customer Service. The pharmacist had to have the whole thing described to him
while he filled out a prescription for a Hispanic woman.
"She's over there by the Hellmann 's Mayonnaise! " an old man on a threeprong cane growls.
"By the seafood!" a small, hysterical voice shrieks.
And now l'm mad, Ruthie. It's like I am watching one of them goddamn
movies out of the old days where they hunt down niggas like dogs, and I am
yelling over the warning voice of the paging system, "Leave her alone. Let her go! "
"Shoppers, do not attempt to apprehend the suspect! The Chicago Police
Department is on the way."
Everybody is caught up in the frenzy-one little black kid breaks away
from his mother and starts waddling down an aisle of cornflakes, giggling, his
tiny arms trying to catch onto the running guards.
Damn, Ruthie, that sustah was runnnnin ' ! I mean, her fat ass was clearing
lanes and aisles, leaping over rows of parked carts like she was doing hurdles at
the Olympics. And damn, she would 've gotten away if she hadn 't tripped up on
the plate at the automatic door and smashed right into a man who looked like a
Mack truck in biker's shorts--only hairier. Her head slammed into his stomach
and she went down like a buffalo felled by a shotgun blast.
"Stop her! " a weary, red-faced manager yelled. "Stop her!"
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Frankenstein didn ' t hear him, but an old Jewish couple did and backed out
of the automatic doors like they were taking bows after a performance. They
disappeared with no encores.
The Hulk was apologizing profusely and trying to help the sustah up when
the vigilantes closed in and snatched her away from the Bear and slammed her
through the automatic doors and out to the parking lot.
" That'll be $47.93, Ma'am ... Ma'am? Will that be cash or food stamps? ...
Helllloooo! "
I felt helpless and scared and so fuckin ' mad I coulda----coulda-MAD,
RUTHIE! And suddenly my head was pounding, pounding-and I spun around
to this white chick at the cash register and spat, "What the fuck is that supposed
to mean ? You think every nigga come in the fuckin' store is on welfare? I got a
damnjob. I am a fuckin' tax-payin' citizen!" I was rifling though my bag when
out of the front window I see one of the guards pull the sustah's hand behind
her back and cuff her. "Nah, I ain ' t pa yin' with no food stamps!" I slapped a pile
of bills on the counter, looked her straight in the eye, put my arms on my hips
and said, "Cash, Bitch! "
Ruthie, I was standing on my toes lunging out for what, I don 't know! All I
know is the next minute I am stumbling out of the Friendly Mart with my groceries in my arms and I hear sirens corning closer and filling the air with
swirling moans and I look back on the supermarket and it's its old self againthe way it was before the woman in spandex. Folks pushing their carts of
canned goods and produce along the railways, like nothing ever happened. The
old woman in the nautical jacket is clutching her little plastic Friendly Mart bag
and the Korean woman has hoisted her baby from the cart and is pushing her
nose into his belly, making him squeal with pleasure. And I'm going toward the
door, dazed, and it springs open like I said some magic words, and I rush out to
find them putting the sustah into the paddy wagon and peeling away from the
curb. And as the blue lights and swirling moans grow fainter like mist in the
morning air, I am swearing to myself that I ain ' t never setting my as in
Friendly Mart again. But I know I probably will...I ain 't committed worth
shit-to nothing that matters, anyway. Or else I woulda turned Bobby 's ass in
the street a long time ago. Oh, well , shit happens. You know.
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DAVID CONN

UNDER A BLUE SKY

I can remember that the first thing I thought about when I was told that
Cindy was dead was that she was hanging upside down from the rafters of some
barn with her skin ripped off and the blood, thick and sticky, running off her
forehead, drip, by drip, by drip ...
Cindy was Dana's younger sister by three years. Dana was in the same
class with me along with the rest of the gang: Josh, Louisa, Jenny, and Tommy.
We all lived on the same road just on the northwest edge of town, which was
close enough to school that we were not allowed the privilege of a bus ride
home. We were in Mrs. Groater's fifth-grade class, our last year in the elementary school in town. You have to go to Hatchtree for middle school.
The six of us were a tight group, with Cindy always tagging along like a
stray dog you tell a thousand times to go home but clings to your heels anyway.
The rest of us had grand plans in the works, such as the building of forts and seriou s games of "kick-the-can." We all looked upon her with the ame cold, hard
eyes except, that is, for Dana. She felt her sister's dead weight at times but always gave in and allowed her to join us after Cindy would whine and throw
those horrid tantrums. Dana was more than nice to her sister, always letting her
cling to her hand as we passed through prickers in the woods, or taking her back
home when she had to go to the bathroom. The most vivid memory I have of
them are the walks home from school each day, the two of them holding hands,
swinging their arms, and maybe Cindy would reach in the school bag slung
over her shoulder and out of it reveal a picture or a piece of writing paper that
had a smiley face or a star planted on it. And she would hold it as if she were a
little soldier approaching a general with an important document, holding it out
proudly before Dana, looking up at her face in eager expectation. Dana would
nod her head in approval and ruffle Cindy's hair with light amu sed fmgers and
then quickly grab her hand so as to catch up with the rest of us. It seemed they
held some sort of secret union between those palms, a union the rest of us never
understood or, more precisely, never tried to understand. We overlooked the
joined hands as one might a small black ant traveling in apparent aimlessness
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across the ground. You never look down to see if it's there, but you know that it
must be. Now, strangely, it's those hands that I remember the most.
Out beyond the edge of Dana's backyard stands a line of oak trees, each
thick and straight, their bark from a distance gray with dark shadowy lines running the length, and beyond them a forest of pine trees nestles up against the tall
backs of the oaks. Still further, a grassy field covers the earth in a soft golden
blanket as far as one can see, which is to the distant hill off Gifford Road where
Johnston's apple mill rises up as a silhouette cluster of buildings, sharp-angled
edges against the sky, which turns orange and then brilliant red as the sun
inches its way down upon the earth.
It's Friday afternoon, close to dinnertime. We're all gathered around Dana,
who 's "it" for the next game of "Marco Polo." Louisa drops the blue handkerchief over her eyes and brings it around her head to the back, making sure to
give it an extra tug as she ties it, so that it 's tight over Dana's eyes. Dana lifts
her hands to her covered eyes and tells her it 's good with a nod of her head.
Louisa grabs Dana's shoulders from the back and begins to twirl her. We all join
in, each one of us trying to get a good push on her arm or shoulder. We let go of
her and take off running in all directions, while she staggers to find balance.
Dana begins counting to fifteen out loud. The wind seems to catch me under my
heels, pressing my legs forward as I part the grass with arms flying beside me.
We run in a happy desperation, spreading out further from each other in all directions. It's as if the grass tickles us under the arms because we all giggle as
we go-that is, until Dana exclaims, "Marco!" and we spin around , fa]J to the
ground, and yell, "Polo!" I have to cover my mouth to keep back the laughter,
so my nostrils flare, breathing in the air from a sky streaked with cottony
strands of clouds pinkened by the sun that has already begun to tuck itself
neatly behind Johnston's apple barn. I peek over the blades of golden grass and
see the heads of the others peeking as well.
Dana staggers back and forth, reaching out into the cold air, eager to find
one of us to grab. She twirls one way and then moves a couple of steps and
twirls the other way. The wind scrambles along the back of her green coat, flipping up the co!Jar against her cheek as she turns. "Marco," she calls. "Polo," we
reply and then whistle and make other noises to egg her on. The wind has a hint
of autumn riding its back, sweeping across the open land and racing through the
leaves of the defiant oaks like the sound of bats being flushed from a cave.
Dana's hair twists and fuITows in the gusts of wind, at times whipping across
her face so that she must pull it back with one of her hands. It's the kind of wind
that erupts out of nowhere and just as quickly travels on, leaving behind the
musky dry smell of smoke from distant chimneys and the fast fallen leaves.
Dana is suddenly drawn towards Tommy's voice coming from the opposite
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direction, away from Louisa just a few feet to the right. We try to lead her away
with more distracting noises, but she doesn't bother to pay attention to the rest
of us. Josh j umps up in the air about thirty feet beyond her right shoulder, lets
out a holler, and falls quickly back down into the grass. But Dana reaches down,
her hand slipping out of sight. Tommy is surely going to get tagged.
At first I think it's just the wind playing with me, but it gets louder and I realize that I'm hearing a cry from a group of oaks to the north. I squint past Dana
to see who it is and at the same time see that Josh is the first to jump up and
look. To his right I can just see the back of Jenny's head, whose straight, long,
blond hair is brought up in the back in a bun, seeming to rest above the grass
like a fishing bobber. The cry becomes more shrill and my attention snaps back
to Dana, who has pulled the handkerchief down over her nose so that it lies
around her neck. Tommy gets up just to her left, rests his hands on his waist,
looks down, and shakes his head. It must be Cindy. I roll my eyes and groan.
Cindy's always doing this, always disrupting things. She's a classic "wolf crier"
and a whiner about all sorts of things. "Probably got scared by a little old bug,"
Tommy says, his eyes drifting my way. "No, it was probably her own shadow
this time," Josh declares. But Dana remains quiet, as if she knows something we
don ' t, and that soon quiets us down enough to notice the unfamiliar edge carried in the voice bleeding through the wind. Our complaining stops, and with
squinting, open-mouthed faces, we finally see Cindy running towards us. She's
flapping her arms all around. It looks like she's scratching and beating herself,
and she continues jumping and running, jumping and running, her crying growing louder. Dana takes off immediately. We all start walking after her and see
Cindy trip and Dana scoop her off the ground, but then she falls to the ground
below the tops of the bending grass and we hear her start yelling, "Go! Get
outta here!"
We all jump to a sprint and soon we come upon the two of them and circle
around Cindy, who's scrambling on her back on the ground. She's thrashing violently, and I don't understand why, until I look closer. All their little bodies are
tangled in her hair, attached to the folds in her clothes, and a few are hovering
over her. "Oh, my gosh!" Louisa says desperately. Jenny has her hands over her
mouth, and then takes them away and begins shaking them in the air in a panic.
Dana claws through Cindy's short, straight, brown hair, fingers in a blur. Cindy
doesn't stop crying and I try to keep myself from looking at her face, which is
all twisted and distorted , spotted with sting marks, even some fragments of the
swarm smeared across her cheeks, and I get this awful dryness in my throat, as
if the wind has blown right through me. I keep swallowing and licking my lips,
and suddenly I'm on my knees along with everyone else, and we 're picking at
the bees and swatting at them. Dana 's screaming at us. "Get'm away! Come on!

Get'm away! Hurry!" They feel fuzzy, vibrating between my fingers. I don't
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want to touch them, but there's no other way. Our fingers race all over Cindy, as
if they're stuck in some gooey substance, like cotton candy or gum. My arms
are getting numb and soon I can ' t feel them anymore and they move on their
own, as if they're no longer a part of my body. I just watch, licking my lips. At
one point Cindy falls limp. Her arms fall to her sides while I pick a bee from the
pocket of her coat. I squish its wings, grind them between my thumb and forefinger, and then fling them behind me.
Dana calls to her sister, choking over Cindy's name every time. She even
shakes her, and Louisa joins in by shaking her arm, I shake the other, Tommy
and Josh move her legs, but Cindy doesn ' t respond, and that sends Jenny, who
is by now drowning in the tears that run down her face, into hysterics. But it's
no use. I can 't remember another moment when I've been so scared. Cindy
won't open her eyes again or say anything.
I notice the wind again. It had seemed to leave for a while, but now it's
back blowing really cold against my face, and my eyes water. It isn ' t until now
that I spot the marks on myself, one on the back of the hand, one further up the
other arm. I wonder if anyone else has been stung. I'm terrified and I can see by
the look of everybody else that they 're scared too. Louisa seems to be the only
one able to speak, and she says we should hurry and get Cindy home. We all
scoop our arms underneath her and raise her up from the ground. Dana won ' t
stop crying over her head, which she holds tightly against her chest, matting
Cindy's hair against her cheeks.
We carry Cindy back home, through the woods and across the corner of Mr.
Breckon 's property, then over hjs wire fence that droops to our ankles. We all
want a piece of Cindy, a leg, a shirt sleeve, a thread of hrur. I'm holding her left
arm. It's soft and smooth and horribly white. Horribly wrute. All I can think of
are those pictures in my granduncle's Civil War photo book, all those bloated
bodies sprawled upon the ground and the hand of that one soldier who 's lying
face down in a creek but whose wiist is bent up out of the water, so pale, so
white. That's how Cindy's wrist looks now, but it's also dotted with red bumps.
I grab it and it bends, and her fingers hang over the back of my hand. "Is she
moving?" Jenny asks over Dana's shoulder. Jenny guides us along, holding onto
the back of Dana's coat, but she keeps looking back at Cindy. "Is she awake
yet?" Dana's very quiet now and is just sniffling. Cindy's lips jiggle loosely, jaw
slackened. She seems miles away now. Perhaps it's the mere fact that her eyes
are closed that gives me this feeling , but I can 't help thinking it's something
more ... Tommy and Josh cradle Cindy's legs together on either side like they ' re

afraid they're going to break. Louisa wipes her cheek with the back of her hand
and tells us all that Cindy's gonna be all right. "We just need to get her home,"
she says. "That's all. Everything's gonna be fine."
But the closer we get to the house and back porch, the more the smell of
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roast beef curls under our noses through the back window of the kitchen where
a pie sits on the sill. I hope its sweet scent doesn ' t find me. I know we are all
thinking the same thing. Not something which we can verbalize or form into
exact words, but more of a feeling like the silencing of the wind as we shut it
out when we walk up the steps of the porch, slide open the glass door, step inside, and then slide the door back in place. As the wind flickers its last breath
towards us, I feel like all the air in the room is slowly being sucked outside, and
I quickly take a deep fearful breath through my nose.
Dana's mom comes down the hall when we enter, and she runs our way.
"What 's wrong?" she asks. "What happened?" Then she sees Cindy, and we all
back up to give her room; she screams to Dana to call for help, so she and
Louisa take off into the kitchen. The rest of us just stand there not knowing
what to do. Jenny wavers back and forth, as if she can't make up her mind as to
where she is going. Tommy 's biting at his nails and Josh looks at me with an
expression I can't seem to recall ever seeing on his face before. It looks like he's
about to cry and yell at the same time; it's the decision which to go with that
keeps him from doing either, and he lands confused in a chair. "My baby! " Mrs.
Collins keeps screaming. She tries to get Cindy to talk, shaking her like we had
done before and moving her head back and forth by her cheeks, but she eventually gives up, drops over her, and hugs her tightly.
It takes the ambulance forever to get there, but when it does, three men in
white shirts and dark pants come inside with a stretcher and some emergency
equipment. But it's all a blur, and I feel queasy and a bit dizzy so I sit down on
the footstool by Josh. Everybody's screaming, Mrs. Collins, the men, and Dana,
who's clinging to her mother and her sister's arm. Then the men get real quiet
and start moving real slow. They start putting everything away, and Mrs. Collins
is asking what's wrong and they tell her, "I'm sorry, ma ' am, but your daughter
is dead. There's nothing more we can do." Cindy 's just lying there with her eyes
still closed. Her face is all puffy and red. I notice she's missing one of her pink
tennis shoes and my mind tries to backtrack but I can't remember where it
could be. Now the miles she has traveled away from us are inconceivable to me,
and it's as if that little girl lying dead on the floor is not the same one we carried
in from outside, and I have to look back at the sliding glass door and wonder for
a moment if we had not left Cindy back in that field , somewhere in that tall
grass, wondering where we have all gone and why we have left her. I start feeling real sick: my forehead 's hot, and I feel like I'm sweating all over. Louisa
looks at me, appearing not to feel that well either, her face nearly colorless. The
men put Cindy on the stretcher and lift her up. They move around the end of the
couch awkwardly, one of them almost knocking over the lamp on the end table
with his elbow. Mrs. Collins is caii-ied along with them, clinging to Cindy 's
right side. She's still crying out loud. I watch and as they go out the door my
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stomach calms down a bit. Dana doesn't leave the room with her sister and
mother, she just stands there frozen , with her hands covering her nose and
mouth. She looks like she's praying, but her eyes are open. The handkerchief
Dana wore over her eyes in the field is still around her neck. She's looking out
the door, watching the men take Cindy away as we all hear Mrs. Collins's
voice. "No, not my baby! Not my poor baby! Oh God, please, not my baby! "
It was a closed-casket funeral . They had found thirty bee stings across her
body, a few of the insects still in her hair and clothes when they got her to the
hospital. Her face had swollen to twice its size, her legs, arms, and chest covered with bumps the size of half-dollars.
We didn't go back to the field for a long time, and it seemed every time we
passed Mr. Breckon 's fence we'd pick up speed on our bikes and sometimes
even hold our breath, afraid the same wind that swept Cindy away would slip its
way inside of us. Dana didn ' t come outside either. The event would remain
fresh in her mind for some time to come. My mom was good friends with
Dana's mom, and I overheard her talking to Dad one night in the kitchen about
Dana having ho1Tible nightmare . She' d wake her parents in the middle of the
night screaming, "Go away! Go away!" and they would fmd her sitting upright
in bed with her arms waving back and forth or clawing at her covers.
I had dreams, too, but I never told anyone about them. For a period of time
I would keep checking under my bed for bees and pull back the sheets with a
snap, before I would jump in and bury myself beneath the covers for the night.
Bees chased me in my dreams. Cindy would even appear, crying and holding
onto my hand as I watched her dance wildly around, swatting at them and
screaming at me to help, but I would just stand there frightened and wake up
dragged down by an awful feeling of guilt.
My parents told me that Dana was seeing what the kids around school
called a "psycho doctor," saying that only nuts went to see them. Because of my
own bad dreams I had this enormous fear burning inside that, like Dana, I
would have to go see the "psycho doctor," who I pictured with a large forehead ,
narrow face, and circular glasses on a pointy, frightful nose.
It was hard for me to understand what Dana was feeling at the time. Of
course we were all affected by Cindy's death, but for Dana it seemed that the
absence of her sister left a great emptiness, not a fear.
My mom told me that Dana wasn't getting any better. She was doing poorly
with the homework the school sent her if she did it at all, and she was still rather
quiet and distant from everyone. Mr. and Mrs. Collins decided to move to Minnesota, where I guess they had relatives. "The change should be good for them,"
my mom said. I never saw Dana again.
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Winter set in unexpectedly early, driving across the cornfields, which were
now only remains of cornstalks bent and twisted upon the ground, poking themselves out of the newly fallen snow. The wind whipped past in icy gusts. It didn ' t
seem odd that not a bird was in the sky, for I was sure the air could have swept
them up and sent them to the earth shattering on the cold, hard ground. The trees
were stiff and unmoving, letting out ominous creaking noises when the
branches rubbed against each other. The snow was a thick, brittle, four-inch
crust draped around their bases. The snow crunched with every ankle-deep step
we took, and I could no longer feel my nose: red and raw, without a scarf to
cover it. The icy air singed the hairs in my nose, making them feel like prickly
icicles. We proceeded across the field in silence, Josh leading the way with his
gloved hands in fists, tight by his sides. I looked over at the oak . There were
only a few leaves left, and the branches weaved together, spreading out in a dark
mass against the backdrop of the pressing clouds hanging low in a silvery-gray
smoothness. It was already beginning to snow again, but only light flakes now.
Josh and Tommy stopped ahead of me. I looked back at our tracks. Except
for a few prints, the rest seemed to have disappeared. Jenny and Louisa lagged
behind, both keeping their heads low as they plodded along. When they reached
us, we all just stood there for a while, wondering only now why we had come.
No one spoke because no one had anything to say. We listened to the wind that
was only a whisper compared to that day two months ago. Tommy bent down
and dug his gloves into the snow to scoop up a clump. It was powdery and
crumbled away from his palms.
"It's not the packing kind," I remarked, taking my own clump from the
ground, trying to force it into a tight ball.
"Has to warm up again," Josh said, taking a swipe at the snow with a kick
that sent the powdery white dust a few feet off the ground and then back down.
"Well, I wish it would warm up." Louisa held her scarf down below her
mouth and dug her hands into her pockets, her upper body turning back and
forth. "It's freezing out here!"
"I wonder what Dana's doing right now," Jenny said.
It struck me that I had not heard that name for two weeks, maybe longer. I
thought about her, but l never heard anybody else speak of her. I looked at the
other for their answers. Josh had topped kicking up the snow and was bending
over and brushing away a small spot on the ground.
"Maybe she's freezing her rear end off like us," Tommy answered.
"Does it snow more in Minnesota?" Jenny asked.
"Supposedly," Louisa said. "My mom and dad told me that when they were
up there to visit my aunt and uncle, two feet of snow fell and they could hardly
get out their front door with all the drifting."
I looked back over at Josh and noticed he had stood up and was holding
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somethjng. He patted and dusted off the small object and turned to present it to us.
"Look what I found."
In his hands he held what looked like a small pjnk shoe. We all stared at it,
our rrunds racing back to a time we had pushed aside like so many dreams, the
feeling never forgotten but the pecific , like a little girl's pink shoe covered by
snow, already jumbled or discarded from memory. Josh began to say omething
else when a shot went off from somewhere in the woods. Soon a deer came
leaping out from under the oaks, a doe, jumping and bouncing and dashing over
the tops of the stiff, frozen remajns of the grass jutting out of the snow. An enormous silence descended on u once again. I heard myself breathing along with
the deer's steps, the shot still ringing in my ear . I could hear each hoof plant itself in the snow. Scrunch, scrunch, crunch ... the doe continued down a ways and
then darted back into the woods, its tail flipping up to show the whjte fur beneath.
I looked back to where I thought the shot had gone off, but could see nothing. I
looked over at Jenny who was huddled up next to Loui a agrun. My eyes couldn't
help but notice some smoke trruling up from a chimney to the north.
I'm not sure why I did what I did next, but I closed my eyes, pread out my
arms, and took a deep breath before I fell backwards into the snow. I landed
with a dull crnnch. I moved my arms and legs back and forth. The snow was
tiff, so I had to use extra force, especially with my arms, to wipe through it. I
soon stopped moving my arms and legs and just stared up at the clouds and
breathed deep agajn_ The rur smelled good. I looked out the corners of my eyes
without lifting my head, but didn ' t see the other , only heard their movements
in the snow and Tommy exclaim that Josh hit him in the arm with hi s foot and
why doesn ' t he move over. I heard Louisa and Jenny giggle. Then I saw a showering of snow flung up from the ground and more laughter and then a clump fell my
way and I spit and blinked my eyes and r heard Jenny and Louisa yell for Josh and
Tommy to cut it out and then a clump of snow was thrown their way.
The snowflakes became larger and more numerou s, falling softly on my
cheeks and eyelashes. I stuck my tongue out and even caught a few upon it. My
chin was frozen. I tried to imagine what we looked like to God , who was upposed to be somewhere up there beyond those clouds, and I laughed at the
thought of our bodies lying upon the earth like metal jack tossed randomly into
the snow.
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SUSAN KLAISNER

WITH EVERY SECRET THING

Part I

Give Them Raw Truth
Chloe stood at the podium, looking over her notes while a vampirish imp of
a clerk poked and prodded the microphone. Her assistant, Elsie, standing a few
feet away, peered at the audience with her cash-green eyes. The bookstore was
packed, the crowd spilling out onto the sidewalk. It was one of those newer
store with cappuccino machines gmgling in the background, the design of the
place like an atrium, the banisters of the second level forming an open square
over the main floor where a platform and podium had been et up before rows
of chairs.
Elsie turned to Chloe and smiled. Chloe ignored her and the audience, especially the faces outside pressed against the windows. She found the oundle s,
moving mouths impossible to watch.
Ivan, the clerk, tapped the microphone with hi s thumb and nodded his head
in what Chloe imagined to be approval. He half bowed, waved hi s hands towards the podium and said, "It's all yours, lady."
Chloe smiled her thanks and appreciated his mirk. The room was too hot,
too cold, too crowded, and the noise-Jesus, the noi se was unbearable to her:
their voices jumbling, moving, and falling into one long moan . She rubbed the
fingertips of her tight hand across her forehead and fe lt little beads of perspiration . She smoothed her straight, brown hair with the palm of her hand . Her
scalp hurt, even burned in places. She thought of her lover, Tarek, remembering
how just that morning he had entwined his wide, dark fingers in her hair,
pulling strands from her scalp as he dragged her from the bed and positioned
her against the wall. She had howled with pleasure, spreading her arms as wide
and open as her legs.
The owner of the bookstore set a decanter of water on the table beside her.
Elsie, an unlit cigarette dangling from the corner of her thin-lipped mouth,
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stood beside her and watched the photographer from the Chicago Tribune. He
was against the wall to their right, focusing his camera.
Chloe shuffled the wad of index cards containing her handwritten notes.
She pulled the white silk collar from her throat and rolled her shoulders.
"Just a few more minutes," Elsie sajd_ "You OK, kid?"
Chloe looked out over the growing crowd-people squeezed shoulder-toshoulder, looking for seats, looking up at her, talking to one another in what she
knew had to be their victim tongue. She whispered to Elsie from the side of her
mouth, "Why 's it so fucking hot?"
Elsie glared and put a finger to her lips. "Shhhh, not so loud, Chloe."
Chloe tugged at her collar again and looked up at the crowd on the second
level peering down at her over the banisters, their faces dotting the ceiling. " I'm
serious," she said, "why is it so hot in here?"
"Just a few more minutes, Chloe-don ' t freak out on me, OK?" Elsie
stepped closer. "OK?"
Chloe didn ' t answer and continued to look out over the room. Behind the
crowd she could see the cashiers sitting at the front counters, resting their elbows on the cash regi sters. Blue-vested clerks ru shed back and forth, checking
the red velvet ropes corralling the audience. The noi se. The goddamn fucking
noi se. Everywhere Chloe looked, there they were, waving and smiling, pointing
to her book in their pink-knuckled hands. Her face, in black and white and looking serious, peered back at her from the photograph on the back cover. She
hated that picture.
A few years ago, when her first book came out and even a year ago, with
her fourth book, she never thought of the audience and their voices as noi se, and
try as she might, she couldn't figure out exactly how and when it had all
changed. It seemed one day she looked out onto the crowd-maybe in Detroit,
maybe in New Mexico-and all she could see were pair after pair of pain-red
eyes staring up at her. And instead of feeling the usual spreading warmth of love
and compassion, she felt annoyed. Annoyed with the ones who cried, and bored
with the ones who yelled.
"One more minute, Chloe," Elsie said. "The store manager just told me the
reporter from Chiswick Fair called from her car-she' ll be here any minute."
Elsie moved away from the podium and began conversing with some audience
members who had gathered nearby. They had Chloe's book clasped tightly to
their chests and as they spoke with Elsie they grinned and nodded and darted
occasional looks past her and up at their fellow survivor on the podium. Chloe
looked taller than they had expected, nearly five feet ten in her high heels. That
dark hair was swept tastefully away from her pale face and across the bridge of
her nose were those freckles that somehow didn ' t quite fit the knowing look of
her pale brown, heavy-lidded eyes.
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Chloe's fans were a special lot, being that incest and all its trappings were
her specialty. At first, at the beginning, she wanted to hear their stories, including all the gory details. She believed she could help-even wanted to help. She
believed in sharing her own gory detail s as well and said things like, " If I can
help just one victim realize she's a survivor, I will be satisfied"- blah, blah,
blah. She wrote to them , filled her books with the instructions they craved. She
told them how to thrive, not just survive. Told them they could be happy, raise
healthy children, enjoy good sex, and resist the ghostly hands of the perpetrator that haunted their sleep.
"OK, Chloe, here we go," Elsie said and then took her seat at the side of the
platform.
After the store manager's brief introduction, Chloe took a deep breath,
squared her shoulders, put on her black-rimmed character glasses, and tossed a
brilliant smile to the crowd. As expected, they howled and clapped in response.
In ide, very deep inside, she winced.
She was speaking. She was sure of it, aware of it, used to it. Her voice
purred from the speakers and oozed atop their heads-"lt's wonderful to be
here thi s afternoon surrounded by so many friend s." As usual, they lapped it up,
gazing at her in wonder and awe.
As Elsie sat with her bony hip against the table where Chloe's books were
stacked pyramid-style, she counted the number of heads, then turned her attention back to Chloe whose right foot was tapping nervously behind the podium,
something Elsie always watched for. It was an indicator that Chloe wasn't well,
that she was getting closer to one of her emotional breakdowns in which she
was likely to melt and scream and insult anyone present, even those who were
closest to her and loved her the most. Don 't lose it now, Elsie thought, please
not now-later yes, but not fucking now.
Elsie looked back at the crowd and saw the reporter from Chiswick Fair sitting in the front-row chair she had reserved for her. The reporter had come with
her own photographer, who was sitting beside her, unpacking hi s camera. She
wasn't writing anything, her open notebook seemed forgotten in her lap, its top
page blank. Elsie checked the reporter's handsome face, checked her dark eyes
and mouth. Receptive. Good. Listening. Good. Smiling, even nodding. Good.
But why the hell wasn 't she taking notes? Elsie shook her head mefully, wished
desperately for a cigarette, and decided for the millionth time that she was done
with these goofy-ass, self-help writers and all the accompanying drama. She
studied Chloe, and despite that tapping foot, she could not help but smile. Geez,
she was a natural-a voice that begged to be followed and a face that dared you
not to tm st it. Unlike so many of her competitors, Chloe did not take the gentle,
live-and-let-live approach to healing: " Forgive? Forgive who? Forgive what?"
she said, and Elsie watched Chloe hit the side of the podium with her fist for
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emphasis. Chloe's style stomped, no, ate the ass off competitors, he was a publisher's wet dream, but Elsie had worked with Chloe long enough to know that
she was fraying around the edges, that she didn ' t care anymore, that she was
ready to explode. One more reading to go, Chloe, Elsie thought, just one more
to go.
Chloe flipped to the next card and looked up towards the crowd . She knew
when to pause, when to lift her voice, when to look sad, when to look elated.
She could feel their pulse, she knew where their hunger pangs resided"You 've got to kill those monsters; kill those monsters in your head"-she
knew when to veer from her notes and when to caress a mood.
Chloe paused to sip from a glass of water. Looking over its rounded lip, she
met the eyes of a woman in the third row whose stringy blonde hair looked
vaguely familiar. Chloe set the glass down, took a breath, and continued. The
audience oohed and aahed and nodded their heads. She smiled, looked up, and
fell again into the gaze of the woman in the third row who she now noticed was
glaring at her. Who is she ? Chloe ran into people all the time that she had met
before, of course. But this one ... what was it?
Chloe stepped back and continued, continued to woo and seduce. The audience leaned forward and back. Who is she? Chloe stepped to her right and pointed
at a face, beginning the question and answer portion of the lecture. She answered
the questions flawlessly, effortlessly. The faces outside the windows seemed to
Chloe to be piling up, one on top of the other with their soundless mouths. As she
answered a question, she could sense the stringy-haired woman leaning forward in
her chair. Chloe was remembering something. But remembering what?
The audience was laughing and clapping, murmuring to each other how
right Chloe was and , "Geez, I feel exactly the same way," and "Wasn 't I saying
that very thing just the other day?" Chloe clasped a hand over her ear in response to the noise. She looked at the woman again who wasn ' t smiling or nodding but sitting perfectly still in her metal-backed chair. The stringy yellow hair,
paited in the middle and held back by tarnished metal barrettes, should have
tipped Chloe off. Something told her the memory was in that hair and those tarnished barrettes. Where ? From where ? One more question. Yes, you. Some inane
question from the back of the room. Something about hair being cut and razor
blades between childish legs. She gave an answer and the woman, the victim,
smiled in relief. The stringy-haired woman was rising to her feet. The man and
woman on either side of her leaned sharply away from the wide spread of her
hips. The woman was mumbling and glaring, rolling Chloe's paperback book in
her pudgy fists. Chloe raised her hand and pointed at someone on the other side
of the audience. Her eyes slid towards Elsie. Another answer and more smiling
relief, but heads were beginning to tum towards the standing woman.
Elsie was moving, catching the store manager by the hand, whispering in
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her ear. The woman from Chiswick Fair looked back over her shoulder and
picked up her notebook for the first time. She glanced at her photographer and
made a faint motion with her pen, stopping him from putting hi s camera away.
Chloe smiled and turned towards the standing woman. That hair. That fucking ugly-as-shit hai,: And then the woman smiled and in a voice as soft and
sweet as a child's she said, "Did you get the doll ?"
Chloe leaned forward, her head tilted slightly to the side.
"Excuse me?"
"I said, did you get the doll ?"
"I'm sorry," Chloe smiled and squared her shoulders. Her fingers gripped
the sides of the podium. The faces loomed long and wide outside the window,
their mouths opening and closing, closing and opening.
"You sent a doll ?"
"Raggedy Ann! " she said, her voice rising.
'·Could you sit down ? Could you please sit down?" someone sitting behind
the woman said. The rest of the audience was peering and craning to get a better
look at her.
"Raggedy Ann?" Chloe said a little too low. Her voice sounded fragile, broken, and limp. She could feel the respon se of the other victims. Heard them
whisper. Felt them frown. They were looking from her to the woman, from the
woman to her; their victim's antennae crackling and popping-bad vibes, bad
vibes. Chloe wondered if she was smiling. Say something, fucking say something. But Elsie was there, her mouth at the microphone saying something
about the line forming to the left and, "Thank you, thank you for coming," and
yes, as many books as possible would be signed. Her hand was planted firmJy
on the small of Chloe's back and Chloe wanted to ask, "Arn I smiling ? Am I
smiling all right?"
"Did you like her?" the stringy-haired woman cried. Her eyes squinted and
her mouth poured all over her doughy white face. The manager slipped between
the chairs, her hand reaching towards the woman's arms. Ivan the clerk was already there, behind her, his hands on the back of the woman's chair. Elsie
gripped her hands around Chloe's waist and tried to pull her away from the
podium, but ChJoe held tight to the podium 's sides and remembered something.
Something that ta ted like whiskey and sand and dried saliva. A moon. A warm
moon. An ocean silent and black, and a string of paper lanterns blistered red
from the moon hovering there, right there between the two of them . The
woman's voice was ri ing. Rising and twisting with a sudden salted breeze.
" Did you like her? Did you like her as much as the one you had before? Why
don ·t you tell all the e people what you do to people you like-what you do to
people who like you, huh ? Why don 't you tell them the truth-you big fat liar! "
And then she threw the book. Hauled her short, fat arm up and threw the
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thick paperback over the heads of the people in front of her, over the podium,
past Elsie's blocking hand, right into Chloe's chest. Chloe staggered back and
would have falJen from the platform had one of the blue-vested clerks not
grabbed her arm. She struggled against Elsie and the clerk as they guided her
from the platform towards the back of the shop.
Yes, yes, she remembered the name-the name, her name, and yes, she had
received the doll, had even believed it was a ghost. She slapped at Elsie's hands
and kicked the clerk in the shins, and tried to make her way back to the podium.
"Stephanie! Stephanie!" Chloe sobbed.
And for a moment, before Elsie pulled her back, Chloe saw the woman
look up, saw the stringy yellow hair, the tarnished barrettes, the withering blueeyed gaze, and the mouth moving up and down, mouthing the words, "Liar, liar,
big fat liar!" And in that moment Chloe remembered the nipples, the thick, dark
nipples, the cove, her bare feet against a blue line of rocks, seaweed and tar on
the soles of her feet, and then she was falling, remembering nothing at all and
everything forever.
The crowd seemed to engulf the woman. Ivan held her arms, and several security guards who had been posted outside grabbed her legs. As she struggled,
the purple windbreaker she was wearing ripped at the sleeve and her stomachround and white-was exposed to the angry gaze of the crowd. She screamed,
"Liar, liar, big fat liar!" over and over again while Ivan and the security guards
half carried, half dragged her towards the front of the store. The two photographers followed close behind, snapping picture after picture. Someone yelled
that the police were outside, and then the police were inside with their leather
jackets squeaking. Ivan, upon seeing the police shouldering their way through
the throngs of people, tripped over someone's bag and dropped the woman'
arms. Her head fell at the base of the best-selJers display counter.
Elsie ushered Chloe through the back of the store, across the alley to State
Street, and into a parked cab. Chloe collapsed across the backseat, her face in
her arms. The cabby rolled his eyes and shouted over the seat rest at Elsie.
"Who's gonna pay, lady?"
"Oh, for Christ's sake, can you wait five minutes?"
The cabby glared into the rearview mirror and said something about loudmouthed women. Elsie, in turn, said something about assholes driving cabs, before turning her attention to Chloe.
"Chloe? Hey, kid, listen to me for a minute .. .! gotta go back inside and get
our things. Just lie here, OK? Don ' t sit up. You understand, don ' t sit up. I'll be
right back."
She glared at the back of the cabby's head and said, "Don ' t let anyone near
her, OK?"
The cabby shrugged his shoulders and lowered his cap over his eyes.
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It was true that Elsie returned to the bookstore for their purses and book
bags, but what she really returned for was to see what had become of the reporter from Chiswick Fair. The woman, the nut Chloe had referred to as
Stephanie, leaned against the front counter, her hands cuffed behind her back. A
female police officer held one of her arms while the security guards cleared a
path at the front door. The manager, Mona something or other, was murmuring
pleasantries and patting the arms of distraught guests, assuring them that Chloe
was all right. The cashiers rang up sale after sale. Elsie noticed that the pyramid
of Chloe's books was gone. She was hard-pressed not to smile. The police, of
course, wanted to know if Chloe was going to press charges; they said they
wished to speak to her. Somehow Elsie convinced them she'd bring Chloe to the
station the next day.
Elsie inched her way towards the front of the store. Jesus Fucking Christ.
She wished she could believe that this was just another crazed-fan incident, but
something in Chloe's voice told her that it was bigger and wider than sheElsie-could fathom. And then the reporter looked up and met her gaze, and
Elsie knew that she knew it too.

Part II
Chloe Confesses
Stephanie was always around. Once, when she was at my house back in
Hacienda Heights, Caljfornia, I left her in my room alone because I knew Hal,
my stepdad, was looking for me.
I left her in my room , sitting there on the edge of my bed listening to Bobby
Sherman on the record player. I was hoping that Hal would Lie on top of her instead of me. I stood in the bathroom across the hallway, with the door open just
a crack so I could see. I could hardly breathe. And, God, was I hoping, fuckjng
praying, that he'd go after her. That he'd put his hand on her head and smile
down at her a he stepped closer. He stood in the doorway, and although I could
only see his wide back, I could also see Stephanie sitting there. Sitting there
surrounded by all that pink lace on the bedspread. The windows were open behind Stephanie, and I could hear my sisters Justine and Amanda in the pool out
back.
Hal stood there, his hands at his sides. I waited for his hands to go loose
and flat and his shoulders to flex. He always did that just before he put his fingers in my mouth, before he undid his pants, before he took that ugly thing out.
Do you think me crude? Well , all those goddamn years in that house and all
the years after the house begin and end with the word crude. It never happened
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to Justine or Amanda. It didn't happen to Stephanie either-at least not by Hal,
anyway.
I watched Stephanje_ Jesus Christ, yesterday when I saw her in the bookstore, she looked pretty much the same as she did then, only bigger and more
dopey. It's true; she looked dopey that day in my bedroom. Hal didn't touch her,
though, and went on about his business.
That evening I invited Stephanie to the beach. I told her how to sneak out of
her house and where to wait for me. She was scared. Really scared. I mean she
was only twelve at the time, but I knew she'd do it because she was so mesmerized by me and my high school friends.
I snuck out of the house that night too after everyone was asleep. I met my
boyfriend Ronnie around the comer. I ran down the street, pulling the nightgown over my head, feeling the breeze against my skin. I always wore a pink
paisley bikini to the beach at night. In the van Ronnie kissed me and slipped a
tab of acid on my tongue and soon l was flying. I told Ronnie where to pick up
Stephanie and of cour e he looked at me like I was nuts and stuttered something
about jailbait.
When we stopped to get Stephanie she was hiding in the bushes near her
house. Once she was in the van, I ignored her. I watched her, though. I could see
her out of the comer of my eye, sitting there on that greasy red carpet, surrounded by all those car parts and duct-taped beanbag chairs. She sat all curled
up, her eyes watery behind those ugly gla ses, and she hugged her knees to her
chest. I saw her yawn, and that's when I announced to Ronnie that I didn ' t want
to go home until we saw the sun rise. Ronnie didn 't care; he was screaming
along with Deep Purple, driving like a nut down Pacific Coast Highway. I saw
Stephanie flinch and by then I was laughing because the acid was really kicking
in and I was angry, wonderfully angry, and I kept telling Ronnie to go faster and
faster, enjoying the whimpers in the back of the van.
Back then in Malibu there were places to hang out at during the night, public beaches and deserted stretches of the ocean. Our favorite was an area we
called the "Blue Line Rocks" because of this rocky ridgeline twenty feet high
that stretched down to the water. At night it looked like giant blue arms. There
was a deserted, beat-up trailer near those rocks. Whenever we went out there,
some of the guys would always string a series of paper lanterns from the rotted
awning of the trailer to the antenna of one of the vans. The lanterns were lit with
Christmas bulbs, and combined with the bonfire and someone's eight-track
blaring, it was a party. On the other side of that line of rocks was a cove where
couples would go to get it on, as we called it back then.
That night I danced around the bonfire and was careful to ignore Stephanie.
Of course everyone else ignored her too. J mean, she was in junior high and we
were in high school. Isn 't it funny how that made a difference back then ? (My
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older sister Justine, who spent our childhood worrying and looking out for me,
sometimes came along to these night gatherings. After we were grown, she told
me I looked wild and beautiful dancing in the firelight.)
On the night Stephanie came to the beach, Ronnie grabbed me at some
point and swung me 'round beneath the string of paper lanterns. My long hair
flew in the strong winds, my head fell back, and all the while I managed to hold
onto the bottle of Jack Daniel's. I pressed my lips to Ronnie's and then I was
running, dragging him behind me, heading for the line of blue rocks.
The moon was so hot and the ocean so black. I scaled the rocks in my bare
feet and Ronnie was huffing and puffing behind me. Said it scared him when I
did that and I called him a pussy. At the top of the rocks I turned towards the
party beside the trailer. I could see Stephanie huddled there between the couples
around the fire. Ronnie made his way down the other side of the rocks to the
cove and I was following , enjoying the sharp edges against the soles of my feet
and the sight of the ocean, black as ink, sliding onto the white sand.
Our feet slid into all that black and white and r watched the moon and held
my arms out wide when he pressed his mouth against my neck and bit me, bit
me hard as I liked and demanded, and the breeze, God, I can still remember it,
how alive and green and brown it was. And that moon, that fucking hot moon
directly above. With one hand still holding the Jack Daniel's, I grabbed Ronnie
by his hair and pulled him down on top of me.
With Ronnie marching between my legs, and sand rubbing, I looked up and
saw that the lanterns, which must have blown free of the line, were hovering in
the breeze just over us , the lights out. And I thought how they were like a charm
bracelet or something, dangling from the wrist of the wind. And then I saw
Stephanie, Stephanie fucking watching the whole thing from the top of the
rocks, looking scared and excited all at once. And then it was like Hal was there
watching me and for a moment I was so fucking scared I almost screamed, but I
kept my eyes on her, held her gaze, and I thought I had never hated anyone as
much as I hated her just then. The lanterns sailed out of view and Stephanie
backed away out of sight. I thought I heard her cry or say something, I don ' t
know, and then Ronnie was done and I was pulling my bottoms on, grabbing
the bottle of whiskey, and climbing fast as I fucking could up the rocks.
It was easy to catch her, she was only halfway down the other side when I
reached her. I grabbed her by the back of her stringy yellow hair and pulled
hard, wrapping the ends in my fi sts. She waved her arms and tried to turn her
head up and back, tried to see me, but I twisted all the harder and wondered if I
could rip her fucking head off. [ could see the party, thirty feet or so beyond the
rocks, and was grateful everyone was busy with everyone else. I pushed her into
a crevice in the rocks out of sight of the others, all the while holding her by the
hair in the shadows and, God, the power I felt at that moment. She was scared.
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So fucking scared, and in that fear I knew that I could do whatever I wanted to
her. That's what her fear told me. Her eyes were so wide and round. I pushed
her hard against the rocks over and over again and kept saying, "Shut your
fucking mouth." But she wasn ' t saying anything and this command-my telling
her to shut her fucking mouth-reminded me of something, but I wasn't about
to figure that one out.
"Shut your fucking mouth, you dumb little cunt!" And he tried to move her
mouth , tried to tell me she wasn't saying anything, and this too seemed familiar.
I could hear the music from the party, and on the other side of the ro.;ks,
Ronnie's moans. l stepped closer to her and guzzled from the bottle. I followed
her gaze, saw the terror and love all at once, and that's when I raised the bottle
above her head and poured the whiskey all over her shoulders and blouse.
I saw how easy it was, this power, and when I looked down at her I aw her
nipples, those big, dark nipples poking from the thin cotton blouse. J twisted her
head back until her chin was all I could see and then I bent down and bit those
nipples, right through the shirt. I worked my jaw, catching tiny pinches of skin
between my teeth. She screamed and there wa blood. I tasted salt, sand, and
whiskey.
I put the whiskey bottle down and scratched Stephanie's childish belly with
my fingernails, ripped the button of her pant aside and the zipper open-reaching, reaching down until my fingers were pressed into something warm
and tight. I let go of her hair and put the fingers of my left hand inside her
mouth.
I bit her face, her neck, her shoulders and nipple until she wasn't saying
anything anymore and all the while I kept jamming my fingers in her cunt, feeling the skin break against my nails, knowing when she peed and how many
times she peed, the urine feeling warm on my hand. I rubbed against her and
whispered in her ear, telling her how much I knew she wanted me to do thi and
how she was nothing more than a dumb little cunt and how she had better stop
talking. But she wasn't saying anything, barely crying even.
After I don't know how long, I heard Ronnie making his way up the
rocks , but I didn't stop. I couldn ' t. I don't know. Maybe [ even liked the idea of
Ronnie finding us. Who can say? Anyway, when he reached the top of the
rocks, Stephanie tried to scream, and that's when I pulled my hand from inside
her pants and covered her mouth.
The music and voices from the party suddenly seemed so loud and o close
and Ronnie was moving fast down the rocks toward u and all of a sudden I
panicked. I just fucking panicked. I pushed Stephanie back against the rocks
one more time and jumped away from her. At this point Ronnie was standing
just a few feet behind me. He was all fucked up. Kinda weaving side to side, but
trying to focus. He knew something was up.
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"What's going on?" he said and took a couple of steps towards Stephanje_ I
just stood there and looked from him to Stepharue and then I saw her pants
were undone and that there were blood stains on her blouse over her rupples.
All of a sudden I knew, I knew what I had done and what would happen to me
should anyone find out. What if Hal and my mom found out? What if the police
found out? What if the kids at school found out?
And then I was talking and crying all at once, holding onto Ronrue's arms
and pointing at Stephanie: "She's some kind of freak, Ronrue. I caught her
watchjng us and then when I followed her down the rocks and tried to tell her
how-how rude that was, well, she turned on me." Ronnie put hjs arms around
me and stared at Stephanie, and when I saw his gaze move to her unbuttoned
pants, I threw my arms around his neck and turned him around so that he wasn't
facing her, and then I said that she had jumped on me and tried to touch me. I
told him she was a lezzie, a freak. I told him I was so glad he showed up when
he did and that I didn't know what I was gonna do and that I wanted her out of
my sight.
I peered over Ronnie 's shoulder at Stephanie. She just stared at me, her
eyes all screwed up and her mouth a big square thing making all these awful
sounds-hoarse cries like her tongue was swollen. She slid down to the sand
and fumbled around for her glasses. I ached to kick her. I wanted to kick her
and punch her and bite her, but I couldn't, of course, because at that point I was
concerned with saving my ass. When she managed to say something, sometrung
about being son-y, I raised my voice and sobbed and screamed until she finally
stopped trying to talk. She curled up into a ball and rud her face in her hands.
And that's how she was when everyone who was still partying by the trailer
climbed up to us. Ronnie told them what I had said, and I was still crying and
screami ng, hoping to God Stephanie wouldn ' t say anything. But she said nothing, even when the boys kicked at her. Even when the girls said she was gross.
The next day I won-ied that Stephanie might have told her parents. I mean, I
don't even know how she got home. Apparently she didn ' t tell anyone, but I
did. My version of what happened eventually made it back to her school and
she was pretty much ruined after that, what with all the name-calling and teasing and girls refusing to dress near her in the locker room. No one mentioned
Stephanie to me because the word had spread that I couldn't talk about it, it was
too upsetting, a girl making a pass at me and all. But now that I think of it, I
wonder what my friends Renee and Chrissy thought. I had made lots of passes
at them, had even slept with Renee the better part of ninth grade. I wonder if
they suspected anything?
I saw Stephanie a couple of times after that night, both times at a distance,
once in a grocery store parking lot and once at a Foto Mat. After that l didn't
see her again until yesterday in the store here in Chicago, when she threw the
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book at me and was arrested.
Last night on the phone I told Justine about that njght at the beach as well
as the incident in the store. I told her Elsie said the reporter from Chiswick Fair
had asked a lot of questions and told Elsie she planned to talk to Stephanie.
I told Justine I could probably get away with agreeing with what some of
them are already saying about Stephanie, that she 's a crazed fan, a nutcase.
"What do you trunk now?" Tasked her.
"I trunk you'll do what you have to do with Stephanie."
I sighed, tears rolled from the comers of my eyes, and I was surprised to
feel , of all thing , calm. Yes, Justine was right. I'd do whatever I had to do ...
And if I needed to lie again?
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STORY WORKSHOP APPROACH
"Hair Trigger walks away with first prize. The magazine is of the highest quality ... The writing
is thoughtful, realistic, sensual, exciting, and within the vein of the best traditions of American
literature ... exhibiting a high level of professionalism and seriousness . . . full of solid, memorab\e
surprises ... a most pleasant experience to run across such a variety of themes and subject
matters within a single magazine."
From judge's comments on 1993 First Place Award to Hair Trigger 14, in the
Associated Writing Programs (AWP) national competition for literary magazines
"Some of the best writing we've seen ... Each story is fresh, evolving with its own energy, its own
design. There is no reliance on formulae or quick tricks. The writing is blessedly unselfconscious
and full of human understanding . . . imagery is quick, clear, powerful ... Language use is almost
flawless."
From judge's comments on Medalist Award to Hair Trigger 13, in the Columbia
University Scholastic Press Association (CSPA) 1991 national competition
"Big, energetic, original throughout ... Some of the best work we've seen. , . exhibiting precise,
cerebral concepts in writing."
From judges' comments, Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines (CCLM) 1985
national contest, in which Hair Trigger 8 was awarded first prize as best college
literary magazine in the country
"Superior fiction ... One great strength of most of this writing is its unrelenting realism ... large
doses for a CSPAjudge who has tired of reading about unicorns, rainbows, lollipops and BMW's
... a great and jolting tonic. I love it that your writers do not blanch before words or topics which
would send Jesse Helms into Code Blue."
From judge's comments, CSPA 1990 national competition, in which Hair Trigger
12 won a Silver Crown Award
"I'm impressed with the quality of the writing ... and the clear sense your editors had in organizing the anthology of stories into an aesthetic whole . . . . what's striking in all of ... [these
stories] is the close attention to character."
From judge's comments, First Place Gold Crown Award to Hair Trigger 14 in the
CSPA 1992 national competition
"Excellent prose writing. Serious professional concerns."
From judges' comments, CCLM 1979 national contest, in which Hair Trigger 3
was awarded first prize as best college literary magazine in the country
"Both books [The Story Workshop Reader and Ange{,S In My Oven] are fascinating and impressive evidence of the success of your [Story] Workshop methods. A sense of life, a sense of literary
process being ripened and developed, quickens nearly every piece I read. These are clearly
students bringing the best of their powers to bear on the writing task while those powers are
being extended in a most wonderful variety of directions. The discipline rises from the vigorous
immersion of the writers with their material-as it should."
R. V. Cassill, Brown University
Author of Dr. Cobb's Game and The Goss Women
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